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Abstract
Utility and cloud computing are paradigms that offer computational services (e.g., software,
hardware and infrastructure) in a manner similar to utilities such as water, electricity, gas and
telephony - on demand, on a pay-as-you-go basis, and without regard to where the services are
hosted or how they are delivered. Similar to some of these common utilities (e.g., electricity and
crude oil), economic-oriented allocation, trading and quality of service (QoS) based scheduling
of resources is executed over electronic market platforms named cloud marketplaces. However,
despite numerous research works focusing on construction of a cloud marketplace, its implementation challenge is still awaited. Existing approaches are static and not capable of reacting
to the dynamic nature of the underlying paradigm’s context: high diversity of services and service types, and unpredictable user base and user behavior.
In this thesis, we address the issue of market diversity and dynamism through a novel
methodology for the management of electronic marketplaces - autonomic markets - as a new
way of thinking about the engineering of electronic market platforms. We argue that adding
autonomic capabilities to market platforms will enable the establishment of fault-tolerant and
reliable marketplaces, which in immature or changing paradigms are vital to counteract elements of uncertainty.
We begin our journey towards this vision by presenting a monitoring methodology, which
includes a series of market goals from relevant literature, sets of extractable metrics for a market
platform, and how to map (i.e., combine and transform) metrics to assess goal performance
such that autonomic adaptation of the market could be undertaken if the current performance is
insufficient.
Additionally, we explore open challenges of service discovery and selection in autonomic
cloud markets. We argue that a large market diversity is one of the main causes of high transaction costs, poor market liquidity, and economic inefficiency of cloud marketplaces. We address
this problem by channeling demand and supply into a limited number of adaptable (“standardized”) services. Throughout the process of standardization we apply clustering algorithms and
adaptation methods to select and manage standardized services that are structured based on the
users’ demands and offerings. Using a novel liquidity model that we introduce, we ensure that
market liquidity is always maximized. Finally, we facilitate the process of discovering services
in the cloud marketplaces by introducing methods for automatic matching and selection of cloud
services.
To evaluate usefulness and feasibility of our approach, we build and herewith present conceptual and implementation details of an agent-based market simulator. Using this tool, we
v

simulate several realistic market scenarios and illustrate how important it is to be able to adequately monitor a market where sudden changes can lead to painful consequences. Furthermore,
we show that such phenomena can be detected by our monitoring model.
In addition, we simulate a continuous trade between agents in both standardized and differentiated goods markets and demonstrate that standardization of goods in small markets (i.e.,
small number of market participants) may hurt market efficiency in terms of market liquidity,
welfare, and transaction cost, but it brings enormous savings and benefits in the markets where
the demand and the supply are sufficiently high.

Kurzfassung
Utility und Cloud Computing sind neuartige Paradigmen, die Rechenressourcen als Services
(z.B. Soft- und Hardware, IT-Infrastukturen) in einer ähnlichen Art und Weise anbieten wie
derzeit Wasser, Strom, Gas und Telefon angeboten werden – auf Abruf und mit genauer Dienstabrechnung unabhängig von der tatsächlichen Lokation der Services. Ähnlich wie bei Gas oder
Erdöl werden bei der ökonomischen Ressourceallokation, und dem QoS-basierten Scheduling
spezielle Marktplattformen vorausgesetzt, die als Cloud Märkte definiert werden. Obwohl es
derzeit sehr viele Arbeiten zum Aufbau und zur Definition von Cloud Märkten gibt, ist die genaue Implementierung von solchen Märkten noch immer eine offene Fragestellung. Die derzeit
existierenden Ansätze in diesem Bereich sind statisch und können nicht auf die dynamische Natur der Cloud Märkte reagieren, wie z.B. auf die hohe Diversität der Services, Service-Typen
und das nicht vorausplanbare Benutzerverhalten.
In dieser Dissertation beschäftigen wir uns mit der Diversität der Märkte basierend auf einer
neuartigen Methodologie für das Management von elektronischen Marktplätzen, den sogenannten autonomen Märkten. Dabei stellt diese Methodologie einen neuen Ansatz für das Engineering von elektronischen Marktplätzen. Autonome Eigenschafen ermöglichen dabei fehlertolerante und zuverlässige Marktplätze zu definieren. Dies ist notwendig, um den Unsicherheitsfaktoren der elektronischen Märkte entgegenzuwirken.
Als ersten Schritt präsentieren wir eine neuartige Monitoring Methodologie, die eine Vielzahl von Performanzindikatoren zum Aufbau eines elektronischen Markts voraussetzt und auch
die entsprechenden Metriken berücksichtigt, die notwendig sind um diese Indikatoren zu messen. Dabei definieren wir auch wie diese Metriken auf die Indikatoren übersetzt werden können
(z.B. Kombination und Transformation) um zu entscheiden, ob die derzeitige Performanz des
Marktes ausreichend ist.
Wir beschäftigen uns auch mit der Auffindung der Services und einer automatischen Selektion der Services in Cloud Märkten. Des weiteren argumentieren wir, dass eine sehr hohe
Diversität des Marktes eines der wichtigsten Gründe für die hohen Transaktionskosten, schlechte Marktliquidität und die ökonomische Ineffizienz der Märkte ist. Dieses Problem lösen wir
durch die Bündelung von Angebot und Nachfrage in eine limitierte Anzahl von adaptierbaren
(standardisierten) Ressourcen. Um standardisierte Services zu definieren und zu managen verwenden wir die Methodik der Clustering Algorithmen und diverse Adaptierungsmethoden die
auf Angebot und Nachfrage der Benutzer basieren. Dabei verwenden wir ein neuartiges Model
für das Management der Liquidität, das sicherstellt, dass ein Maximum an Liquidität erreicht
wird.
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Letztendlich ermöglichen wir durch die Verwendung der automatischen Vergleiche und Selektion einen automatischen Auffindungsprozess von Services in einem Cloud Markt. Um die
Nutzbarkeit unseres Ansatzes zu evaluieren, diskutieren wir ein Konzept für einen agentenbasierten Market-Simulator. Mit diesem Tool simulieren wir verschiedene realistische MarktSzenarien und illustrieren wie wichtig es ist auf eine adäquate Art und Weise den Markt zu
überwachen - wobei schelle und unerwartete Marktveränderungen zu schwerwiegenden Konsequenzen führen können. Des Weiteren simulieren wir den kontinuierlichen Handel zwischen den
Agenten in standardisierten und nicht standardisierten Märkten. Dabei demonstrieren wir, dass
die Standardisierung in kleinen Märkten (d.h. sehr geringe Anzahl der Marktteilnehmer) unter
Umständen die Markteffizienz stark beeinflussen kann. Sie kann z.B. eine schlechtere Marktliquidität, schlechtere ökonomische Wohlfahrt, und hohe Transaktionskosten hervorrufen. Gleichzeitig ruft diese Standardisierung aber auch viele Vorteile hervor, wie z.B. enorme Einsparungen,
wenn Angebot und Nachfrage entsprechend hoch sind.
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CHAPTER

Introduction
A constant need for innovations and improvements of information systems has brought us to
a period of fast development of information technologies (IT) and, finally, closer to the longheld dream of computing as a utility. Although sometimes observed as a market ploy by huge
vendors to convince users to buy more products, utility computing is much more than that - it is
a redesign of the fundamental technologies and infrastructures found in the today’s data centers.
Its core promise is turning computational resources (e.g., storage, networks, and applications)
into services that IT will be able to deliver and charge for in the manner similar to the traditional
utilities such as water, gas, electricity, and telephony. This idea was first suggested by John
McCarthy of MIT as early as 1961, when he had said [2]:
“If computers of the kind I have advocated become the computers of the future, then computing
may someday be organized as a public utility just as the telephone system is a public utility...
The computer utility could become the basis of a new and important industry.”
Computer science has since then rapidly advanced and numerous methodologies have been proposed, such as distributed systems, grid computing, virtualization technologies, and parallel
computing [17, 91, 159, 175, 225]. However, in the today’s business requirements, these technologies are often inefficient due to their lack in flexibility, scalability, and cost-effectiveness.
As a means to address these issues and add new features to the concern of resource allocation
and provisioning, cloud computing has emerged.
It is difficult to come up with a precise and comprehensive definition of cloud computing.
Many individuals and organizations have made general statements about cloud computing and
its advantages and weaknesses [56, 205, 228]. At the heart of it is the idea of highly scalable
computing resources provided on demand and for the broad customer base [29,41]. It represents
a business model that encompasses a variety of systems and technologies as well as service deployment models and business models. One of the most commonly cited definition of cloud
computing is the one by the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) that
states: “Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a
3
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shared pool of configurable computing resources - for example, networks, servers, storage, applications and services - that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management
effort or service provider interaction” [150].
Cloud computing is commonly described by its five essential characteristics [150]: (1) ondemand self-service, i.e., a user can provision resources (e.g., software, infrastructure, network,
etc.) when needed automatically and without requiring human interaction with each service
provider; (2) broad network access, i.e., services are available over the network and accessed
through standard mechanisms; (3) multi-tenancy, i.e., provider’s resources are pooled to serve
multiple consumers using a multi-tenant model; (4) rapid elasticity, i.e., services can be elastically provisioned and released to rapidly scale with demand; and (5) monitoring, i.e., systems
are controlled and optimized on a pay-as-you-go basis. Terms by which the cloud services are
“rented” are determined by Service Level Agreements (SLAs). SLAs are legally binding agreements between the two parties that state functional and non-functional performance promises
made by a provider and fines for performance failures.
There are several cloud deployment models, where the most common include private, public, and hybrid clouds [140, 183, 226]. Private cloud infrastructure is deployed privately behind
a firewall and used by a single organization comprising multiple consumers. Public cloud infrastructure is provisioned for open use by the general public and includes well defined payment
and accounting mechanisms. Finally, hybrid cloud infrastructure is a composition of the two
previous models. There are also numerous service delivery and deployment models in cloud
computing [24, 48, 133], where the most common include: (1) software as a service (SaaS),
i.e., offering provider’s applications running on a cloud infrastructure; (2) platform as a service
(PaaS), i.e., offering consumer to deploy an arbitrary application on the provider’s cloud infrastructure using programming languages, services, libraries, and tools supported by the provider;
and (3) infrastructure as a service (IaaS), i.e., offering consumers to run and deploy arbitrary
software on a set of fundamental computing resources such as storage, network and processing
power.
In order to achieve the status of computing as a utility, numerous research challenges are
still left to the researchers. In this thesis, we investigate one such challenge: automated service
discovery and selection. In particular, we examine how cloud users can discover and select bestfitting cloud services in the largely diverse and fragmented network of cloud providers. Through
our discussions and studies of existing literature, we derive methods and frameworks for service
discovery and selection that allow systems and software agents to make use of another’s services
without the need for continuous user intervention. We also demonstrate how the current methods
of human-generated and human-consumed SLAs are not sufficient to evaluate, compare, and
select SLAs and how a step towards standardization of SLA terminology could allow service
agreements to be evaluated mechanically, thus reducing costs to consumers and providers.
To shortly introduce the work carried out in this thesis, in Section 1.1 we present our problem
statement, detailing the motivation for our work. In Section 1.2, we present research questions
that will be addressed in this thesis. Major contributions of the thesis are summarized in Section 1.3. Finally, in Section 1.4 we present the organization of the remainder of the thesis.
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1.1

Problem statement and research objective

Utility and cloud computing paradigms have been since their beginnings inspired by the electrical power grid’s reliability, ease of use, and pervasiveness [40]. Motivated by the success of this
model, computer scientists have developed an analogous infrastructure - a computational power
grid, which first lead to grid computing, and later to cloud computing [197]. These paradigms
are comparable in numerous ways: they both offer resources (electricity and computation) as a
utility, on-demand, without regard to where they are hosted or how they are delivered [48].
Currently fragmented, static, and shapeless cloud landscape hinders the paradigm’s ability
to fulfill its promise of ubiquitous computing on tap and as a commodity: prices are fixed; service level agreements non-negotiable, but tiered into categories like gold, silver and bronze; and
users need to rely largely on search engines for provider discovery. To solve this issue, it is necessary to develop efficient methods for dynamic resource management, i.e., resource allocation,
pricing, trading, and quality of service (QoS) based scheduling. In electrical grids, this task is
given to the electronic market platforms named electricity markets. Similarly, management of
computational resources is performed by cloud markets1 [42, 116, 185, 214]. Cloud markets are
computational platforms that allow resource consumers and providers to express their requirements and facilitate the realization of their goals [40]. Furthermore, they provide methods for
resource discovery and strategies for dynamically scheduling applications at runtime depending
on various user-defined QoS requirements, including costs, availability, and capability. Figure 1.1 presents a simplified overview of how a cloud marketplace with a support for these tasks
should look like. Note that this figure also depicts a market component for adaptation, which
will be discussed in detail shortly.
The implementation challenge of a cloud marketplace is still awaited, despite enough projects
concentrating on cloud marketplace construction. Our argument is not that the technical challenges addressed by such projects are not important developments, but that they are not sufficient
to completely capture a cloud market. We argue that such marketplaces do not efficiently cope
with the paradigm’s (and its followers’) highly dynamic context such as high product variability,
unpredictable participant behavior, and the emergence of new actors and actor types.
In the following, we identify five major challenges facing the implementation of electronic
market platforms for utility and cloud computing.
Problem 1
Currently existing methodologies for the management of cloud computing marketplaces
are static and unable to react to the dynamic characteristics of the underlying domain.
New challenges from a surge in Internet connected devices and digital ecosystems will
emerge. Consequently, we do not yet know what situations will arise for future marketplaces,
especially cloud marketplaces. We, therefore, need novel theories and paradigms to facilitate
and control the next generation of electronic market platforms. A key challenge is that we do
not know the most fitting anatomy of an appropriate market platform for these domains. Even
assuming that an adequate platform has been designed and implemented, a subtle or disruptive
1

In this thesis, we interchangeably use the terms cloud market, cloud marketplace, and cloud market platform.
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change within the domain can mean that the platform no longer satisfies its domain requirements. Today, electronic market platforms do not even consider the prospect of online adaptation. Instead, they are reasonably static and not designed to handle changes in their operational
environment or elements of uncertainty in their architecture.
In this thesis, we argue that the market engineering process for a cloud marketplace cannot
extend traditional approaches. Instead, it is our vision to define a new methodology for the management of electronic markets where elements of dynamism or uncertainty are observable. We
believe that the market engineering process in such scenarios can be orchestrated through the
definition of market goals in combination with autonomic capabilities (self-optimization, selfconfiguration, self-healing and self-protection [125]). In other words, to build in dependability
via the capability of adaptation at design time. This enables a market platform to autonomically
adapt its configuration at runtime to satisfy a set of goals (e.g., levels of liquidity, privacy, welfare, energy efficiency and stability) and thus retain system-wide performance with respect to
these goals. In Figure 1.1, this task is given to the component named “Market adaptation”.
By making an electronic market platform autonomic, we hope to enable the creation of
market platforms that evolve beyond their initial design principals and “learn” or evolve towards
their (near) ideal or stable configuration(s). In making market platforms autonomic, we can
begin to explore, analyze and understand how market platforms can evolve as well as the impact
of different market models and goal sets.
Problem 2
Due to the lack of monitoring methodologies, it is not possible
to identify and react to potential inefficiencies in electronic marketplaces.
In our vision of autonomic market platform, market quality and performance are characterized by levels of satisfaction of certain market goals. In order to fulfill this idea, it must be viable
to define, capture and manage knowledge from the market platform that represents these goals.
However, despite the large importance of this task, there exists no methodology for monitoring
economic capabilities of electronic market platforms. Through the several decades of research in
electronic commerce and market design, numerous measures for expressing market quality have
emerged [15, 19, 23, 111, 113, 115]. However, most of these works focus only on financial assets (e.g., stocks), which are relatively simple, standardized and well understood and, therefore,
significantly differ from diverse and partly substitutable computational services. Furthermore,
these works usually discuss quality measures on a theoretical level, neglecting the importance of
implementing a monitoring framework for measuring the overall market performance. Finally,
due to the complexity of some of the performance indicators and market goals (e.g., market liquidity), the research community has not yet defined a single unified method for capturing these
measures that are applicable in commodity markets, and not only for stocks and financial assets.
It is our goal to define a monitoring methodology for assessing quality of cloud marketplaces
that includes a series of realistic market goals, the sets of extractable metrics from a market platform, and how sets of metrics are combined and transformed to access goal performance. The
monitoring methodology presents the first step towards the vision of autonomically adaptable
electronic market platform through allowing the market to identify potential inefficiencies and
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threats. In Figure 1.1, the task of market monitoring is depicted as “Observe” step of the market
adaptation layer.
Problem 3
Cloud landscape is fragmented, heterogeneous and diverse,
which may lead to poor market liquidity and trading activity.
Considering service allocation and provisioning, which are the main tasks of cloud markets,
it is not sufficient to investigate only the implementation and adaptation of market platforms,
but also the services that are traded within the market. Cloud markets comprise a virtually
indefinite variety of computational service types. This is caused by the large diversity in terms
of service specifications, resource utilization, and the ways of delivering computational services.
First and foremost, there is a vast variety of service types due to the numerous Everything-as-aService (XaaS) delivery models (e.g., software, hardware, platform, and network as a service).
Second, usage scenarios, pricing strategies, and allocation methods may differ to a large extent
for each of the service delivery models (e.g., software services may be significantly less scalable
and flexible than infrastructure units). Finally, even if assuming a market platform for trading
services for only one delivery model, the number and heterogeneity of providers and services
are often extremely large compared to other markets [3, 33].
Due to the extensive variety of services (goods), discovering and selecting a fitting service is
often costly and the likelihood of finding a service that matches a buyer’s requirement is likely
to be very low. These issues result in poor market performance in terms of market liquidity
[33, 148], which is an important measure of market quality. Market liquidity describes how
easily and quickly it is possible to trade a certain volume of a considered good without causing
a significant movement in its price. A market must ensure a proper level of market liquidity in
order to attract traders and work efficiently [182].
Since liquidity depends on the diversity of goods that are traded in the market, it is reasonable to assume that reducing the heterogeneity of computational resources would have a positive
effect on liquidity in cloud markets. This approach - standardization of products - showed positive effects on many other market types [131]. Standardization makes products commodity
goods and brings numerous additional benefits, such as independence of single suppliers (commoditization), compatibility, interoperability, safety, repeatability, and quality [179].
Following the positive examples from the history of commodity markets, we begin to explore how standardization can be applied to computational goods to reduce diversity and increase liquidity in cloud computing marketplaces. Through standardization of computational
goods, demand and supply are channeled into a limited number of standardized services, which
in turn “homogenizes” the market. Standardization of cloud market products, i.e., computational
services, is possible due to their substitutability (i.e., fungibility). Namely, computational services are fungible as they can be substituted by other, relatively similar services. By analyzing
services demanded and supplied, it is possible to acquire knowledge about users’ needs in the
market and perceive the actions they perform. This knowledge facilitates apprehending the relations between different services and discovering what services are mutually interchangeable (and
to which extent), which is a key requirement for product standardization. In Figure 1.1, the task
of resource standardization is performed by the component named “Resource management”.
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Problem 4
Cost of service discovery and selection may present
a barrier for potential users to join the market.
In the “traditional” differentiated goods markets, the extensive variety of services often
causes extremely high costs for market users due to the complex process of service discovery:
users must manually check numerous offerings before finding the closest ones to their needs.
The complexity of this task, as well as poor market liquidity, may repel potential users to join
the market. Through the standardization of diverse and heterogeneous computational services,
cost of discovering and selecting appropriate services is significantly reduced, but not fully vanished. As long as human intervention is needed for these tasks to be executed, the idea of utility
computing cannot be fully achieved. In particular, in the long-held dream of computation as
a utility, computing systems are able to independently and inexpensively locate and purchase
certain services in order to achieve given tasks.
The goal of automatic and autonomic SLA discovery is particularly challenging as there
exists no standard for specification of SLA-based services and service requirements. During
the last decade, numerous research works have discussed standardization of SLA specifications
and ontology-based solutions for matching SLAs and SLA elements [8, 78, 86, 104, 154, 161,
180]. However, these techniques are costly and unable of autonomic adaptation to the changing
conditions of the underlying paradigms.
In the course of this thesis, it is our goal to define a set of methods and processes for automatic and autonomic execution of service discovery and selection tasks (“SLA matching” in Figure 1.1). Through feedback-based machine learning, these methods perform self-modification
with the goal of minimizing and, finally, completely dismissing the need for human intervention.
Problem 5
There exists no simulation framework for testing hypotheses and methods
for adaptation of market platforms.
In the last years, several research groups and institutions have focused on the implementation of market platforms for allocating and scheduling computational resources in computing
paradigms such as utility, grid and cloud computing. Many of these research works have resulted
in open-source market frameworks, such as [3,39,123,130,158,184,214]. The majority of these
works discusses implementations of markets, economics-aware service platforms, service interactions, business models, consumer/provider discovery, transaction facilitation, and (autonomic)
policy management. However, none of these frameworks allows the market platform to change
at runtime.
In order to verify our hypotheses and methods for creation of autonomic and adaptive market
platforms, a controllable, flexible and reliable market simulation tools is necessary. Currently
existing tools do not allow us to move towards more realistic scenarios (e.g., adding new trading
artifacts, participant types, changes in participant behavior, market growth or contraction, etc.),
nor they allow painless extension and control. Moreover, bringing certain level of dynamism in
the majority of the existing market simulation tools is virtually impossible as they assume static
participation such as the number of users and their demand remains fixed.
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1.2

Research questions

Based on the problem statement described in the previous section, we derive five main research
questions that are addressed by this thesis.
Research question 1
How to guarantee market stability and sustainability
despite dynamic changes within the (cloud computing) domain?
Although the current cloud realization offers a simple, fast and inexpensive way to bring consumers and providers together, it also suffers from many challenging situations. These include
low market liquidity (caused by a broad resource variability and a low number of market participants), a fragmented array of independent providers, a few standard mechanisms for unilateral
provider adoption and use, and an ever-changing user base and actions users perform in the market. In order to address these challenges, a cloud market should be dynamic and adapt to the
current needs of its participants as well as address the impacts these requirements have upon
the market itself. Although in this thesis we use the cloud computing paradigm as a use case,
it should be noted that these requirements can be posed to any other type of electronic market
as well. This research question discusses the “Market adaptation” component of Figure 1.1. It
addresses Problem 1 presented in the previous section and will be fully elaborated in Chapter 3.
Research question 2
How to measure quality of an electronic marketplace?
In order to create a dynamic market platform that satisfies the needs of its participants and to
enable the idea of adaptable markets, it is necessary to understand the meaning of market quality
and performance and to define methods for their assessment. Current monitoring tools for electronic markets, clouds, and other complex systems do not fully capture economical behavior of
the underlying paradigms. In order to enable the idea of a self-adapting marketplace, we must
be able to observe its performance from different perspectives and define a complete monitoring model that includes infrastructural, economical, and other implementation-specific market
properties. This research question is related to Problem 2 presented in the previous section. It
discusses the ”Observe” task of the market adaptation component from Figure 1.1 and will be
presented in detail in Chapters 3 and 4.
Research question 3
How to cope with the liquidity risks caused by
diversity and heterogeneity of cloud services?
A cloud market faces a huge diversity in services, service delivery types, and provider-based
constraints and requirements. This diversity can cause serious problems to market stability and
liquidity. In particular, high number of service types means that it is hard and costly to find a
service that is required, thus reducing the utility of market users while increasing the transaction
costs in the market. Market liquidity is an important measure of market quality and a guarantee
of market efficiency. An illiquid market may negatively impact attractiveness and, therefore,
9
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SC1: Conceptual design of an autonomic market platform (Chapter 3)
SC2: Monitoring methodology for electronic market platforms (Chapters 3 and 4)
SC3: Resource management and standardization in electronic marketplaces (Chapter 4)
SC4: Automated service discovery and selection of SLA-based resources (Chapter 5)
SC5: Implementation of an autonomic market simulator (Chapter 6)

Figure 1.1: Scientific contributions (SC) and organization of the thesis

repel potential consumers and disadvantage new providers. Therefore, in order to ensure market
stability and sustainability, the marketplace must retain a high level of liquidity and regulate
service diversity. This research question is related to the implementation of the “Resource management” component of Figure 1.1. It follows the discussion of Problem 3 presented in the
previous section and will be elaborated in Chapter 4.
Research question 4
How to facilitate service discovery and encourage traders to join the market?
Market participation can be often costly: users must specify their service requirements, map
the differences between their specifications and the ones of their potential providers, and manually select the best-fitting service offering. In a market trading numerous diverse services, this
process can be particularly complex and may repel potential consumers and providers. It is,
therefore, necessary to enhance and facilitate these tasks in the cloud marketplaces by offering
automated methods for service discovery and selection. This research questions is associated
to Problem 4 presented in the previous section. It discusses the “SLA matching” component of
Figure 1.1 and will be elaborated in Chapter 5.
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Research question 5
How to design a cloud marketplace capable of
autonomic adaptation and trading standardized services?
To explore the vision of an autonomic market, we need an experimental platform. Naturally,
it is not possible to plainly map existing markets to fulfill this task. Therefore, an appropriate
research methodology for their study is simulation, as it enables the creation of what-if scenarios
and the ability to observe how autonomic adaptation evolves a market over time. To achieve this
goal, we need an autonomic market simulation tool. Through simulation, we can implement
economic and management models of autonomic markets to access their performance (with respect to goal fulfillment), tractability and feasibility for different adaptation strategies. Although
real-life markets cannot be mapped directly for an autonomic market, their traces as well as
event and trading catalogues can act as input data as a means to drive specific what-if scenarios.
This research questions is associated to Problem 5 described in the previous section. It is related
to the overall collaboration and implementation of the components presented in Figure 1.1 and
will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6.

1.3

Scientific contributions

According to the research questions presented in the previous section, we highlight the following
scientific contributions of this thesis. Each of the contributions is marked in Figure 1.1. These
contributions have been previously published in several academic journals, conference proceedings, and books. We herewith specify for each contribution the references where it has been
published.
Scientific contribution 1
Conceptual design of an autonomic market platform
To address the dynamic nature of user requirements and new services in cloud markets, we outline a methodology for the definition and management of cloud market platforms. In particular,
we use the autonomic capabilities such as self-optimization, self-healing, self-configuration, and
self-protection to create an autonomic marketplace. Our methodology is intended to facilitate
adaptation at many levels of a market platform, where examples include: autonomic (economic)
mechanism design, self-regulation, fault tolerance as well as autonomic market (re)engineering.
In essence, we explore and discuss how the extended autonomic control loops can be applied
to a complex array of parameterizable (hence adaptable) economic components, where each
component can be imagined as a traditional managed element within the Autonomic Computing
paradigm. By applying our methodology, a market platform can be considered as an interconnected network of managed autonomic elements. The autonomic market has the ability to change
its initial design and evolve towards a stable configuration. Contribution 1 addresses Research
question 1 presented in the previous section. It has been previously published in [35, 52] and
will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
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Scientific contribution 2
A monitoring methodology for assessing
quality and performance of electronic markets
We present a novel methodology for the monitoring of cloud markets. In detail, we identify
available and measurable low-level monitoring data that is useful for (autonomic) markets and
the necessary mappings to transform these metrics into high-level indicators for a given set of
market goals. As a result of this study, we introduce monitoring sensors as an extension to
GridSim, a well-known grid simulation tool, that are able of observing infrastructure-based information, market-mechanism-based properties, and other non-mechanism related data. We particularly focus on market liquidity and derive novel liquidity measures for autonomic markets
trading adaptive cloud resources based on the existing measures from the financial literature.
Additionally, we evaluate our monitoring methodology using realistic market scenarios. Contribution 2 addresses Research question 2 presented in the previous section. It has been previously
published in [34, 35, 52] and will be fully elaborated in Chapters 3 and 4.
Scientific contribution 3
An approach for improving market liquidity through
“standardization” of SLA-based computational resources
To counteract the problem of large diversity of cloud services and properties of providers’ offerings, we present an approach of resource standardization. In particular, we channel demand and
supply into a limited number of services that satisfy the needs of as many market participants as
possible. This approach assumes that computational services are mutually interchangeable (to a
certain degree) and that reducing the number of service homogenizes the market and increases
its activity and liquidity. In this thesis, we discuss methodologies and theories for creation and
adaptation of standardized services and observe their performance in terms of several evaluation
criteria in a controlled simulation environment. Contribution 3 addresses Research question 3
discussed in the previous section. It has been previously published in [33, 36–38] and will be
discussed in Chapter 4.
Scientific contribution 4
Methods for automated SLA matching and selection
Service discovery and selection often incur significant market participation costs to users and
may present a great obstacle in market stability and activity. In this thesis, we present methods
for automated service discovery and selection. In particular, we discuss several feedback-based
machine learning algorithms that match equivalent elements of differing SLAs and select bestfitting SLAs in terms of specification of services and required/offered values of quality of service
(QoS) parameters. Using a simulation-based evaluation scenario, we demonstrate the benefits
of this approach in terms of lower effort and cost of finding and selecting SLA-based services.
Contribution 4 addresses Research question 4 discussed in the previous section. It has been
previously published in [171] and will be presented in Chapter 5.
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Scientific contribution 5
Design and implementation of an autonomic market simulation tool
In this thesis, we present the conceptual design and implementation details of an experimental
platform for evaluation of the autonomic market vision. Although built as a tool for simulating
cloud markets, its components can be easily used in the real-world marketplace implementation.
Using our market simulator, we implement various economic models to evaluate their performance and feasibility with respect to the market adaptation strategies. Contribution 5 addresses
Research question 5 presented in the previous section. It has been previously partly published
in [52] and will be fully elaborated in Chapter 6.

1.4

Organization of the thesis

According to the research questions (RQ) and scientific contributions (SC) presented in the
previous sections, the remainder of the thesis is organized as follows (also marked in Figure 1.1).
• Chapter 2 presents related work, compares it to the work carried out in this thesis, and
outlines the enhancements that this theses has made. By studying the state of the art in
market-oriented utility and cloud computing, we organize related work into the following categories: market adaptation, market-oriented resource management, monitoring in
(cloud) markets, service discovery and selection, and experimental market platforms.
• Chapter 3 presents a vision of autonomic cloud market platforms as discussed in RQ 1
and SC 1. It first elaborates the motivation for this approach and details the steps of the
autonomic MAPE-K loop that is used to implement it. Additionally, it presents a novel
monitoring methodology for cloud markets as discussed in RQ 2 and SC 2, which is a
first steps towards the vision of autonomic markets, and discusses its implementation as
an extension to an existing grid simulation tool.
• Chapter 4 introduces an approach of automated standardization of computational resources
in cloud markets as discussed in RQ 3 and SC 3. First, it details the liquidity risks in cloud
markets and derives a set of measures for monitoring liquidity in electronic markets. Second, it examines how liquidity problems can be solved by reducing market heterogeneity
and discusses the design of a market to support trading these services. Finally, it presents
methods and algorithms for managing adaptive cloud resources and formalizes a costbenefit analysis of this approach.
• Chapter 5 presents an approach of using machine-learning methods to match SLA-based
service specifications with the goal of automatically recommending best-fitting service
offerings to the market users and, therefore, reducing them cost of market participation.
This contribution has been discussed in RQ 4 and SC 4.
• Chapter 6 discusses benefits and shortcomings of the existing market simulation tools and
introduces a conceptualization and implementation details of an agent-based cloud market
simulator. This contribution has been discussed in RQ 5 and SC 5.
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• Chapter 7 presents the simulation-based evaluation of the methods described in all research questions and scientific contributions, i.e., in Chapters 3-5. For each approach, it
gives a detailed description of the simulation environment and evaluation results. Finally,
it summarizes all evaluation results and outlines the benefits and the shortcomings of the
work carried out in this thesis.
• Chapter 8 presents the conclusion of the theses, discusses its limitations, and gives a critical reflection and an outlook into possible future work.
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CHAPTER

Related work
In this chapter, we present related work, which we organize in the following categories: Section 2.1 presents the literature on autonomic adaptations in clouds and other similar systems.
Section 2.2 describes the existing work related to the resource management in utility, grid,
and cloud computing, including existing implementations and discussion of cloud marketplaces.
Section 2.3 presents related work on monitoring in cloud computing and in electronic markets.
In Section 2.4, we present the existing work on SLA discovery and selection and discuss adaptive
specification of SLA-based services. Finally, Section 2.5 presents related work on implementation of experimental platforms for simulating electronic markets.

2.1

Market adaptation

Due to the growing importance of distributed systems (grids and clouds) in recent years, the
scientific community focused on the theoretic foundations and research on how to make such
systems adaptive and sustainable, often referring to the original self-* principles of autonomic
computing [125]. While research was mainly visionary in the first years after the seminal Autonomic Computing article, these early works served as groundwork for more and more prototypical implementation of autonomic aspects in various systems. For example, [165] discuss the
need for autonomic capabilities of distributed service systems and briefly outline the application
of the self-* capabilities in this context. Today, most scientific work addresses technical issues
to make systems autonomic, such as the development of negotiation protocols to make grid
or cloud services self-adaptive [29], or considers autonomic service management frameworks
without explicitly taking economic methodologies into account (e.g., [60, 134, 164]).
In contrast, research on autonomic systems that apply economic methods and considerations, as first proposed by [58], is still in its infancy. In particular, current research in this area
often focuses on narrow and specific issues and therefore only partially considers the aspects
needed for autonomic marketplaces. For example, a self-organizing resource allocation mechanism in dynamic Application Layer Networks is proposed by [192]. They do not, however,
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consider issues such as the adaptation of the market and the used mechanism itself depending on
the available resources, which is a crucial element for potential autonomic marketplaces. [166]
propose mechanisms that are able to adaptively adjust their parameters based on the past behaviour of participants. An example of economically-inspired market infrastructures is provided
by [51] who present a self-optimizing infrastructure platform for service delivery using economic (congestion-based) pricing, but only consider the infrastructure level, and not the institutional level of the platform. [26] study the mapping of high-level business objectives to lower
level objectives in order to enable autonomic optimization. However, they specifically study an
autonomic DBMS and do not consider grid or cloud environments.
Besides the original self-* principles as described above, self-awareness (a key aspect within
the context of monitoring methodologies for autonomic systems) is a more abstract concept that
can be considered a building block of other principles. In order to facilitate self-awareness, a
key aspect is the ability to monitor crucial attributes and other performance measures that provide information about the current state of the market or the platform. Performance monitoring
is a widely used process that is applied in economics in areas such as principal-agent theory
(monitoring the performance of agents in order to prevent hidden action, [129] pp. 121), public
(government) institutions (i.e., institutions that are not directly involved in a competitive market [212]), and market performance with respect to market power and abuse in decentralized
energy markets [170].
Another area that closely resembles the concept of self-aware markets is the monitoring of
performance metrics in (Web) services or business processes. Monitoring the performance of
Web Services is crucial due to their inherent dynamics and the complexities and dependencies
that arise with their invocation in service composition. Run-time monitoring in this context has
been addressed by several authors, e.g., [14, 16], and tries to provide methods and frameworks
that address how certain attributes and metrics of Web Services can be continuously monitored.
In an enterprise context, Key-Performance-Indicators (KPIs) are defined as attributes linked to
the performance of the enterprise, and for each KPI target values are set according to management goals. KPIs, however, tend to be management oriented, as they represent high-level goals,
and for this reason, need to be matched to lower-level metrics of the underlying involved business processes. [211] presents a framework that is able to derive dependencies between KPIs
and the underlying metrics, in order to be able to identify the causes of KPI violation.
Although these monitoring models target runtime monitoring, they consider (single) service
instances or enterprises rather than taking a market perspective. From a conceptual perspective,
the approach that is most similar to ours is the mechanism by [166]. However, it lacks the needed
detail on how such a monitoring infrastructure can be implemented. In this thesis, we address
this point by presenting and evaluating our monitoring model as a precursor to autonomic cloud
marketplaces.
There has also been work on generic autonomic frameworks. However, many approaches
tend to be based on frameworks that are application specific. Some examples are given in [50]
and [1]. The key limitation is that knowledge of the application domain is inherently embodied
into the autonomic framework. As a result, these frameworks are not truly generic and lack
portability to different domains, as their search space has been substantially pruned by means
of their design. Other work has focused on specific components of the MAPE-K functional
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decomposition, such as specific strategies to implement the control loop, e.g., based on control theory [103] or utility models [135, 169]. Several works discuss the application of machine
learning techniques such as case-based reasoning and rule-based approach for knowledge management in cloud environments [145–147]. However, although the presented approaches proved
to be successful for changing resource configurations of virtual machines in clouds, their performance is dictated by the manual definition of adaptation rules. Consequently, they are only
effective when the set of adaptation actions as well as their requirements and consequences are
small, precise and constant. As it will be discussed in Chapter 3, this will not be the case in
autonomic cloud markets, where many adaptation actions can be used to solve the same market
inefficiencies.
To study of adaptation upon participant behavior a commonly used methodology is agentbased computational economics: the computational study of economies modeled as evolving
systems of autonomous interacting agents to understand and simulate heterogeneous actors
(agents) interacting in a variety of ways. Using this paradigm, economic problems can be understood as study emerging interactions among intelligent, self-interested agents, and leads to
an understanding of the economy not from a macro level perspective as a system of aggregated
demand and supply, but from a micro level as a result of the interaction of numerous independent
individuals [196].
To study constraint solving for the interaction and evolution of market parameters a promising paradigm is chemical programming: the notion of computing as molecules representing data
and procedures that float in a chemical solution and engage in reactions [13, 156]. Computation
is realized as a series of reactions that transform data and potentially procedures. Computations
are executed as long as reactions are possible; they are concurrent, independent, self-governed
and guided by actual and local conditions. In other words, the paradigm provides a method to
model a market as an organic system, where the specific properties of a market (contextual and
institutional knowledge) are represented as properties of the chemical system.

2.2
2.2.1

Market-oriented resource management
Resource management in utility and cloud computing

Resource allocation and provisioning, as well as service negotiation and federation, have been
discussed in numerous research works. For example, [59] introduced an agent-based approach
for addressing federation problems in grids (e.g., resource selection and policy reconciliation)
through automated agent negotiation. [176] introduced Claudia - a service management system
that implements a new abstraction layer for the lifecycle of cloud services that allows for their
automatic deployment and escalation depending on the service status. This abstraction layer
can sit on top of different cloud providers, hence mitigating the potential lock-in problem and
allowing the transparent federation of clouds for the execution of services. Garg. et al. [94]
discuss the problem of service selection in utility and grid computing. The authors present two
novel heuristics for scheduling parallel applications on utility grids that manage and optimize
the trade-off between time and cost constraints. The performance of the heuristics is evaluated
through extensive simulations of a real-world environment with real parallel workload models
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to demonstrate the practicality of our algorithms. [132] proposes the use of a cloud system as
a raw computational on-demand resource for a grid middleware and provide a proof of concept
by considering the DIET-solve grid middleware and the EUCALYPTUS open-source cloud platform. However, these works (and the majority of other related work on resource management)
consider resource provision only from the provider’s perspective and disregard cloud user’s utility. Furthermore, they do not consider service discovery and selection through market-oriented
platforms.

2.2.2

SLA management in research and existing cloud implementations

Over the past several years, many large IT companies have entered the cloud computing market
by offering different types of services. Depending on the type of the service they offer, we can
divide them into three groups based on the business model they offer: (1) infrastructure as a
service (IaaS), e.g., [4, 5, 102, 119, 163, 198, 213]; (2) platform as a service (PaaS), e.g., [11, 70,
117, 181]; and (3) software as a service (SaaS), e.g., [101, 143, 152, 181, 201, 213]. The IaaS
providers offer their computing resources on a pay-per-use basis in form of virtual machines,
as it is the case with Amazon’s EC2 service [4], or as a computing platform, as it is the case
with the services offered by Tsunamic Technologies [203]. The shortcomings of the currently
existing IaaS providers (as well as other cloud providers) is that despite the large variety of
cloud services, they usually sell a single type of resources. For example, Amazon introduced
only three derivations of their basic resource type [4]. SaaS providers offer their computing
resources in combination with their own software components. Although they provide software
services on a pay-per-use basis, integration of SaaS components with other solutions is often
extremely hard due to the complexity of these services. Finally, PaaS providers offer computing
platforms that allow users to create their own applications in combination with the supporting
services of the provider. The goal of the PaaS model is to allow a seamless integration with
the users’ applications. However, this is still not the case as the standardization of common
interfaces is still missing.
A shortcoming of the majority of the currently existing cloud providers, despite their business models and service types, is that they do not fully utilize the idea of service level agreements
(SLAs). Namely, most of the providers (e.g., Microsoft Azure [213] and Amazon [4]) do not
even provide their SLAs in one of the commonly used XML-based formats. Without allowing
users’ specifications of requirements in standardized formats, these providers can hardly participate in a cloud marketplace and, therefore, present a further threat towards cloud market
fragmentation and illiquidity.
SLA management is an important technological aspect of cloud computing [173]. SLAs are
legally binding contracts that represent a negotiated agreement between two parties, namely the
service consumer and the service provider. An SLA defines a common understanding between
the parties about different contract terms including responsibilities, guarantees, warranties, and
penalties. Usually, an SLA in computing resource markets also specifies measurable metrics,
the method for measuring those metrics, and the billing process.
Currently, there are two de facto standards for the specification of SLAs: (1) the Web Service
Level Agreement (WSLA) specified by IBM [138, 208], and (2) the WS-Agreement defined and
specified by the Open Grid Forum (OGF) [162, 216]. IBM’s WSLA covers the requirements of
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commercial services while OGF’s WS-Agreements focuses on the requirements of the scientific
computing community (e.g., grid community). WSLA and WS-Agreement are successfully used
in different projects jointly.
WSLA is an SLA specification language implemented as part of IBM Emerging Technologies ToolKit (ETTK) framework, which provides functionality for specification, creation, and
monitoring of SLAs [85]. Each SLA expressed in the WSLA specification language contains
three sections: (1) a section describing parties and the interfaces exposed to these parties, (2) a
section containing the definitions of services, their operations, including service level attributes
and metrics, and (3) an obligation section specifying service level objectives and guarantees.
In WSLA there are two types of parties: signatory parties (service provider and service consumer), who sign the SLA, and supporting parties, who are authorized by those signatory parties
to execute different activities (e.g., monitoring the metrics).
In contrast to WSLA, WS-Agreement is a XML language for specifying agreements as well
as a protocol for advertising capabilities of service providers, and for monitoring compliance.
Comuzzi et al. define the process for establishing SLA [73], which has been adopted within the
SLA@SOI project [188]. The SLA@SOI project also proposes an architecture for monitoring
SLAs, considering two requirements: the availability of historical data for evaluating SLA offers
and the assessment of the capability to monitor the terms in an SLA offer [90, 168]. Koller
and Schubert suggest autonomous QoS management using a proxy-like approach [126]. The
implementation is based on WS-Agreement, whereby SLAs define certain QoS attributes (which
a service has to maintain during its interaction with a specific customer).

2.2.3

Cloud marketplaces

Although the research in computing resource markets did not discuss the liquidity of goods in
cloud computing markets, their perspective on computing goods is important. While the initial
research on computing resource markets did not pay attention to the definition of computing
resources at all, the latter research considered a simplified computing good definition.
The initial research consists of early grid market designs [39, 47, 158, 184]. It is generally
believed that grid market designs were pioneered by Buyya et al. [44] in the Nimrod/G project.
Buyya et al. continued their contributions in this field in [47], where they describe economic
entities of a grid market. Similarly, GRACE provides an architecture for grid markets and outlined a market mechanism without defining the computing resource good [39]. Moreover, the
process of creating agreements between consumers and providers has not been addressed. The
latter research on grid markets considered a simplified version of a computing resource good.
Developing the MACE exchange [184], the authors recognized the importance of developing a
definition of a tradable good. They introduced abstract computing resources as services which
can be traded. However, a detailed specification of a computing resource service has not been
given and, hence, its effects on market liquidity cannot be assessed.
The Spawn market was envisioned to work with CPU time slices [207]. The fact that computing resources have been reduced to a single component is not realistic, as the CPU slice
requirements depend on the CPU vendor due to different instruction sets. Similar to Spawn,
POPCORN project provided another market for CPU-based resources [172]. The Tycoon market was developed before virtualization tools (e.g., Xen [217]) became widely used [130]. Ini19

tially, it worked with abstract computing cycles. Although it was planned to extend this market
by making use of virtualization, the effort has been discontinued.
The SORMA project focused on fairness and efficient resource allocation [157, 158]. They
identified several market requirements, such as allocative efficiency, budget-balance, truthfulness, and individual rationality [157]. However, they have not considered that a market can only
function efficiently with a sufficiently large liquidity.
Beside these efforts, several market mechanisms have been developed [3, 74, 172, 174, 193,
204], and the idea of a resource definition has been mentioned [157]. However, further developments in this area have not been made. Furthermore, the SHARP marketplace has been
introduced, which addressed a number of security concerns within a Grid market. It also took
into account the fact that virtualization would have a large impact in a market [93]. The SHARP
computing resources are defined as a <type, count> pair, where the count gives the quantity
of resources corresponding to the type. In [122], the Shirako framework has been introduced,
which is partially based on SHARP and is used to investigate resource allocations in computing
resource markets. The authors even recognize that matching resources is far from trivial and that
some requests for resources may have additional attributes that have to be considered.
GridEcon proposed a commodity market for cloud computing services [3, 174]. Although
an explicit service level agreement for standardized cloud services [173], the cloud service requirements, and the requirements for trading have been defined and specified, the issue of adaptation of standardized goods has not been addressed. In the work on cloud computing value
chains [153], many important issues of electronic markets (e.g., improved cloud pricing and
licensing models) are discussed. However, while the diversity of virtualized resources was mentioned implicitly, the effect this diversity can have on the market has not been addressed.
Several other projects have presented frameworks for providing market-driven selection of
computer servers based on the commodity market models. These projects include Faucets [123],
G-commerce [214], Grid Markets Project [106], EPSRC GRAIL [105], and grid Market [142].
Similar to previously mentioned works, they have used only simplified definitions of goods and
have not considered that a market can work efficiently only with a sufficient liquidity. Additional
similar grid and cloud market models are described in [46, 64, 219]. A comprehensive survey on
grid market systems is provided in [221].
In their analysis of future research within clouds, Weinhardt et al. [210] have listed many
important issues (e.g., the development of an unified cloud API, the improved cloud pricing, and
cloud licensing models) that need to be addressed. While the diversity of virtualized resources
is mentioned implicitly, the effect this diversity can have on the market has not been addressed.
In addition to the introduction of virtualization in data-centers, several companies (e.g., Enomaly [83] or Fluid Operations [89]) now offer platforms to integrate in-house resources with
externally purchased cloud computing resources. Consequently, these products allow users to
turn their data center into a cloud and also allow users to act as providers for resource services.
Using such software, data center operators could easily participate in an open cloud market.
They could sell their excess capacity and purchase cloud resources from the open cloud market
when demand is high.
Another company that provides a similar service is Zimory [229]. Its product turns a regular
data center into an intra-company cloud allowing an efficient use of resources. It even allows its
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customers to sell spare capacity via its own marketplace (i.e., the Zimory Cloud). During times
of high demand, resources can also be purchased via the same market place. Since Zimory only
supports three virtualization mechanisms at present [229], the diversity of goods is already reduced dramatically. Furthermore, Zimory could limit the resource diversity using preconfigured
virtual machines via its software package, thereby ensuring sufficient liquidity in the market.

2.3

Monitoring in cloud markets

Resource monitoring in cloud infrastructures is a common research topic in numerous research
projects. For example, Fu et al. [92] proposed GridEye, a service-oriented monitoring system
with flexible architecture that is further equipped with an algorithm for prediction of the overall
resource performance characteristics. The authors discuss how resources are monitored with
their approach in grid environment. However, as a shortcoming, they do not consider SLA management. Gunter et al. [108,200] presented NetLogger, which is a distributed monitoring system
that can monitor and collect information of network. Unlike GridEye, NetLogger observes only
network resources. Wood et al. [215] developoed a system named Sandpiper that automates
the process of monitoring and detecting hotspots and remapping/reconfiguring virtual machines
whenever necessary. Emeakaroha et al. [80–82] presented LoM2HiS, which is a monitoring
framework for mapping low-level system information to certain high-level system performance
metrics. Other similar tools have been proposed by [7, 12, 32, 120, 149, 177, 218]. However, all
of these works work consider only infrastructures of grids and clouds (e.g., processor, memory,
and network performance) and neglect their economic factors.
In information science and finance literature, the influence of internal system (i.e., market)
structure and external factors on market quality has been excessively discussed. Examples of
these studies are presented in [15] and [206]. However, considering the literature on this topic,
market quality is usually defined in a very ambiguous way, often in terms of liquidity measures
(e.g., [15, 19, 115]). Others also include information measures such as instance permanent price
impacts and trade-correlated measures (e.g., [23, 111, 113]). In [224], the most prominent and
important dimensions of market quality with a focus on quantifiably measures are identified
and classified into three categories: activity [15, 115], liquidity [23, 121], and information [98].
Herewith, we focus on market liquidity since it is the considered to be the best measure for the
attractiveness of a market as it indicates the ability to quickly trade large size of goods for low
cost [109].
Although liquidity is commonly used in financial literature as one of the fundamental measures of market attractiveness, efficiency and activity, it is virtually impossible to give one definition of liquidity that covers all of its aspects and fits to all market scenarios. Due to this
complexity, measuring market liquidity is far from trivial. However, there are several common
measures for approximation of liquidity in market literature with spread measures (e.g., quoted,
effective and realized spreads) [23, 121], market depth [15], and immediacy of matching [55]
being the most prominent examples. Several other measures exist. For example, [223] proposed
a new liquidity measure, Illiq_Zero, which incorporates both the trading frequency and the
price impact dimensions of liquidity. Based on the transaction level data for 20 emerging markets
from 1996 to 2007, the authors demonstrated that the new liquidity measure shows a high corre21

lations with the liquidity benchmarks. [20] proposed using balance sheet and fund statements to
measure liquidity, which is hardly implementable in electronic market platforms. [112] proposed
some improvement measures based on the decomposition of transaction price time-series into a
stationary and a random-walk component to address the shortcomings of the bid-ask spread as
a measure of transaction costs identified in [107]. In the US government securities market, the
yield spread between the on-the-run and the first off-the-run security is often used as a measure
of liquidity [88, 100].
Overall, although existing liquidity measures are applicable to the markets trading financial
assets, they cannot be directly applied to the computing resource markets due to the fact that the
current computing resource market is built of an extremely high number of heterogeneous (i.e.,
quality differentiated) goods. The challenge is to adapt the common measures of liquidity so that
they can capture liquidity of a set of differentiated, but partly substitutable goods. With such a
definition, it will be possible to create a computing commodity market, which trades a limited
number of standardized goods. A detailed discussion on common liquidity measures in financial
markets and their possible application to computing resource markets is given in Chapter 4.

2.4

Discovery and selection of SLA-based services

Specifications of user requirements in clouds and grids have been discussed by several research
projects [78, 104, 161]. As reported in [124], most projects use SLA specifications based on
Web service level agreement (WSLA) and WS-Agreement, which lack support for economic attributes and negotiation protocols, as well as some non-functional properties, such as security. To
compensate for these shortcomings, extensions to WS-Agreement has been proposed [173]. Oldham and Verma introduce the use of semantic Web technologies based on Web service description language (WSDL-S) and Web ontology language (OWL) for enhancing WS-Agreement
specifications to achieve autonomic SLA matching [161]. Similar to that, Green introduces
an ontology-based SLA formalization where OWL and semantic web rule language (SWRL)
are chosen to express the ontologies [104]. Dobson and Sanchez-Macian suggest producing a
unified quality of service (QoS) ontology, applicable to the main scenarios such as QoS-based
Web services selection, QoS monitoring, and QoS adaptation [78]. Another approach, which
has been presented in [8], introduces an autonomic grid architecture with mechanisms for dynamically reconfiguring service center infrastructures. It can be used to fulfill varying QoS
requirements. Koller and Schubert discuss an autonomous QoS management, using a proxy-like
approach for defining QoS parameters that a service has to maintain during its interaction with
a specific customer [126]. Yarmolenko et al. make a case for increasing the expressiveness of
SLAs [220]. This can possibly also increases market liquidity, if it comes to matching asks and
bids and a common understanding of the SLA parameters has already been established. Our
approach could be seen as complimentary in the sense that it makes sure that their precondition
holds.
Most of the existing electronic marketplaces assume a unified specification of service requirements. In particular, they assume that all users in these market platforms use the same
design languages and standards for defining their requirements. This simplification significantly helps in handling syntactic and semantic varieties in SLA templates. Currently, this is
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Table 2.1: Comparison of the SLA mapping and other SLA management approaches
Approach
SLA mapping

Examples
VieSLAf [30, 31]

Amazon EC2 [4],
Koller and
Schubert [126]

4

Standardized
SLA templates
for a specific
consumer base
Downloadable
predefined
providerspecific SLA
templates
Ontologies

5

Portal solution

1

2

3

Strengths
No explicit resource
limitations; flexible SLA
usage; user (market
participant) driven;
adaptation to changes in
market
Clearly defined resources;
standardized SLAs are
adaptable

Weaknesses
SLA translations are time intensive; system
abuse by submitting fake SLA mappings

BREIN
project [73],
GEMSS
project [18]

Clearly defined resources;
standardized SLAs are
adaptable

Mukhopadhyay
[154], Salama et
al. [180], Oldhalm
et al. [161]
Zimory [229]

Clearly defined resources;
clear semantic definition of
the meaning of one syntax
description
Users agree on predefined
requirements beforehand

Plethora of SLA templates (worst case: each
provider has their own template); trade-off between (possibly manually) utilizing a template
and (possibly) manually integrating into the
client software
There is no way to respond to consumers’
needs in terms of adequate SLA templats; templates are generated in a static way; no variation in syntax allowed
Open for a limited client base only; trade-off
between cost for enetring the portal and (possibly) short-term business

Standardized SLAs may prevent users with unusual resource needs to join the market

performed either by subscribing to a specific portal [229], by applying predefined ontologies
[8,86,154,161,180], by downloading predefined SLA templates of a particular provider [18,73],
or by using standardized SLA template defined for a specific user base [4, 126]. However, applications of these approaches to resource markets in grid computing have demonstrated numerous
disadvantages. All these approaches consider static definitions of SLA templates without a
mechanism to reflect changes in the requirements of the consumer base. They do not provide
the possibility to share the common understanding on what is needed in the market nor they
provide flexibility in syntax for SLA specifications. Therefore, all of these methods could be
hardly used in real-world trading scenarios. As it will be described in Chapter 4, we utilize the
SLA mapping approach [28]. In this approach, syntax differences between semantically equal
parameters of SLA templates are bridged by defining translations between differing properties
of SLA parameters using Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) documents
named SLA mappings. Table 2.1 summarizes the strengths and weaknesses of all these SLA
management techniques for handling SLA-based contracts.
Resource allocation, provisioning, QoS-based service selection, and negotiation in grids and
clouds have been the subject of many research studies. Various resource-efficient and economically beneficent allocation techniques and methodologies have already been proposed to address
these issues. These methodologies include game theoretical approaches [9, 209], stochastic programming [54], bio-inspired mechanisms [61,187], auction-based algorithms [114,167,222] and
agent-based approaches [65, 186, 199]. Most of these works perform QoS service selection and
resource allocation based on some service performance indicators and economic indicators, including wait time optimization, utilization maximization and economic wastage minimization.
However, none of the works identified the importance of market liquidity nor performed any
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kind of adaptation of resources traded in cloud markets.
Several works deal with autonomic QoS matching in various distributed environments (e.g.,
[63, 87, 128, 155, 202]). Similarly to our approach, these works also focus on matching requirements of different SLAs. In contrast to our work, however, they try to facilitate the matching
process by introducing ontologies as enhancement to plain SLA documents, thus forcing market
participants to specify the semantics of their requirements in such ontologies. In the broader
field of computer science, there are many other approaches for automatic matching of various
types of entities. Recent works include matching records of databases (e.g., [21, 22, 79, 96, 97])
and ontologies for semantic web (e.g., [77]). These works, however, significantly differ from
our context.
Approaches for automatic discovery of mappings between various types of entities have also
been discussed in other fields of computer science. [25], for instance, provide an approach for
automatic search for mapping rules for XML Schemas. [27] describe an approach for automatic
derivation of XSLT transformations between XML documents. However, these approaches either try to match similar entities using traditional similarity algorithms that only operate on a
syntactical level, build upon explicitly described semantics of the analyzed entities, or use synonym databases to find semantic relationships between individual words. On the contrary, the
approach proposed in this thesis focuses on the whole structure of SLAs rather than on individual entities. Moreover, our approach utilizes machine learning methods to learn from past
experiences, thus continuously enhancing the knowledge about relationships between semantically equal SLA elements.
To facilitate automatic reasoning about the equality of SLA elements and creation of mappings between them, we propose strategies for learning from already established SLAs as well
as from market participants’ feedback in response to automatic recommendations. Learning
methods for similar research problems have been evaluated in various fields of computer science. The ones most similar to our context deal with matching similar records in databases
by utilizing classification methods (e.g., [21, 22, 62, 127, 227]). Most of these works use multiple classifiers allowing them to automatically adapt to the characteristics of record instances.
Other learning methods deal with learning from past experiences. Many works use Case-Based
Reasoning (CBR) for this purpose. For example, [146] used CBR to determine resource configurations of virtual machines in cloud environments. However, this and other similar works
cannot be directly applied to our research problem since the input features used for classification
as well as the models of cases utilized by CBR may be highly different to our approach. [76]
give an overview about different methods for yielding best results with CBR, e.g., they discuss
different methods to measure the similarity between cases and to retrieve best matching cases.

2.5

Experimental market platforms

Simulation of electronic markets for grid and cloud computing has been discussed in several
large research projects, including SORMA [192], GridEcon [174] and 4CaaSt [151]. [192] developed a market simulator to compare centralized and decentralized service allocation mechanisms in market scenarios according to a defined set of metrics. In their work, they considered
complex interdependencies that are broken down into two interrelated markets, namely a service
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market, which involves trading of application services, and a resource market, which involves
trading of computational and infrastructure resources such as processors, memory, etc. [174]
present the GridEcon platform - a testbed for designing and evaluating economics-aware services in a commercial cloud computing setting. The authors assume the difficulties in predicting
the context of a service market and motivate development of an environment for evaluating its
behavior in an emulated market platform. The platform is composed of the Marketplace, which
allows trading goods using different market mechanisms, and the Workflow Engine, which enables a simple composition of a market environment by describing the service interactions between economics-aware services. [151] discuss a mechanism for the resolution of the customers’
requirements that enhances the process of selecting cloud services from the business point of
view. The work is related to the 4CaaSt project and aims to create a PaaS cloud platform that
supports the optimized and elastic hosting of Internet-scale multi-tier applications.
[75] discuss a framework for modeling and simulating service-oriented applications and autonomic policies for service provisioning and resource orchestration for Application Layer Networks in utility computing environments. The approach is evaluated within CATNETS project
and investigates the use of an economic model (Catallaxy) in distributed environments like grids
and P2P networks. [194] discuss the design of a simulator with a set of features for simulation of
grid testbeds as an extension to GridSim. They model heterogeneous computational resources
of variable performance, scheduling of jobs based on various policies, differentiated network
service, and workload trace-based simulation. More importantly, the framework has the ability
to handle replication of data to several sites, query for location of the replicated data, access to
the replicated data, and making complex queries about data attributes.
Although many of these market simulators successfully address some of the main challenges
of electronic markets in distributed environments, they are fairly static and do not have any
autonomic capabilities. Therefore to orchestrate and evaluate autonomic markets, a more flexible
simulation approach is necessary.
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CHAPTER

Self-awareness in market platforms
Today, electronic marketplaces are challenged by a highly dynamic context: high product variability, unpredictable participant behavior, and the emergence of new actors as well as actor
types. Consequently, market situations that have previously been unimaginable will arise and
novel theories and paradigms are needed to facilitate and control them. Examples of new market
contexts are in the domains of smart grids, the Internet of services and cloud computing as well
as social and collaborative environments. Many of these domains are already or will become
inherently reliant upon the economic systems represented by electronic markets that can address
their allocation problems.
However, these domains are dynamic and unpredictable, impeding the possibility of creating
a fitting electronic market platform that would be “adequate” in all scenarios. Today’s electronic
markets are static and are not sufficient to completely capture such a marketplace. We believe
that marketplaces need to be capable of reacting to the paradigm’s (and its followers’) highly
dynamic context in order to ensure market stability and sustainability.
In this chapter, we address Research question 1 specified in Chapter 1 and define our vision
of autonomic market platforms - economic systems that address the elements of dynamism and
uncertainty by applying self-* properties to autonomically adapt their configuration at runtime
and satisfy a predefined set of market goals. Through methodology commonly known from the
Autonomic Computing paradigm, we create market platforms that are able of evolving beyond
their initial design principals and evolve towards a better, stable configuration(s). We present
this discussion in Section 3.1.
In this chapter, we additionally address Research question 2 specified in Chapter 1 and introduce our first steps towards the vision of autonomic cloud market: a novel methodology for
the monitoring of cloud markets (Section 3.2). A large part of this methodology is the identification of monitoring data that is available and useful for autonomic markets, and the necessary
mappings to transform these metrics into indicators for a given set of market goals. To demonstrate our approach, we utilize GridSim [43, 45] as a tool for the simulation of grid and cloud
market behavior. We have extended GridSim with appropriate market and mechanism sensors
as well as simple infrastructure sensors (Section 3.2.4). Based upon the monitoring metrics of
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Figure 3.1: Self-aware cloud market

the market (which are translated from the low-level infrastructure measurement) our monitoring
model can sense dynamic changes in market behavior, which is the first step towards establishing
self-aware autonomic market platforms.

3.1

A self-aware market platform

Cloud computing promises a fast, inexpensive, and simple way to match consumers and providers.
However, it also suffers from numerous challenges, such as: a large market diversity (resulting
in liquidity risks), a fragmented and diverse array of service providers, and few standard mechanisms for unilateral provider adoption and use. In this thesis, we address these issues by enabling
the marketplaces to autonomically dynamically adapt to the current need of market participants
and to address the impacts these constraints have upon the market itself.
In our vision of an autonomic cloud marketplace, a market platform has the ability to change,
adapt or even redesign its anatomy and/or the underpinning infrastructure during runtime in order to improve its performance. This can be done through autonomically applying horizontal or
vertical scaling to the underlying computing infrastructure in response to the available resources.
Similarly, it could tune or change the market mechanisms or its components in use during the
trading process. In our vision, cloud services (e.g., software and hardware infrastructures) regardless of their provider are traded via electronic cloud markets. In such environments, four key
independent components are needed. First, users (often represented by their agents) authenticate
themselves and place bids for a certain service (as consumers) or define offers (asks) for services
(as providers). Second, an allocation mechanism matches placed bids and asks, while a pricing
mechanism determines price and quantity of a product to be traded between a consumer and a
provider. Third, a market front-end, which may be similar to existing multi-provider dashboards
(e.g., Rightscale1 and IBM’s Altocumulus2 ), allows users to access the marketplace. Finally, an
autonomic adaptation component enables the market platform to modify itself.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the basic anatomy of an autonomic market platform, highlighting information flows, dependencies between components, and the inclusion of the MAPE-K cycle
(Monitoring, Analysis, Planning, Execution, and Knowledge). We note that all components
1
2
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http://www.rightscale.com, Last accessed: May 2013
http://almaden.ibm.com/asr/projects/cloud/, Last accessed: May 2013

shown in Figure 3.1, except the Market Adaptation component, have to various degrees been
investigated in past and on-going projects such as SORMA,3 GridEcon,4 CloudBus5 , Social
Clouds [57], Optimis6 and 4caast7 .
In this figure, there are two primary potential adaptation points: (1) the infrastructure, and
(2) the market configuration. Infrastructure here refers to the computational infrastructure of
the market platform that enables its core functionality, i.e., computational resources, delivery
mechanisms, communication channels, security procedures, etc. Adaptation in this context is
what we commonly understand as an elastic infrastructure in the cloud paradigm. The market
model, or to be more specific its institutional form, relates to the basic components of the market,
e.g., rules of participation, allocation and pricing mechanisms as well as their parameters, tradable artifacts, market type (such as monopoly, duopoly, polyopoly, oligopoly, etc.), and market
goals (such as liquidity, immediacy, stability, security, participant welfare, participation, energy
efficiency, allocation efficiency, etc.). A given institutional form, i.e., an instantiated parameterization of these components, is what we refer to as a market configuration. An adaptation at
the institutional layer, therefore, means a change in one or more parameter settings and hence
a change in the market configuration. In following sections, we identify how the autonomic
MAPE-K cycle can be leveraged for our vision of market adaptation, i.e., both its infrastructure
and configuration.

3.1.1

Monitoring

Monitoring data is critical for the instrumentation of any form of adaptation. In Section 3.2,
we focus on defining a monitoring methodology for an autonomic marketplace and demonstrate
how the performance of a market platform can be measured with respect to a specific set of
market goals. This task is performed by monitoring sensors, which gather low-level monitoring
data from the market middleware and implementation of the market configuration. For example, monitoring sensors can be placed at different layers of the market platform and monitor
the market performance from both the infrastructure (usage of computational resources) and
institutional perspectives.
Market goals can be rather abstract concepts and cannot be directly derived from monitored
data. Therefore, in order to assess a market’s performance, low-level data is mapped into performance scores for the high-level (business or market) goals. Mappings are therefore used to
combine and transform monitored data into indicators that determine each goal’s performance,
and therefore the performance of the market as a whole.

3.1.2

Knowledge

In the context of an autonomic marketplace, we can differentiate “knowledge” into several categories depending on specific states of an autonomic marketplace, as well as the current position
3
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in the MAPE cycle. Through this differentiation, it is clear that different categories of knowledge play key roles at different stages in the autonomic management of a market platform. These
categories are as follows:
Empirical: empirically derived facts or observations, e.g., monitoring data; observed experiences/payoffs from previous adaptations; previous (adaptation history), current and planned
(future) configuration(s); infrastructure status; and participant information.
Contextual: instance-specific knowledge, e.g., active marketplace goals; acceptable deviations
from goals; goal priorities; goal/metric mappings; business model(s); initial/desired configuration(s); and adaptation ranking mechanism(s).
Institutional: knowledge concerning the economic anatomy of a market, e.g., valid alternative
configurations; adaptation paths between configurations; parameter boundaries; market
rules, constraints and regulations.
It is clear that empirical knowledge is gathered through monitoring and logging techniques,
and therefore requires no further elaboration. This, however, is not the case for the other two
categories. Contextual knowledge is initially set by a platform provider (i.e., the actor or legal
entity that claims ownership of the marketplace) or its administration. It is not anticipated that
an autonomic manager adapts or changes an entity within this category. Instead, these are the
benchmarks and foundational knowledge entities for an autonomic manager that act as points
of reference. Institutional knowledge is defined partially by the platform provider and partially
established based upon contextual knowledge. For example, a platform provider may set and
change specific parameter boundaries, market rules and regulations to control adaptation processes and define key aspects of the market which cannot change. We expect that potential
configurations can be discovered automatically by considering: the initial market configuration,
parameter boundaries, active goals, as well as the market rules and regulations. It is assumed
that institutional knowledge will change and evolve with the marketplace.
As knowledge plays a vital role in many parts of our approach, it is critical that adequate
knowledge management techniques are employed. In our context, knowledge management
means the intelligent use of measured data, obtained by monitoring, as well as the leverage
of existing knowledge for decision making processes. Figure 3.2 presents an overview of how
knowledge management should be used to synchronize the remaining phases of the MAPE cycle.
First, the monitoring phase delivers monitored information (empirical knowledge) that captures
the current state of the market platform. Second, the analysis phase processes the raw monitored data in order to determine the current performance of the market in accordance to the
currently active goals leveraging contextual knowledge. It then will use institutional knowledge
to identify possible adaptation options if required. Then planning phase plans the execution of
the recommended actions by exploring and selecting an adaptation path. It also inspects any
previous adaptations in an attempt to prevent or minimize oscillation effects. The execute phase
is the final one. It instruments the recommended actions within the market platform devices with
the help of software actuators.
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Figure 3.2: Knowledge management overview

3.1.3

Analysis

The analysis phase of the autonomic cycle is in the context of an autonomic marketplace by far
the most challenging. In essence, it analyses mapped data from the monitoring phase to assess
market performance, i.e., it uses empirical knowledge to assess market performance as defined
by, and using, contextual knowledge entities. In the event that no unacceptable deviations in the
goal set are identified, the MAPE cycle terminates. If this is not the case, an adaptation strategy
needs to be devised. As mentioned above, there are two main adaptation options: market infrastructure (scaling in/out the market infrastructure, for example, by adding/removing VMs to
change computational performance), or modifying the market’s configuration. It will not always
be trivial to decide which of these options is most fitting, or “best”. For example, consider the
simple case that an insufficient number of transactions are being performed per unit of time.
This could be remedied in several ways, for example by: 1) scaling compute nodes up or the
infrastructure as a whole out, 2) tuning the matching algorithm to reduce compute time (e.g.,
applying a heuristic instead of an optimal algorithm), 3) purging the order book(s) of redundant
data (data reduction), or 4) tuning allocation mechanism properties (e.g., the maximum number
of entries in the order book, the clearing or pricing functions). Of course, combinations of these
options are also valid, as well as more aggressive adaptations like changing the allocation mechanism for another. Note that besides adapting the underlying infrastructure and configuration,
it is possible to slightly alter the market environment. One such adaptation (management of
resources traded in the market) will be discussed in Chapter 4.
To consider infrastructure changes is not too difficult to achieve through simulation and
a large body of literature on performing or simulating infrastructure-based adaptation exists
(e.g., [1, 49, 53]). This, however, is not the case for institutional adaptation. Most approaches
that perform any form of institutional adaptation are “trivial” adaptation processes and typically
rely on complicated economic models to facilitate decision making. Therefore, to facilitate in31

stitutional adaptation, we need to understand what different market configurations mean for the
fulfillment of a given set of goals. For an arbitrary set of configurations, this is a not a trivial
undertaking. However, for specific market configurations this can be achieved through simulation to enable the analysis of what-if scenarios to determine and assess adaptation options. To
support such a simulation, we require rich models that capture the nuances of a market configuration. These models need to specify the: parameter settings, inter-parameter dependencies,
potential control and adaptation points, and the parameters’ relationship to the market context
(i.e., artifacts/services traded).
The existence of different adaptation options as well as their possible combination is the
primary source of complexity for the analysis phase. In the example, only one goal is affected
(transaction throughput). However, if additional goal violations were observed, an increased
number of adaptation options may also arise resulting in an increased computation effort to identify a “good” adaptation option. Therefore, an analysis component must access different adaptation options with regard to their expected improvement in the fulfillment of one or more goals,
rank these options, and then determine the most suitable infrastructure adaptation and/or new
market configuration. When multiple goals are under consideration, this may lead to (partial)
impasses, and require additional contextual knowledge (e.g., goal priority) to make decisions.
Therefore, ranking different adaptation options considering multiple attributes is essential, e.g.:
the ease of orchestrating the adaptation; cost(s) of adaptation; expected improvement; whether
other goals are positively or negatively affected by the adaptation, i.e., the pareto optimality of a
solution; and level(s) of uncertainty.

3.1.4

Planning

Planning, in the context of autonomic adaptation, relates to two key endeavors. Firstly, the
identification of the most suitable adaptation path to instrument infrastructure changes or a new
configuration by leveraging contextual knowledge. Secondly, as an adaptation path may include
more than one market component or steps, it is necessary to determine the order and timing of
the adaptations to be instrumented. This may result in multiple rounds of the MAPE cycle, to
observe how single changes have had an impact upon market performance, and ultimately lead
to an iterative adaptation process. Here, deviations to the plan upon successive cycles can be
expected, as a consequence of new empirical knowledge.

3.1.5

Execution

The execution phase is the instrumentation of an adaptation path. In the case of an infrastructure
adaptation, this relates to an interaction with the resource fabrics through the platform middleware. For institutional adaptation, it refers to a check point of the current market, a new parameterization of the market configuration, and redeployment (if necessary) of effected market
components.
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3.2

The monitoring model

As already explained in Section 3.1, building a monitoring model is the first step towards the
vision of an autonomic market platform - it enables the market platform to be self-aware, i.e.,
knowledgeable about its state at multiple levels. To achieve this goal, a monitoring methodology
must be able to monitor the market performance from both the institutional and infrastructural
perspectives.
The main motivation for building a monitoring methodology is the ability to continuously
monitor market characteristics for the identification of potential inefficiencies in electronic marketplaces. Using monitoring data, the market platform should autonomically adapt its properties
with the goal of acting against the inefficiencies detected in the market. In particular, the market platform would use the monitoring methodology to collect the values of a set of monitoring
metrics. Using these metrics, the market platform defines a set of market goals, i.e., acceptable
(e.g., threshold) values of the metrics. In case a monitored value exceeds the given threshold, a
market goal is not satisfied and an adaptation cycle is triggered. However, monitoring metrics
are usually high-level (business or market) goals that cannot be directly measured in the market
platform. Instead, they must be evaluated against low-level monitoring data.
In this section, we focus on three aspects. Firstly, we identify the information that can
be monitored and used to determine the performance of the market. Secondly, we identify a
set of common high-level market metrics that are relevant to our scenario. Thirdly, as market
metrics are generally quite abstract, much more than the lower-level monitoring data, we present
mappings (i.e., appropriate aggregation functions) from the low-level measures to the high-level
market metrics.

3.2.1

Retrieving information from the monitoring data

Low-level monitoring units, i.e., directly measurable information in the market, can be gathered
at three levels:
1. Market level, i.e., information related to the market platform in general (e.g., number of
active market participants in a given time interval),
2. Mechanism level, i.e., information related to the efficiency of a market mechanism (e.g.,
average matching price agreed between buyers and sellers), and
3. Infrastructure level, i.e., information related to the performance of the underlying operating system, hardware and software (e.g., CPU usage).
The quantity and type of data that can be observed in the market platform is vast. However,
not all of the data is relevant for steering an autonomic market platform. Table 3.1 presents an
initial set of the most important monitoring units that are easily observable in a market platform.
As it can be seen, most of the monitoring units identified concern either users’ activity in the
market (e.g., number of active users, number and prices of their asks and bids, desired quantity
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of resources, etc.) or the economic performance of a market mechanism (e.g., quantity and
prices of matches between asks and bids in a certain time period). Note that the market and
infrastructure level data can be gathered in all trading scenarios, while some of the mechanism
related information (e.g., size of the order books) may depend on the choice and implementation
of an allocation mechanism.
Table 3.1: List of low-level monitoring units
Level
Market
Market
Market
Mechanism
Mechanism
Mechanism
Mechanism
Mechanism
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure

Unit
Number of resource types traded in the market
Number of (active) traders in a time period
Participation costs in the market
Average clearing price
Number of allocated (i.e., matched) resources
Average price of bids and asks
Number of arriving bids and asks
Size of the order book(s)
Time to compute an allocation and pricing
Resource usage (e.g., CPU utilization)
Costs of platform resources

Since the only purpose of collecting monitoring data is their aggregation in the more abstract
market metrics, their choice and benefits will be discussed in the next section, where we present
the market metrics.

3.2.2

Market metrics

A market can have several goals that it aims to achieve, e.g., concerning the market environment
(i.e., what type of goods are traded, who owns the market, etc.) and the target group (system,
consumer or provider). From the economic point of view, market goals are often abstract systemwide goals that depend on the market mechanism used. For example, maximization of welfare
(the sum of consumer and provider surplus) is one of the most desirable and applied goals
for markets. However, the downside of this particular metric is its dependence on the concept
of providers’ and consumers’ utilities, which are difficult to capture universally. This means
that not all possible market metrics can be monitored in a real environment. However, several
useful market metrics exist that require derivable low-level monitoring measures and do not rely
on abstract (economic) concepts: (provider and market) revenue, platform profit, number of
allocations, transaction volume, platform execution cost(s), liquidity, number of active traders,
etc.
Revenue and platform profit directly measure the attractiveness of the market to a specific
group of users (providers and platform owners). Revenue is a good example of how the monitoring metrics represent a compromise between the usefulness of a metric and the availability of
the low-level monitoring measures. Namely, since not all information can be directly measured
in the market (i.e., internal costs of market participants), more interesting monitoring metrics
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such as providers’ profit cannot be assessed. Therefore, instead of considering the profit, the
best possible estimation is the revenue.
The number of allocations (i.e., matches between sellers’ asks and buyers’ bids), number of
active traders (i.e., users that are actively participating in the market by sending bids and asks
in a given time period) and transaction volume (i.e., the amount of resource traded in the market
in a given time period) consider the impact of the market with respect to trades and can be
important if, for example, market fees are charged per transaction (volume). Platform execution
costs are directly relevant to the market platform owner, as they want to minimize the resources
used to run the market. As some market mechanisms involve extensive computation (e.g., some
auction types involve NP-hard calculations), this is an important consideration and represents a
trade-off between efficiency and costs.
Probably the most interesting market metric is the measure of market liquidity. Liquidity
is an important measure of market quality and a concept which is commonly used in financial
markets. It describes how easy it is to trade a certain volume of the considered good. In more
detail, liquidity is an asset’s ability to be sold without causing a significant movement in the
price and with minimum loss of value. Its rather abstract definition means that there is no single
aggregate value for liquidity. Instead, there exist several standard measures that serve as a proxy
for its assessment, out of which we herewith discuss three.
1. Bid-ask spread measures the difference between bid and ask prices of a good [6]:
BAS =

avg. price bids − avg. price asks
time interval

(3.1)

2. Market depth considers the volumes of goods that can be traded at a certain point in
time [15]:
amount of goods traded
V =
(3.2)
time interval
3. Immediacy of matching determines the time needed for an order to be (successfully)
matched [55]:
I = timetrade executed − timeask submitted
(3.3)
A detailed discussion of these measures as well as importance of market liquidity and other
methods for its estimation in cloud markets is given in Section 4.6.
Note that as with the low-level monitoring units, the presented set of monitoring metrics is
not complete, but rather an initial set of metrics that are the most important for the assessment of
cloud market performance. Other monitoring metrics (such as volatility and energy efficiency)
will be explored in our future work.

3.2.3

Mapping monitored data to market metrics

As some market metrics presented in the previous section are rather abstract concepts, they
cannot be directly derived from monitored data. Therefore, it is necessary to define not only units
that can be monitored during the execution of the market, but also the mappings that combine and
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Figure 3.3: Mapping the monitored data to the market metrics

transform these units into indicators (i.e., metrics) that determine each goal’s performance. Some
monitoring units map directly to the metrics described previously (e.g., number of allocations),
but for all other goals multiple metrics have to be considered. For example, the bid-ask spread is
computed as the difference between two monitoring units: average of sellers’ asks and average
of buyers’ bids, divided by the length of the monitoring interval. Platform revenue includes both
the trading revenue of the total volume of all goods and the cost of market participation and is,
therefore, defined as combination of three units: number of allocated resources multiplied by the
average matching price and increased for the value of participation costs. Figure 3.3 presents
these and other mappings implemented as a part of this thesis to demonstrate the practicability
of our monitoring model.

3.2.4

Implementation of the monitoring model: an extension to GridSim

For the evaluation of the monitoring methodology presented in the previous section, we implemented monitoring sensors as extensions to GridSim, an open-source toolkit for conducting simulations in grid environments. Although GridSim simulates grid resource and network and does
not consider the cloud computing paradigm directly, the choice of GridSim as the underlying
architecture is adequate for several reasons. First, GridSim implements numerous reservationbased and auction mechanisms for resource allocations, including the double, English, Dutch,
first-price sealed-bid, and continuous double auction mechanisms [10]. It also provides welldefined interfaces for the implementation of the additional mechanisms and algorithms. Second,
it is designed as an extensible multi-layer architecture which allows new components or layers
to be easily added and integrated into the framework [41]. It also provides a comprehensive
facility for creating different classes of heterogeneous resources that can be aggregated using
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application schedulers, also called the resource brokers, for solving compute and data intensive
applications. Finally, as an open-source toolkit it has already been used for several research
projects [43].
Regarding the difference between grid and cloud paradigms, it is important to note that
resource markets for trading cloud and grid services do not significantly differ. In particular,
although definitions of resources may not be the same, the techniques for matching buyers’ bids
and sellers’ asks are equal. Therefore, although GridSim simulates grid infrastructures, it is still
suitable for the implementation of the simulation of a cloud market. Moreover, due to the short
history of clouds, most of the popular cloud simulation toolkits, such as CloudSim, do not yet
capture market mechanisms [49], making GridSim a better choice for simulating cloud markets
at this point in time.
The monitoring tool measures market and infrastructure performance of GridSim components placed in one or more architecture layers. Figure 3.4 presents the layered architecture of
GridSim, its components and our extensions. As depicted, GridSim is placed on top of an operating system and a distributed hardware infrastructure. Communication between the infrastructure
and other GridSim components is managed by the bottom GridSim layer. This layer additionally handles the interaction or events among GridSim components themselves. It is based on
SimJava [118], a general purpose discrete-event simulation package implemented in Java that
defines message passing operations, for communication between GridSim components [41]. The
second layer models the core elements of the distributed infrastructure, such as resources (e.g.,
storage) that are essential to create simulations in GridSim. The third layer is concerned with
modeling and simulation of services providing various functions such as managing job submission and providing information about available resources. The fourth layer contains components
that aid users in implementing schedulers and resource brokers in order to test algorithms and
strategies. Finally, the top layer helps users to define scenarios and configurations for validating
the algorithms.
Our monitoring tool consists of three sensors: a mechanism sensor, a market sensor, and an
infrastructure sensor. Following the layered architecture of GridSim, each sensor extends one or
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more GridSim layers to monitor market performance, as depicted in Figure 3.4.
Mechanism sensor monitors performance of a market mechanism from the economic perspective. For example, it monitors the number of arriving bids and asks, as well as the number
of matches and the average price of a match between bids and asks in a time period. As
already described, the allocation and pricing algorithms are handled by the GridSim’s
fourth architecture layer. Therefore, the mechanism sensor is placed on top of this layer
where it uses the available event-based interfaces to receive notifications and properties
of mechanism allocations and clearing prices. Once a match between a buyer’s bid and a
seller’s ask is computed, the mechanism sensor receives and stores the necessary information in the knowledge component. Besides gathering the information on allocations, the
mechanism sensor gathers the other mechanism-related information, such as the size of
the order book(s), the number of the resources awaiting an allocation, etc.
Market sensor gathers information related to the market platform in general. Along with the
mechanism sensor, it monitors the institutional performance of the market. The information it captures is not mechanism-related, but is important for assessing market performance with respect to the market metrics. For example, the market sensor stores and
analyzes data related to the past and current number of active sellers and buyers, as well as
the information about the resources traded between them. This is achieved by using GridSim interfaces of the architecture layers responsible for resource and job management
(i.e., layers 2 and 3 in Figure 3.4).
Infrastructure sensor measures the performance of the market platform with respect to the
usage of computational resources. In particular, the infrastructure sensor monitors the
utilization and performance of the underlying operating system and hardware infrastructure, such as CPU utilization and speed, number of threads, heap memory and harddisk usage, etc. The infrastructure layer monitoring is based on the interfaces of the
java.lang.Management, which is a common management interface for monitoring
and management of the Java virtual machine and the host operating system.
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CHAPTER

Adaptable cloud resources
Today’s “traditional” electronic marketplaces support the trading of differentiated services: a
buyer’s requirement is compared to all sellers’ offerings to find the best matching service. This
process is often inefficient due to the market dynamism and a large diversity in resources, and
requires buyers and sellers to invest a large effort to find the best matching service offerings.
Additionally, this extreme market differentiation causes low market liquidity. In this chapter, we
address this problem (also specified as Research question 3 in Chapter 1) through the standardization of computational resources.
Similar to the existing approaches in other types of commodity markets, we consider standardization as a process of channeling demand and supply into a limited number of “standardized
products”. However, unlike in traditional commodity markets, standardized products (as well as
demand and supply) are herewith continuously monitored and adapted in order to always reflect
current market trends. Note that the creation and adaptation of standardized products is a form
of autonomic market adaptation, as described in Chapter 3. Nevertheless, unlike other common adaptation actions introduced before, standardization performs adaptation to the market
environment, and not the market infrastructure and configuration.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we demonstrate the
liquidity risk(s) in cloud markets. As a means to address this issue, in Section 4.2 we introduce
our approach of standardization of SLA-based service specifications. In Section 4.3, we discuss
and formally define SLA-based resources traded in cloud markets. In Section 4.4, we discuss
design of a market platform capable of trading standardized services. This discussion is continued in Section 4.5 where we present methods and algorithms for achieving this vision. As
ensuring liquidity of electronic marketplaces assumes that it is possible to monitor and assess
liquidity in these environments, in Section 4.6 we introduce methods for estimating liquidity in
cloud markets based on the discussion introduced in Section 3.2. Furthermore, we present utility
and cost models for measuring benefits and costs of our approach.
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4.1

Liquidity problem in utility and cloud computing markets

A cloud market (and an electronic market in general) is a platform where demand and supply for
certain (computational) goods meet in order to: (1) offer goods/services in a structured manner,
which includes service selection and discovery; (2) negotiate the price, service requirements and
conditions under which the services are sold, purchased or rented; (3) set up legally binding
electronic contracts (e.g., service level agreements) detailing the trading conditions and party
obligations; and (4) pay and deliver selected services in a manner specified by the derived contracts [95, 136]. In the case of utility and cloud computing paradigms, the goods that are to be
traded in the electronic market are computing service units characterized by their scalability and
elasticity [33, 35]. These service units provide a programming interface (API) that enables machines (and the market) to interact with the service and are encapsulated within a virtualization
layer that enables sharing physical infrastructure (e.g., storage) and migrating applications from
one physical server to another.
Virtualization allows simplified integration of computational resources into companies’ IT
infrastructures. If a cloud provider uses the same virtualization tool as a consumer, server images
can easily be moved between the provider’s and the customer’s resources, thereby reducing
the cost of moving the data and the application(s) to the cloud. For an open cloud computing
market, however, virtualization introduces the problem of an endless availability of different
resource types that are made available in the market. In essence, any provider can define their
own resource types. This is often done to differentiate from market competitors. Namely, in
a market with differentiated goods providers differentiate themselves from each other either by
changing the pricing scheme or by changing the good itself. Changing the price is simple, but
can be copied by other providers easily. Changing the good, on the other hand, does not have
this disadvantage. In computing resource markets, which make use of virtualization technology,
this can easily be accomplished by changing the attributes of the virtual machines (VMs) that are
traded. In general, providers can change any of the attributes of a VM: number of CPU cores,
CPU speed, main memory size, hard disk space, bandwidth, quality of service (QoS) guarantees,
as well as the quantity of active VMs. While some values of these attributes are limited to a small
range (e.g., the CPU speed is limited to the maximum speed of the physical device), other values
can be almost arbitrarily chosen.
The disadvantage of this differentiated goods market lies in the large amount of different resource types in the market, causing two liquidity problems for service providers and consumers:
1. the quantity of available resources of a certain type is often small, thus decreasing the
likelihood of matching demand and supply (i.e., the matching probability); and
2. the cost of finding an appropriate service provider or a consumer is very high. Instead
of comparing a few offers, a consumer is now facing a problem of having to compare all
offers to find the offer that closely matches his needs.
As already discussed in Chapter 3, market liquidity is an important measure of market quality
and a concept which is commonly used in financial markets, but can be applied to other types
of markets as well. In its essence, it describes how easy it is to trade a certain volume of the
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considered good. A market is liquid when it has a high level of trading activity, where one can
buy and sell with the minimum price deviation.
The essential characteristic of a liquid market is that there are sufficiently many ready and
willing buyers and sellers at all times. Market liquidity also depends on the ease with which
market participants can carry out transactions. Thus, other things being equal, lower transaction
costs contribute to higher market liquidity. In particular, if transaction costs and the costs of
the participation in the market are high, the gap between the effective price received by the
seller and that paid by the buyer of a service will be large and it will be difficult to match sell
and buy orders [72]. Furthermore, if participation costs are high enough to constitute an entry
barrier, the market will attract fewer dealers and investors, also lowering trading activity and,
consequentially, market liquidity.
In order to work efficiently and to guarantee market stability, a marketplace should have
a sufficiently high liquidity. In order for a market to be deeply liquid, a quick, simple and
inexpensive exchange of products between buyers and sellers needs to be possible. In markets
with a high variety of resource types, as it is the case with cloud markets, this means that it is
necessary to ensure a large likelihood of finding a seller’s offering for every buyer’s requirement
and vice versa.

4.2

Improving market liquidity through standardization of
SLA-based cloud services

The means to address the liquidity issue in utility and cloud markets is in our work through
channeling demand and supply into a limited number of automatically defined computational
resources named standardized resources. This approach is based on two important assumptions:
1. Reducing the number of resources has the effect of homogenizing the resource market
and, therefore, reduces the cost of finding a requested service in the market (i.e., the
search cost).
2. Computational resources are mostly fungible, i.e., they are capable of mutual substitution.
Resource fungibility is an asymmetric relation and, although it dictates that a resource is
substitutable by another resource, a user’s satisfaction of utilizing the other resource does
not have to be the same.
In differentiated goods markets, tradable goods are those that are offered by service providers.
For a service consumer it is, naturally, not always possible to find an exact service that is required. However, as computational services are mostly fungible, consumers can choose from
many other services that are similar to the one that is required. The process of service standardization supports the consumer in that: It selects a set of service offerings that satisfy the largest
amount of consumers’ needs. In our work, however, we do not only talk about selection of existing services, but also creation of new service specifications, as service offerings are flexible and
cover more than one specific computational setting. From this perspective, service standardization chooses one specific setting that can be offered by (as many as possible) service providers
and satisfy (as many as possible) consumers’ needs at the same time.
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The process of computational resource standardization comprises an analysis of demand and
supply and the creation of a set of resources with specifications closest to the needs of service
consumers and service providers. This process may create new resource specifications that are
close to the required and offered services. The granularity of the newly created specifications
depends only on the current demand and supply. For example, in a market trading computational instances in the infrastructure-as-a-service model, providers offer infrastructure services
in forms of virtual machines (VMs), and consumers search for appropriate VMs for running
various applications. Specifications of the offered resources are analyzed and grouped into several categories based on their performance, stability, spatial distribution and security. Example
of groups of service offerings are virtual environments appropriate for running medical applications, scientific applications, and military intelligence applications. Based on the demand
and supply distribution, one standardized resource for each of these groups could be created or
more specific branches could be derived. For example, instead of infrastructure appropriate for
running medical applications in general, VM offerings could be grouped into those appropriate
for running surgery, oncology and computed axial tomography applications. More specifically,
resources could be grouped based on the proposed contractual values of certain service objectives in terms of, for example, performance and stability, and additional “sub-niches” could be
created (e.g., infrastructure for running medical applications in small ambulances or large city
hospitals).
The goal of the resource standardization in electronic markets is mainly limiting the trade
to a small number of service types instead of trading numerous differentiated resources. This,
in turn, is expected to decrease the heterogeneity of the market and, therefore, the search cost.
Consequently, it improves market liquidity. However, it must be considered that the limitation
of resource types to be traded in the market most probably results in the reduction of users’
utility (i.e., the reduction of satisfaction with the purchased standardized services, as standardized services do not fully match their requirements). Only if the difference between the utility
from the decreased search cost and users’ reduced utility from the decreased utility is still positive, resource standardization is justified. The trade-off between utility and cost incurred by this
approach will be discussed in detail in Section 4.6.
In the following, we describe how requirements of cloud services can be specified using
templates of service level agreements and demonstrate how we use the so-called SLA mapping
approach as a technique for SLA matching. Furthermore, we discuss in detail the idea of cloud
resource standardization and present the methodologies and algorithms for creation and management of standardized cloud services.

4.3

Towards adaptive standardized services in cloud
marketplaces: the SLA mapping approach

Before discussing the process of standardization of SLA-based cloud resources, it is important
to give a definition of resources and formalize their specification. In our vision of cloud markets, computational services can be described using templates of SLAs, which are collections
of service level requirements that have been negotiated and mutually agreed upon by a service
provider and a service consumer. SLA templates may differ in their purposes: (1) specification
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of consumers’ service requirements and providers’ service offers (private SLA templates), and
(2) description of (standardized) computational resources that are traded in the market (public
SLA templates). On the one hand, consumers and providers manually create private SLA templates when submitting service requirements and offerings to the market. On the other hand,
public SLA templates are created automatically by the market platform in certain time intervals.
Essentially, SLA templates specify characteristics of services and their SLA parameters, i.e.,
observable and measurable service properties. Each SLA parameter is defined through:
1. SLA parameter description section, i.e., basic parameter properties (e.g., parameter name);
2. an SLA metric, which defines a method for measuring the value of the SLA parameter either by aggregating one or more other metrics through a function (composite SLA metrics)
or by specifying a measurement directive (resource metrics); and
3. a service level objectives (SLO), which represents provider and consumer obligations and
defines guarantees and constraints that may be imposed on the SLA parameter.
Examples of composite metrics are “maximum response time of a service”, “average availability of a service”, or “minimum throughput of a service”. Examples of resource metrics are
“system uptime”, “service outage period”, “number of service invocations”. Measurement directives specify how an individual metric can be accessed. Typical examples of measurement
directives are the uniform resource identifier of a hosted computer program, a protocol message,
or the command for invoking scripts or compiled computer programs. Functions specify how a
composite metric is computed. Examples of functions are formulas of arbitrary length containing average, sum, minimum, maximum, and various other arithmetic operators, or time series
constructors.
Regarding the specification of service level objectives, first the validity period is specified.
It indicates the time intervals for which a given SLA parameter is valid. The SLO also defines a
predicate that specifies the threshold and the comparison operator (greater than, equal, less than,
etc.) against which a computed SLA parameter is to be compared. The result of the predicate is
either “true” or “false”. Actions, finally, are triggered whenever a predicate evaluates to “true”,
i.e., a violation of a guarantee has occurred.
Specification-wise, private and public SLA templates only differ in the definition of service
obligations. In private SLA templates, service objectives are defined as ranges of acceptable
values (e.g., property “storage” of a service larger than 30TB) in order to allow a certain level
of flexibility and improves the probability of finding a match between a consumer’s request and
a provider’s offer. Public SLA templates define single objective values of a certain service (e.g.,
storage of exactly 35TB) instead.
To cover the wide-range use of the SLA templates, we utilize the SLA mapping approach
[28, 31, 36]. In this approach, syntax differences between semantically equal parameters of SLA
templates are bridged by defining translations between differing properties of SLA parameters
using Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) documents named SLA mappings. The differences mapped by SLA mappings can range from very simple syntax variations
(e.g., different names for the same SLA parameter) to very complex distinctions (e.g., differently
expressed, but semantically equal methods for calculating a value of a service level objective).
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SLA mappings, therefore, allow large flexibility in specifications of service requirements, which
corresponds to the real-world heterogeneity in application definitions.
Based on the mapping complexity and target values, we differentiate two types of SLA
mappings:
Ad-hoc SLA mappings define translations between parameter existing in the user’s private
SLA template and the public SLA template. Within this mapping type, we distinguish
simple ad-hoc mappings, i.e., mapping of different values for an SLA element (e.g., a
mapping between the names “CPUCores” and “NumberOfCores” of an SLA parameter,
or a mapping between two different values of a service level objective), and complex adhoc mappings. The later one maps between different functions used for calculating a value
of an SLA parameter (e.g., defining a mapping for a metric unit of a value of an SLA parameter such as “Price” from “EUR” to “USD” can translate one function for calculating
price to another one).
Future SLA mappings define wishes for adding (or deleting) a new SLA parameter that is
supported by the private template to a public SLA template. Unlike ad-hoc mappings,
future mappings cannot be applied immediately.
Figure 4.1 represents a sample public SLA template and a service consumer’s private SLA template. Consumer’s private template differs from the public template in four ways: (1) the name
of the SLA parameter “Price”, (2) the unit of a value of the parameter “Performance” (i.e., the
parameter metric), (3) the parameter “Availability”, which does not exist in the consumer’s private SLA template, and (4) the SLA parameter “ClockSpeed”, which exists in the consumer’s
private template but not in the public SLA template. Therefore, the consumer will create four
SLA mappings to bridge these difference, namely (i) a simple ad-hoc mapping to map the difSLA
registry

User‘s SLA template

Simple ad-hoc mapping:

Public SLA template

Cost → Price
Complex ad-hoc mapping:

(Cost, EUR)
(Performance, GHz)
(ClockSpeed, GHz)

GHz → MHz
Future mapping (adding wish)

+ (ClockSpeed, GHz)

(Price, EUR)
(Performance, MHz)
(Availability, %)

Future mapping (deleting wish)

- (Availability, %)

Figure 4.1: An example of the SLA mapping process
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ference of the parameter name, (ii) a complex ad-hoc mapping for defining a mapping function
for measuring performance, (iii) a deleting wish (future mapping) for wishing for the deletion
of the “Availability” parameter from the public SLA template, and (iv) an adding wish (future
mapping) for adding a new parameter “ClockSpeed” into the public SLA template.
SLA mappings are important due to the lack of semantic descriptions of SLA parameters.
Finding equivalent parameters in SLA templates is impossible unless a user has created a mapping to define this equality. Since standardized products (i.e., public SLA templates) are derived
from users’ service requirements (i.e., private SLA templates), understanding users’ private SLA
templates is crucial. Therefore, when entering the market, users are asked to create SLA mappings for their SLA templates.
For the purpose of creating SLA mappings, the market’s service directory contains a specially formatted index SLA template, which is, in its essence, a catalogue of all SLA parameters
that have been used in the marketplace so far. The index template is not used for trading, but
only as a market entry point for users to submit SLA mappings. This step is necessary in order
to be able to compare users’ service specification to all existing specifications in the market.

4.3.1

Formalization of the SLA-based service specification model

To facilitate the discussion on design of algorithms for SLA template adaptation and creation of
SLA mappings, we formally define SLAs and SLA templates as assumed in this thesis. In the
following, we observe a set of market users U = {u1 , u2 , u3 , ..., un } where each user u ∈ U has
a role of either a service provider or a service consumer in the market. To simplify our model,
we assume that every user u ∈ U offers or requires exactly one service described by one private
SLA template. Let the market contain the set of SLA templates T = {T u ∪ T p ∪ tindex }, where
T u = {tu1 , tu2 , tu3 , ..., tun } is a set of private SLA templates of users u1 , u2 , u3 , ..., un respectively,
T p = {tp1 , tp2 , tp3 , ..., tpm } a set of public SLA templates, and tindex the index SLA template.
Each SLA template t ∈ T is defined through a set of SLA parameters Pt ⊆ P , where
P = {α1 , α2 , α3 , ..., αk } is a set of all SLA parameters. Every instantiation of an SLA parameter
α ∈ P in an SLA template t ∈ {T \ tindex } is defined through a function of its basic properties,
i.e., parameter description (e.g., name), SLA metric and a value objective in the following way.
Ω:P →

[
α∈P

D(α) ×

[
α∈P

F (α) ×

[

S(α)

(4.1)

α∈P

where D(α) = {d, d0 , d00 , ...} is a set of possible parameter descriptions, F (α) = {fα , fα0 , fα00 , ...}
a set of parameter metrics, and S(α) = {sα , s0α , s00α , ...} a set of possible parameter objectives for
the SLA parameter α. An SLA parameter is represented as a tuple (properties, metric, SLO),
i.e., for an SLA parameter α in an SLA template t it holds
Ω(α) 7→ (D(α), F (α), S(α))

(4.2)

Unlike other SLA templates, the index SLA template tindex contains all parameters from
the set P and contains no SLO values since it only represents a catalogue of market’s SLA
parameters and is not used for trading. Therefore, for the index SLA template it holds:
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Ψ(α) : P →

[

D(α) ×

α∈P

[

F (α)

(4.3)

α∈P

If the value of an SLA parameter α in an SLA template t is SLAt (α) = (d, fα , sα ), then we
can define the projection function Π as
ΠD (SLAt (α)) = d
ΠF (SLAt (α)) = fα
ΠSLO (SLAt (α)) = sα
with the abbreviation
Dαt = ΠD (SLAt (α))
Fαt = ΠF (SLAt (α))
Sαt = ΠSLO (SLAt (α))
In our SLA model, we simplify the description section of the SLA parameters and assume
that they are defined only by a parameter name. Therefore, D(α) is a set of string values representing possible names of the SLA parameter α. On the other hand, the specification of SLA
metrics is fairly complex. As described in Section 4.3, an SLA metric either defines a function
for aggregating other SLA metrics or it defines a measurement directive. The aggregation of
SLA metrics can be easily represented using a tree structure where a composite SLA metric is
an inner node, and a resource SLA metric is a leaf node. As the values can be measured only
using the resource metrics, each aggregate (and, naturally, resource) metric is finally represented
as an algebraic function on measurement directives. Note that two SLA metric functions fα and
fα0 may use another aggregation function to yield the same result. For example, the following functions always give the same result (i.e., they are “semantically equal”) despite different
specifications:
fα =
fα0 =

(a − b)c
d

ac ad − bc
+
−a
d
d

The SLO value of an SLA parameter α ∈ P is string, boolean or a numerical value. In
case of numerical SLOs, private and public SLA template differ in their definition: private SLA
templates define SLOs as single real values, i.e., sα = a ∈ R, and public SLA templates define
SLOs as ranges of real values, i.e., sα : a ≤ fα ≤ b with a, b ∈ R.
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4.4

Designing a marketplace to support standardized services

SLA mappings allow market users to easily map the differences between specifications of their
service requirements to the service offerings in the market. On the other hand, they also enable
market to easily retrieve knowledge about users’ requirements and offers in the market. Namely,
as the semantic relations between the parameters of different services are not available due to the
differences in their syntax descriptions, the application of SLA mappings make these relations
finally available. Based on this knowledge, the market has the power to automatically create
and adapt service offerings (i.e., standardized services) based on the current market demand and
supply. In this section, we give an overview of this process.
Step 1: Map private to
index SLA template
Applications
Infrastructure
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Private
template

MM

Step 2: Selecting
public SLA template

Market Directory
Index SLA
template
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template

M
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public templates

(b) Modify
SLA mappings

SLA Template
Adaptation Component
Market user

SLA Mapping
Modification Component
Initial
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M
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M
Temp v1.1

Temp v1.2

Temp v1.3

Figure 4.2: The SLA mapping approach
Figure 4.2 depicts the process of creating, adapting and trading standardized services as
assumed in this thesis. As already discussed, the cloud market only allows trading products
that are described by public SLA templates (i.e., the standardized products). When entering
the market to offer a service (in case of a service provider) or to request a service (in case of a
service consumer), users first “map” their services (as described by their private SLA templates)
to the index SLA template (step 1 in Figure 4.2). This process includes fetching the index
SLA template, matching parameters from their private SLA template to the index template, and
creating the SLA mappings to bridge the differences in the specifications of the SLA parameters
of the two templates. In case a user cannot find an SLA parameter from their private SLA
templates in the index SLA template, the new parameter is added.
After creating the mappings, the user searches through the market directory and selects the
best fitting public SLA template from the catalogue (step 2 in Figure 4.2). The criteria under
which public templates are selected include template structures (i.e., whether public SLA templates define all SLA parameters necessary for the user’s application) and recommended quality
of services (QoS) objectives (i.e., whether values of SLOs are in the acceptable ranges defined
by the user’s private SLA template).
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From the users’ perspective, the next step is negotiation with the provider offering the requested service, which includes agreeing on service price, parties’ obligations, service provisioning details and other necessary information. Figure 4.2, however, does not depict this process
as we are in this chapter interested only in the selection and adaptation of standardized services.
Therefore, other trading mechanisms such as service allocation (incl. bidding process), pricing
and utilization are herewith not considered.
From the market perspective, the next step is creation and/or adaptation of standardized
service specifications (step (a) in Figure 4.2). Standardized cloud products are created and later
modified based on the requirements of the market participants. This process is executed automatically in certain time intervals and is achieved through the application of clustering algorithms
and adaptation methods, as it will be detailed in Section 4.4.1. Finally, in step (b) in Figure 4.2,
SLA mappings are automatically modified to fit the newly created public SLA templates. The
motivation and execution of the latter process will be detailed in Section 4.4.2.

4.4.1

Automatic creation and adaptation of standardized SLA products

In the process of creating and adapting standardized cloud products, the market platform utilizes
clustering algorithms to group similar demand and supply (i.e., users’ private SLA templates)
and adaptation methods to create new standardized products (i.e., public SLA templates) from
the groups of similar private SLA templates. This process requires three steps, which are depicted in Figure 4.3.
First, a clustering algorithm is applied to group structurally similar private SLA templates.
Two SLA templates are similar by their structures if parameter descriptions and metrics of these
templates are similar with respect to the distance function defined in Section 4.5.2. Often, these
groups are subgroups of existing templates (i.e., branches of new products). For example, considering medical applications, one group of requirements might be for surgical applications,
while an another one might be for services in oncology.
New public
SLA templates
Cardiology

M
Medical
l
apps

Step 1:
Group by
template
structures

Surgery

Step 3: Adapt

Data-intensive
surgical apps

Step 3: Adapt

Simple
surgical apps

Step 2:
Group
by SLO
values

Initial public
SLA template
Oncology

Figure 4.3: Adaptation of SLA templates
In the second step of the adaptation process, for each generated cluster, a clustering algorithm is applied to create subgroups of requirements according to the SLO values expressed in
users’ private SLA templates. For example, in the group for surgical applications, a clustering
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algorithm might recognize a subgroup for data-intensive surgical applications (e.g., for big city
hospitals), and another for simple surgical applications (e.g., for small ambulances).
For each of the subgroups of user requirements created by the second iteration of clustering,
a new public SLA template is created. This is performed by applying an adaptation method
(step 3 in Figure 4.3). The adaptation method determines for each SLA parameter from the
current public SLA template whether its properties should be changed, a new parameter should
be introduced, or an existing parameter should be deleted. After the new public SLA templates
have been created, SLA mappings to the private SLA templates are created, the new public SLA
templates published in the directory, and the new public SLA templates are assigned to the user.
Public SLA template adaptation is executed continuously. In this process, the newly created
SLA templates replace the “deprecated” templates. However, there still may be some ongoing
auctions and trades that use the old public SLA templates. In this case, it is ensured that all the
auctions and trades come to an end before removing the templates from the directory.
Publish template in a
public registry

Use public SLA
template

Create public SLA
template

Apply clustering
algorithms
Delete obsolete public
SLA template(s)

Apply adaptation
methods to define new
SLA template

Figure 4.4: A typical lifecycle of an SLA template
To summarize, Figure 4.4 illustrates the lifecycle of an SLA template and demonstrates
how public SLA templates are created and managed. In particular, six lifecycle phases can be
distinguished: (1) creation of public SLA templates, (2) publishing the public SLA templates in a
registry, (3) the use of public SLA templates for SLA mapping, (4) the definition and application
of template adaptation methods, (5) the definition of adapted public SLA templates, and (6) the
deletion of “unpopular” SLA templates.

4.4.2

Adapting SLA mappings to the new public SLA templates

After the creation and adaptation of standardized cloud services, the next step in the market
adaptation process is modification of the SLA mappings to fit the newly created public SLA
templates. Namely, although new public SLA templates reflect users’ needs more precisely,
users might prefer keeping the old public templates instead of using the new ones. This is
because of the cost of creating new SLA mappings to the adapted public SLA templates, while
the usage of the existing templates does not incur any additional cost. However, allowing users to
utilize outdated templates results in a constant increase of the number of public SLA templates
in the service directory. Consequentially, due to the increase in number of goods, this action
increases the costs of searching for trading partner and implicitly has a negative impact on market
liquidity. To prevent this, the market should enable users to utilize new public SLA templates
without facing additional costs.
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To achieve this goal, we investigate automatic modifications and creations of SLA mappings
in this section. Namely, we update SLA mappings for users by concatenate the existing SLA
mapping with the same SLA mapping used to transform the current public SLA templates into
the new public templates (step (b) in Figure 4.2). As it will be shown in Chapter 7, this approach
dramatically reduces the cost for users and enables the market to delete the old public SLA
templates from the market directory, ensuring low cost of market maintenance.

4.5

Methods and algorithms for managing adaptive cloud
resources

In this section, we discuss the details of creating and adapting standardized products. First, we
describe the clustering algorithms to group similar requirements of users (Section 4.5.1) based
on a function for computing similarity of SLA-based resources (Section 4.5.2). Second, based
on the requirements that define a cluster, we compute a new standardized product (i.e., a public
SLA template) that will be the closest to the needs of the group of users. For this purpose,
we utilize the adaptation methods (Section 4.5.3). Finally, after the new public SLA templates
have been created, we apply an algorithm to automatically modify or create new SLA mappings
to the new public templates so as to reduce the cost to users (Section 4.5.4). The methods
and algorithms that will be presented in this section have been implemented as extensions to
VieSLAf [30, 31], which is a tool for semi-automatic management of SLA templates and SLA
mappings previously developed at the Vienna University of Technology.

4.5.1

Grouping private SLA templates

For the purpose of grouping similar private SLA templates, we apply two clustering algorithms:
DBSCAN and k-means.
DBSCAN is a data clustering algorithm that is based on the density distribution of nodes and
finds an appropriate number of clusters [84]. The -neighborhood of a point p is defined
as a set of points that are not farther away from p than a given distance . A point q
is directly density-reachable from the point p if q is in the -neighborhood of p and the
number of points in the -neighborhood of q is bigger than M inP ts. A cluster satisfies
two properties: (1) each two points are mutually density-reachable, and (2) if a point is
mutually density-reachable to any point of the cluster, it is part of the cluster as well.
k-means is a clustering method that partitions N data points into k disjoint subsets Sj containP
P
ing Nj data points so as to minimize the sum-of-square criterion kj=1 n∈Sj d(xn , µj )2 ,
where xn is the nth data point, µj the geometric centroid of the data points in Sj , and d
a distance function calculating the similarity of the two elements [139]. The algorithm,
given an initial set of k means, assigns each data point to a cluster with the closest mean.
It then calculates new means to be centroids of observations in the clusters and stops when
the assignments no longer change the means. In our context, a data point is a user’s private
SLA template, and a cluster centroid is a new public SLA template for the group of users.
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A frequent problem in k-means algorithm is the estimation of the number k. Within this section,
we discuss two approaches:
1. Rule-of-thumb is ap
simple but very effective method for estimation the number k. The
variable k is set to N/2, where N is the number of entities [141].
2. Hartigan’s index is an internal index for scoring the number of clusters introduced in
[110]. Let W (k) represent the sum of squared distances between cluster members and
their cluster centroid for k clusters. When grouping n items, the optimal number k is
chosen so that the relative change of W (k) multiplied with the correction index γ(k) =
n − k − 1 does not significantly change for k + 1, i.e.,
H(k) = γ(k)

W (k) − W (k + 1)
< 10
W (k + 1)

(4.4)

The threshold 10 shown in Hartigan’s index is also used in our simulations. It is “a crude
rule of thumb” suggested by Hartigan [110].
As already discussed, the number k determines the number of standardized services (i.e.,
public SLA templates) and, therefore, affects market diversity and implicitly market liquidity.
Since our goal is to maximize market liquidity, we aim at choosing the number k so that this
goal is achieved. For this reason, besides the two given heuristic methods, the third method of
determining the number k in our work is through the measure of market liquidity. As a method
for quantifying liquidity in cloud markets we use a modification of liquidity measures from
Section 3.2, which we will introduce in Section 4.6. Using this liquidity measure, we select the
number k in which liquidity is maximized.
Applying the k-means clustering algorithm significantly differs in the situations in which
the number k is determined by the rule-of-thumb and by the Hartigan’s or the maximization
function of the liquidity approximation. Namely, in the rule-of-thumb scenario, the number
k is an a priori knowledge: the algorithm creates k clusters and groups the points around the
centroids. On the other hand, the number k is in the other scenarios an a posteriori knowledge.
In particular, the clustering algorithm must be applied for a numerous number of iterations (with
different ks) and the result clusters are selected in which the Hartigan’s index or the market
liquidity are maximized. These processes, therefore, may create large redundancies and require
more computational power and time. However, as it will be discussed in detail in Chapter 7, this
process may be significantly optimized and time-efficient.

4.5.2

Computing distance between SLA templates

For determining the -neighborhood of a clustering point in case of DBSCAN and for computing
the sum-of-square criterion in case of the k-means algorithm, we must define a function measuring distance (i.e., similarity) of two clustering elements, i.e., SLA templates. For this purpose,
we use an n-tuple representation of SLAs. Note that since a cluster centroid is also an SLA
template, this method can be also used to measure the distance between a clustering element and
a cluster centroid.
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As already discussed, an SLA comprises SLA parameters, which in turn aggregate SLA metrics and SLO values. From the SLA specification perspective, we may differ the SLA structure,
i.e., structural organization and SLA specification, from the contractual values and obligations
of the SLA. Essentially, the structure includes SLA parameter descriptions and metrics, while
the SLA values include numerical, boolean and string values of SLOs and SLA attributes. Having this in mind, we create an n-tuple representation of an SLA, where first n − 1 elements
of the tuple contain SLA values and the last (nth) element comprises the SLA structure. By
using such a representation, we can represent the distance between two SLA templates also as
an n-tuple, where first n − 1 elements contain the differences between the two values of each of
the parameters, while the final element contains a value representing the difference between the
structures of the SLAs.
To formalize using the SLA specification model defined in Section 4.3.1, we observe two
SLA templates t1 , t2 ∈ T u ∪ T p containing SLA parameters {α, β, γ, ...}. If ∆ is an SLA
structure, the SLAs t1 and t2 are represented as n-tuples t~1 and t~2 respectively as:
t~1 = (Sαt1 , Sβt1 , Sγt1 , ..., ∆t1 )

(4.5)

t~2 = (Sαt2 , Sβt2 , Sγt2 , ..., ∆t2 )

(4.6)

Note that the order of SLO values in the tuples must be made consistently with all SLAs that
are considered in order to allow a simple comparison between the tuples. In case there exists an
SLA parameter (and, consequentially, an SLO) that exists in some, but not in all SLA templates,
the values of that SLO should be set to ∅ for the SLA templates that do not contain the SLO.
An n-tuple Dt~1 ,t~2 representing the distance between two SLA templates is defined as:
Dt~1 ,t~2 = (f (Sαt1 , Sαt2 ), f (Sβt1 , Sβt2 ), f (Sγt1 , Sγt2 ), ..., F (∆t1 , ∆t2 ))

(4.7)

where f is a function calculating the difference between two SLA values, and F a function for
calculating the difference between two SLA structures.
The result of the function f depends on the type of its arguments and is defined as follows.

t2
t1
t2
t1

|Sα − Sα |, if Sα , Sα are numerical
t1
t2
f (Sα , Sα ) = 0,
if Sαt1 , Sαt2 are not numerical and Sαt1 = Sαt2


1,
if Sαt1 , Sαt2 are not numerical and Sαt1 6= Sαt2

(4.8)

However, the first condition of Equation (4.8) assumes that the numerical SLO values are represented as single real numbers, which holds only in case of public SLA templates. Therefore, in
order to compute a distance between SLOs of private SLA templates, which are represented as
ranges of real values, we need a novel method.
In order to compute the distance between SLO value ranges, we utilize the Pompeiu-Hausdorff
metric [178], which defines this value as a maximum distance of one range to the nearest point
in the other range. In detail, the Pompeiu-Hausdorff distance dh (X, Y ) between two non-empty
subsets X and Y of a metric space M (in our case, two intervals in R) is defined as:
dh (X, Y ) = max{sup inf d(x, y), sup inf d(x, y)}
x∈X y∈Y
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y∈Y x∈X

(4.9)

where sup represents the supremum, inf the infimum, and d(x, y) any metric between points
x and y. The Pompeiu-Hausdorff distance is calculated by considering a point x ∈ X and
finding the least distance to a point y ∈ Y . This calculation is repeated for all x ∈ X to find
the maximum value. In the next step, the same process is performed with the roles of X and Y
reversed. Finally, the largest of these two values is taken as the result.
In our case, X and Y are values of service level objectives of an SLA parameter α from
private SLA templates t1 and t2 , noted Sαt1 and Sαt2 . Since SLO values are unbounded sets
of real numbers, d(x, y) is the Euclidean distance between points x and y. Having said that,
considering Equation (4.9), for any two bounded ranges Sαt1 = [x1 , x2 ] and Sαt2 = [y1 , y2 ], it is
simple to show that their Pompeiu-Hausdorff distance is
dh (Sαt1 , Sαt2 ) = max(|x1 − y1 |, |x2 − y2 |)

(4.10)

The distance between the structures of SLA templates is expressed as a number of differences between parameter properties of two SLA templates. This value is calculated by iterating
through each SLA parameter contained by at least one of the SLA templates and determining
the distance for this SLA parameter. For two SLA templates t1 and t2 , the distance between
their structures is defined as:
X
F (∆t1 , ∆t2 ) =
d∆
(4.11)
p (t1 , t2 )
p∈t1 ∪t2

where the distance between the specification of an SLA parameter α of the two SLA templates
with respect to the parameter properties (i.e., its parameter description and metric) is defined as:


0, if properties of p are same in t1 and t2
∆
dp (t1 , t2 ) = 1, if t1 or t2 does not contain p or if one property of p differs in t1 and t2


2, if both properties of p differ in t1 and t2
(4.12)
Using the given distance functions the n-tuple representing the distance between n-tuple
representation of two SLA templates can be easily computed: first n − 1 elements are PompeiuHausdorff distances between templates’ SLO values (Equation (4.10)), and the last (nth) is the
distance between templates’ structures (Equation (4.11)). After the result tuple has been calculated, it can be used to generate a single numerical value representing the distance between the
two SLA templates. This value can be computed by applying a simple function on the n-tuples
(e.g., summation of element values). However, in order to do so, the result tuple must be first
normalized. This step is necessary as the SLO values of different SLA parameters are usually
expressed in different measurement units and the values are, therefore, not mutually comparable.
Normalization function fits all SLO values into the range [0, 1], which is done by applying the
following equation:

dn (Sµt1 , Sµt2 ) =

dh (Sµt1 , Sµt2 ) − min dh (Sµ )





max dh (Sµ ) − min dh (Sµ )

(4.13)

where dh (S(µ)) is the set of all distances between all SLA templates with respect to the SLO
value of the SLA parameter µ. If a value is contained by only one of the two templates, the
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distance is maximum, i.e., equal to 1. In case the SLO values are expressed in a unit different
from the SLO unit defined by the initial public SLA template, the value is being converted
into the unit of the public template before computing the distance. Note, however, that the
clustering methods presented earlier in this chapter are applied in two phases: first to group by
templates’ structures, and then by SLO values. In these cases, only certain elements of n-tuple
are considered (first n−1 elements when grouping by SLO values and only the last element when
grouping by structures). A single distance value for the entire n-tuple is, therefore, only used in
special cases when the difference in terms of both aspects of SLA templates (i.e., structures and
SLO values) are needed in an equal extent.
To demonstrate the methods for computing the distance between SLA templates, we use the
following example. Table 4.1 depicts three private SLA templates t1 , t2 , and t3 and an initial
public SLA template tinit to which private templates are associated. Parameter definitions are
given as tuples (N ame, U nit, SLO), in which the elements represent the parameter description (in this example simplified to the parameter name), the parameter metric (in this example
simplified to the metric unit), and the SLO value.
Table 4.1: Sample SLA templates
SLA template
tinit
t1
t2
t3

SLA parameters
π : (ResponseT ime, second, h1, 3i)
µ : (ErrorRate, percentage, h0, 1i)
π : (RespT ime, second, h1, 4i)
µ : (ErrRate, percentage, h0, 2i)
π : (ResponseT ime, millisecond, h800, 3300i)
µ : (ErrorRate, percentage, h1, 3i)
π : (RespT ime, millisecond, h1100, 4500i)
µ : (Error, percentage, h0, 1i)

With respect to the SLA parameter π, private SLA templates t1 and t2 differ in both the
parameter name and the parameter unit. Therefore, the distance between the template structures
dS,π (t1 , t2 ) is equal to 2. Since the specification of the parameter µ differs only in its name, the
distance dS,µ (t1 , t2 ) is equal to 1. In total, the distance between structures of t1 and t2 is equal
to dS (t1 , t2 ) = dS,π (t1 , t2 ) + dS,µ (t1 , t2 ) = 3. Similarly, we get the distances dS (t1 , t3 ) = 2
and dS (t2 , t3 ) = 2.
Before computing the distances between the SLO values, they must be converted to the unit
stated in the initial public SLA template. This is performed by applying the SLA mappings
submitted by the users. Then, the distance between SLO values between t1 and t2 with respect
to the SLA parameter π is calculated as:
dh (Sπt1 , Sπt2 ) = max(|1 − 0.8|, |4 − 3.3|) = 0.7
Similarly, the distances for the other SLA parameters and SLA templates can be calculated:
dh (Sπt1 , Sπt3 ) = 0.5, dh (Sπt2 , Sπt3 ) = 1.2, dh (Sµt1 , Sµt2 ) = 1, dh (Sµt1 , Sµt3 ) = 1, dh (Sµt2 , Sµt3 ) = 2
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After all Hausdorff distances have been calculated, they can be normalized using the Equation (4.13):

dh (Sπt1 , Sπt2 ) − min dh (S(π))
0.7 − 0.5

=
=
= 0.285
1.2 − 0.5
max dh (S(π)) − min dh (S(π))
1−1
dn (Sµt1 , Sµt2 ) =
=0
2−1

dn (Sπt1 , Sπt2 )

Finally, the total distance between SLA templates t1 and t2 with respect to the SLO values
is
dS (t1 , t2 ) = dn (Sπt1 , Sπt2 ) + dn (Sµt1 , Sµt2 ) = 0.285

4.5.3

Adaptation methods for the evolution of public SLA templates

For adapting the standardized products (i.e., the public SLA templates), so that they optimally
reflect user requirements, we utilize three adaptation methods. For each public SLA template
(in this process called initial public SLA template) and for each SLA parameter contained in
the initial public SLA template, these methods determine whether the current parameter name
and metric should be changed, a new parameter should be added, or an existing one deleted.
This is performed by analyzing the distribution of parameter preferences of the users, who use
the public SLA template. This analysis comprises sorting, classification, and counting of SLA
mappings that users created for an SLA parameter. In particular, the adaptation methods apply
selection criteria (which are specific to each of the methods), in order to find the SLA parameter
value of each SLA parameter that are preferred by users. These values are then used to define a
new public SLA template and replace the initial public SLA template.
To demonstrate the workings of these methods, we use the following example. We consider
the evolution of an SLA parameter π occurring in an initial public SLA template Tinit , when
adapting the template based on SLA mappings of 100 users. The name and metric of the parameter π in the initial template is (P rice, EU R). It is assumed that 20% of all users do not
use the parameter π in their private SLA templates, and the rest of them define SLA mappings
according to the distribution presented in Table 4.2. Note, the last column of the Table 4.2 represents the number of non-mapped values, i.e., the number of private SLA templates containing
the same value as in the initial public SLA template. Table 4.3 represents the distribution of an
SLA parameter µ, which exists in 75% of users’ private SLA templates and does not exist in the
initial public SLA template.
The maximum method selects the option that has the highest number of SLA mappings.
This option is called the maximum candidate. The maximum candidate is then used in the
new SLA template. If there is more than one maximum candidate with the same number of SLA
mappings, one of them is chosen randomly. With respect to the given example, since the majority
of users utilize the parameter π, it stays in the template. Rate becomes the new parameter name
because of the highest number of mappings (40% in comparison to 30%, who want to keep the
name P rice, i.e., who did not create mappings). The price will be expressed in Japanese Yens
due to the highest number of mappings. The parameter µ will also be in the new template, since
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Table 4.2: Distribution of mappings for the SLA parameter π
a) Name of the SLA parameter π
Name Used:
Cost Charge Rate (Price)
Number of Mappings: 15%
15%
40% (30%)
b) Metric of the SLA parameter π
Metric Used:
USD GBP YPI (EUR)
Number of Mappings: 38% 2% 40% (20%)
Table 4.3: Distribution of mappings for the SLA parameter µ
a) Name of the SLA parameter µ
Name Used:
MemoryConsumption Consumption
Number of Mappings:
70%
30%
b) Metric of the SLA parameter µ
Metric Used:
Mbit Gbit Tbit
Number of Mappings: 5% 55% 40%

more than 50% of the users utilize it in their private SLA templates, and parameter properties
will be (M emoryConsumption, Gbit).
In order to increase the requirements for selecting the maximum candidate, the threshold
method introduces a threshold value. In this method, the property is chosen if its property value
is used more than the given threshold and has the highest count. If more than one parameter
property value satisfies the two conditions, one of them is chosen randomly. Throughout the
evaluation in this thesis, we fix the threshold to be 60%. In the given example, neither the
mappings for the name nor for the metric of the parameter π exceeds the threshold value. As
for the new parameter µ, it will be represented in the updated public template according to the
properties chosen by the maximum method.
The significant-change method changes an SLA parameter property value, only if the percentage difference between the maximum candidate and the current public SLA template value
exceeds a given threshold, which we assume to be significant at σT > 15%. In the given example, 40% of users have the name Rate for the parameter P rice, while 30% of users use the
same name as in the public SLA template. Since the percentage difference of 33% is higher
than the given threshold, Rate will be chosen as the new name for the parameter. As the new
metric, Y P I will be chosen. As the parameter µ does not exist in the old public SLA template,
the decision about this SLA parameter is made as described for the maximum method.
Regarding the SLO values of public SLA templates, they are computed using the Marzullo’s
intersection algorithm [144]. Marzullo’s algorithm is an agreement algorithm used to select
sources for estimating accurate time from a number of noisy time sources. Given a set of intervals, it will return the central point of the smallest interval consistent with the largest number
of sources. In the following, we demonstrate the working of the Marzullo’s algorithm on an
example.
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Figure 4.5: Example of applying the Marzullo’s intersection algorithm

Consider creating a public SLA template for a group of 3 private SLA templates t1 , t2 , t3 .
For an arbitrary parameter α, the private SLA templates contain the following values:
8 < Fαt1 < 12,
11 < Fαt1 < 13,
14 < Fαt1 < 15.
As demonstrated in Figure 4.5, the algorithm selects the interval that is consistent with the largest
number of sources (in this case 11 < t < 12). Since unlike the private SLA templates a public
SLA template uses single numberical values for parameter SLOs, the algorithm takes the middle
value (in this case t = 11.5) as the SLO value of the newly created public SLA template.

4.5.4

Automatic adaptation of SLA mappings to the new public SLA templates

In order to reduce the cost of creating new SLA mappings for users and, therefore, make the
market more attractive, users’ SLA mappings are automatically redefined once a new public
SLA template has been introduced. This way, users’ existing SLA mappings can always be used
for newly created public SLA templates.
For our discussion of the algorithm for autonomic SLA mapping, we consider the index
public SLA template tindex , a user’s private SLA template tuser , an initial public SLA template
tinit , and a newly generated public SLA template tnew . As already defined in Section 4.3.1, an
SLA parameter α of an SLA template t is defined by its description Dαt , its metric Fαt , and its
SLO value Sαt , which is denoted as [Dαt , Fαt , Sαt ]. An SLA mapping between descriptions of an
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SLA parameter α in SLA templates t1 and t2 is denoted as Dαt1 ↔ Dαt2 . Additionally, we use
the function χ to determine whether an SLA template t contains an SLA parameter α:
(
f alse, if t does not contain α
χt (α) =
(4.15)
true, if t contains α
The algorithm iterates through all SLA mappings applied to transform tinit into tnew , and,
for each mapping, it executes one of the possible transformation actions (Figure 4.6). As a first
step, the algorithm checks whether α exists in at least tinit or tnew and that its properties differ
in those templates. In case that this does not hold, the existing user’s SLA mappings for this
parameter are kept identical (lines 1-2).
In case α exists in all observed SLA templates (line 3), one of the following actions is
executed:
1. If a parameter property did not differ in tinit and tuser , but it changed in tnew , a new SLA
mapping is created to map the newly created difference (lines 4-5).
2. If a parameter property differs in all three templates, a new SLA mapping is created (lines
6-7). It is a combination (concatenation) of two existing mappings so that the output of
one becomes the input for the second mapping, as illustrated in Figure 4.7.
3. If a parameter property does not differ in tuser and tnew , the existing SLA mapping is
deleted (lines 8-9).
In case α was deleted from tinit but needed by the user, the algorithm informs the user
about this action as the user will not be able to utilize the parameter anymore (lines 11-12). The
algorithm also deletes a possibly existing SLA mapping for the deleted parameter (lines 13-14).
If the parameter was removed from the public SLA template, but the user does not need it,
there is nothing to be executed (lines 16-17).
If a new parameter is introduced in tnew (line 18) and if the user’s private SLA template
contains that parameter (line 19), a new SLA mapping is created, which is a combination of two
SLA mappings: (1) the SLA mapping between the property values stated in the user’s private
SLA template and the index template, and (2) the SLA mapping between the values stated in
the new public SLA template and the index template (line 20). Besides creating a new SLA
mapping, the algorithm also informs the user about the possibility of using an additional SLA
parameter in the the market (line 21). Note, the SLA mapping to the parameter of the index SLA
template exists, since the index template contains parameters from all public and private SLA
templates and since all users create mappings to those parameters when entering the market.
If a new SLA parameter is introduced in tnew , but the user does not have it in the private SLA
template, the algorithm only informs the user about the possibility of using a new SLA parameter
as soon as the user manually created an SLA mapping (lines 22-23).
Finally, if the parameter properties changed in tinit and tnew , but the user does not utilize
the parameter, there is no need to perform any action as the changes in the parameter properties
are not of the user’s concern (lines 25-26).
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

if χtnew (α) = χtinit (α) = f alse∨
(χtnew (α) = χtinit (α) = true ∧ Dαtnew = Dαtinit ) then
keep identical SLA mappings
else if χtnew (α) = χtinit (α) = χtuser (α) = true then
if Dαtinit 6= Dαtnew ∧ Dαtinit = Dαtuser then
create Dαtnew ↔ Dαtuser
else if Dαtnew 6= Dαtinit 6= Dαtuser then
combine Dαtnew ↔ Dαtinit and Dαtinit ↔ Dαtuser
else if Dαtnew 6= Dαtinit ∧ Dαtnew = Dαtuser then
delete SLA mapping Dαtinit ↔ Dαtuser
end if
else if χtnew (α) = f alse ∧ χtinit (α) = χtuser (α) = true then
warn user about limited usage of α
if Dαtinit 6= Dαtuser then
delete existing SLA mapping Dαtinit ↔ Dαtuser
end if
else if χtinit (α) = true ∧ χtnew (α) = χtuser (α) = f alse then
do nothing
else if χtinit (α) = f alse ∧ χtnew (α) = true then
if χtuser (α) = true then
combine Dαtnew ↔ Dαtindex and Dindex (α) ↔ Dαtuser
inform user about possible utilization of α
else
inform user about new parameter [Dαtnew , Fαtnew , Sαtnew ]
end if
else if χtinit (α) = χtnew (α) = true ∧ χtuser (α) = f alse then
do nothing
end if
Figure 4.6: Algorithm for automatic SLA mapping modifications

Note, Figure 4.6 deals with parameter descriptions only, while our implementation also considers their metrics. Our implementation simply achieves that by replacing DαT with FαT in the
algorithm presented.

4.6

Cost-benefit analysis of the approach

On the one hand, the approach presented in this chapter is designed to improve market liquidity.
This is the case since the number of resource traded in the market is reduced, which is expected
to positively reflect on the effort and probability of finding a trading partner in the market. How59
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Figure 4.7: Building an SLA mapping as a combination of two mappings

ever, demonstrating the impact on market liquidity is hard as there are no measures of market
liquidity in electronic commodity markets. For this reason, we have in Section 3.2 introduced
our novel liquidity measures for cloud markets based on the common measures from the existing literature on financial and stock markets. In this section, we continue the discussion on
market liquidity in cloud markets and particularly focus on its aspects of resource diversity and
complexity.
Besides liquidity, which measures the quality of the market, in this section we discuss the
positive and negative effects of the SLA mapping approach. In particular, SLA mapping bring
numerous (hardly quantifiable) benefits: they allows flexible SLA usage without explicit resource limitations, i.e., they enable market participants to define their requirements in arbitrary
forms and to trade (standardized) goods without changing already existing private SLA templates that may still be in use. Furthermore, they facilitate adaptations and changes in the market. However, the SLA mapping approach also incurs costs to market participants as they must
find differences in SLA specifications and (manually or automatically) map those differences.
In Section 4.6.2, we define a cost model to represent the benefits and detriments to the market
participants incurred by the SLA mapping approach.

4.6.1

Measuring market liquidity

Ensuring liquidity of electronic market assumes that it is possible to monitor and assess liquidity
in these environments. However, due to its complex definition, measuring market liquidity is not
a trivial task. Many factors affect liquidity, including institutional factors such as securities law,
the regulation and supervision of dealers, and accounting rules. Equally, environmental factors
such as the macroeconomic situation and changes play a role. Due to the numerous aspects of
liquidity and its complex and fairly abstract definition, quantifying liquidity is not a trivial task.
This conclusion was also remarked by O’Hara ( [160] pg. 125), who wrote that “liquidity, like
pornography, is easily recognized, but not so easily defined”.
As we have already discussed in Section 3.2, there exist, however, research works that investigate how some environmental factors affect liquidity and how this effect can be formulated and
market liquidity quantified. Most of the work focus on financial markets [15, 23, 55, 121, 224].
Although differing in the definition of liquidity and the methods for its assessment, these works
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commonly conclude that the highly abstract definition of market liquidity cannot be expressed
as an aggregate value. Instead, there exist several standard measures that serve as proxies for
its assessment. The most common measures, which we have briefly mentioned in Section 3.2,
include bid-ask spreads [6], market depth [15], and immediacy [55]. In the following, we summarize how each of these measures can successfully capture at least one of the perspectives of
market liquidity.
Bid-ask spread denotes the amount by which an ask, i.e., a seller’s offered price, exceeds a bid,
i.e., a buyer’s requested price. The bid-ask spread essentially measures the difference in
price between the highest price that a buyer is willing to pay for a product and the lowest
price for which a seller is willing to sell it. Large bid-ask spreads indicate high buying
possibilities of the buyers: their request prices are higher than the prices offered by the
sellers, which results in more numerous trades in the market. Since the large bid-ask
spread points to a high trading dynamism, it also leads to the conclusion that the market
liquidity rises proportionally to the increase of its value.
Market depth measures the volume of goods traded in the market, i.e., the units that can be sold
or bought for a given price impact. Particularly, market depth refers to the maximum size
of a trade for any given bid/ask spread. A market may be considered deeply liquid if there
are ready and willing buyers and sellers in large quantities, which is directly related to the
concept of market depth as a large number of market traders and service offerings as well
as a well-designed allocation mechanism result in a large trading volume in a time period.
This suggests that a high market depth implies that the assets can be easily purchased or
sold. Therefore, high market depth indicates high market liquidity.
Immediacy refers to the time needed to successfully trade a certain amount of a product at a
prescribed cost. Essentially, immediacy can be measured as the time passed between the
submission of a requirement for a service to a market and the allocation (i.e., a match)
between the buyer’s requirement and a seller’s offering. Depending on the actor, it is
possible to differentiate buyer’s immediacy from seller’s immediacy. Small immediacy
characterizes a small time needed to close a trade and indicates a liquid market.
The presented measures for approximating market liquidity are commonly used in financial
literature to measure liquidity of monetary assets. As discussed in Section 3.2, our modification of these measures is capable of measuring liquidity in cloud markets. However, in this
chapter, we investigate liquidity measures that are capable of assessing liquidity of numerous
heterogeneous (but partially substitutable) goods. The process of service selection and matching
is, therefore, different and usually more complex than in financial and standardized commodity
markets. Additionally, unlike in financial markets where we investigate liquidity of particular
stocks and assets, in utility and cloud markets we are interested in the liquidity of the market
itself, as many services are substitutable. Furthermore, because of the dynamic cloud market
with its changing goods, it will be unthinkable that only one standardized good will emerge.
Consequently, it is highly likely that a certain number of standardized and substitutable goods
will be available in the market. Therefore, we need novel measures for approximating liquidity
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of cloud markets (and other electronic markets with similar characteristics) in order to demonstrate the effects of market diversity to market liquidity. For this reason, instead of coping with
all of the above-mentioned factors affecting liquidity and building a comprehensive monitoring
model for electronic markets, we herewith focus only on the aspects of market liquidity that are
directly and unambiguously affected by resource standardization.
One of the key factors of market liquidity is the prices of goods traded in the market: liquidity is strongly affected by buyers’ bids and sellers’ asks for goods and strongly depends on
the market’s allocation mechanism as well as the pricing methods used. However, from the
perspective of the standardization of goods in electronic markets, we are interested only in the
explicit impact of the quantity and structure of the goods on market liquidity. For this reason,
the effects that the standardization of services may have on the prices in the market are out of
scope of this thesis. To achieve this, we simplify the definition of liquidity and assume a static
user behavior in terms of pricing. Namely, we assume that the standardization of goods does not
affect the bidding strategies of market participants: they are willing to bid for the standardized
goods with the same prices as for the differentiated goods. Note that this assumption would most
probably not hold in the real-life markets for several reasons. For example, users’ satisfaction
with the standardized goods may be lower than with the exact goods they need, which would
result in the lower bidding prices. On the other hand, the positive impacts on market liquidity
and participation costs (which will be demonstrated in Chapter 7) would have positive impacts
on the bidding prices. However, the assumption of “static pricing” provides a simplified view on
market liquidity and allows us to avoid uncertainty about the real cause of the change of market
prices.
To quantify the impact of the product standardization on market quality, we consider the
definitions of the common liquidity measures. Due to the simplification of the assessment model,
we are not interested in the bid-ask spread, as it only depends on the current market prices.
However, we are interested in the other two standard measures: market depth and immediacy.
For the sake of consistency, we refer to these methods as overall market depth and search cost.
Overall market depth. Similarly as in financial markets, we use market depth to indicate the
number of matches between requirements and offers during the trading time. In financial
markets, depth points to the trading volume of one asset. In the computing resource market
characterized by the heterogeneity of services, however, market depth can be seen as the
cumulative value for all goods in the market. To differentiate between these measures, we
use the term overall market depth to indicate the cumulative trading volume in computing
resource markets.
Search cost. In its original definition, immediacy strictly represents the time needed to successfully trade a product in the market. It is presented in time units and is defined for every
single asset in the market. Although it is a valuable indicator of market liquidity, it is hard
to strictly associate it to the variety of resource types in the market, as many factors (e.g.,
performance of market mechanisms and pricing algorithms, as well as various exogenous
factors) may affect immediacy. To avoid these conflicts, we consider immediacy in its
broad form: the effort needed to be invested in order to find a trading partner. In our
context, this effort describes the number of comparisons between a buyer’s (or a seller’s)
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requirement and sellers’ (or buyers’) offerings in the market until the most suitable service
in the market is found. The effort is, hence, associated to the search of a fitting service
offering and is, for this reason, termed search cost. The search cost is of a particular
importance in those markets in which goods are purchased and (re)sold very often. Considering cloud computing, this is the case in markets in which computational resources
are rented on a short term (e.g., Amazon EC2 Spot Instances1 ). Note that the search cost
strictly correlates to the immediacy, since a large search cost is always a result of more
numerous execution steps in the market, which requires more computation time.

Having the two liquidity measures in mind, we conclude that the goal of increasing market
liquidity can be achieved by increasing the overall market depth while reducing the buyers’ and
sellers’ search cost. Due to the inversely proportional relation between these values, this goal
can be additionally expressed as maximization of the aggregate liquidity measure
lqdta =

overall market depth
.
search cost

(4.16)

Note that Equation (4.16) does not present a “final” and “unique” measure of liquidity, i.e,
a measure that depicts market liquidity independently from the overall market depth and the
search cost. The “optimal” market setting is the one in which the search cost is low and the
overall market depth high. This is not guaranteed by a high proportion between these values as
it is possible that, for example, an extremely low level of search cost compensates for a very
low overall market depth. This setting, although it has a high aggregate liquidity, points to a
poor market setting. Therefore, all presented liquidity measures are equally important in the
sense that they cannot be interpreted autonomously, i.e., without considering other measures
simultaneously.

4.6.2

Utility-cost model

The liquidity model presented in the previous section helps us to assess how tradable certain
(standardized) goods are. In this section, we focus on another perspective of market quality:
how satisfied users are with the services and what cost(s) the standardization approach incurs
to them. The utility-cost model, which will be presented in this section, has therefore the goal
to demonstrate usefulness of the SLA mapping approach by considering how similar (or how
different) standardized services are from what the users wish to sell or purchase in the market.
For representing the cost-benefit model of the SLA mapping approach, we define a utility
and cost functions. In particular, using the notation defined in Section 4.3.1, we define the utility
function u+ of a user user with respect to the difference of the properties of SLA parameter α of
the public SLA templates and the users’ private templates. The definition of the utility function
follows the distance idea introduced in Section 4.5.2:
1

http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/spot-instances/, Last accessed: May 2013
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u+
user (α) =



0,





A,








B,











C,





χtuser (α) 6= χtnew (α) ∨ χtuser (α) = χtnew (α) = f alse
χtuser (α) = χtnew (α) = true∧
Dαtuser 6= Dαtnew ∧ Fαtuser 6= Fαtnew
χtuser (α) = χtnew (α) = true∧
((Dαtuser = Dαtnew ∧ Fαtuser 6= Fαtnew )∨
(Dαtuser 6= Dαtnew ∧ Fαtuser = Fαtnew ))
χtuser (α) = χtnew (α) = true∧
Dαtuser = Dαtnew ∧ Fαtuser = Fαtnew

(4.17)

As stated in the definition of the utility function, the user gains utility for an SLA parameter,
only if it can be utilized, i.e., if it exists in both their private SLA template and in the new public
SLA template. The utility depends on the similarity of the specification of the SLA parameters
in the two SLA templates: it is assumed to be A if both the description and the metric of α differ
in the user’s private SLA template and the public SLA template; B if only one of the parameter
properties (i.e., either description or metric) differs; and C if SLA templates do not differ with
respect to the parameter.
Although the SLA mapping approach brings many benefits to the market participants, it also
incurs cost. The cost is incurred when a public SLA template has been adapted and the user
has to define and submit new SLA mappings for the changed parameter properties. The cost
function u− for a user user with respect to an SLA parameter α is defined as follows:


0, χtnew (α) = χtinit (α) = f alse ∨ χtuser (α) = f alse





0, χtnew (α) = χtinit (α) = χtuser (α) = true∧






Dαtuser = Dαtnew ∨ Dαtuser = Dαtinit ∧






Fαtuser = Fαtnew ∨ Fαtuser = Fαtinit




0, χtnew (α) = χtuser (α) = true ∧ χtinit (α) = f alse∧

−
uuser (α) =
(4.18)
Dαtuser = Dαtnew ∧ Fαtuser = Fαtnew



D, χtnew (α) = χtinit (α) = χtuser (α) = true∧





(Dαtuser 6= Dαtnew ∧ Dαtuser 6= Dαtinit )∨






(Fαtuser 6= Fαtnew ∧ Fαtuser 6= Fαtinit )





D, χtnew (α) = χtuser (α) = true ∧ χtinit (α) = f alse∧





Dαtuser 6= Dαtnew ∨ Fαtuser 6= Fαtnew
The cost function specifies the cost incurred by the necessity of creating new SLA mappings.
A user has no cost for an SLA parameter if: (1) the parameter does not exist in the private SLA
template or in neither the initial (current) SLA public template nor the new public SLA template;
(2) the parameter properties of the user’s private SLA template are the same as in the new public
SLA template or as in the initial (current) public SLA template. In both cases, the SLA mappings
have already been created; (3) the parameter was added to the new SLA template (i.e., the SLA
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parameter did not exist in the initial public SLA template), but its properties are the same as in
the user’s private SLA template. The user faces the cost D if he must create SLA mappings for
the parameter. This is the case if: (1) the parameter properties are different in the user’s private
SLA template and in the public SLA template; or (2) the parameter was added in the new public
SLA template, but with the properties differing from those of the user’s private SLA template.
Note, with the support of automated mapping, the cost of adaptation for the user would
become quite low (Section 4.5.4). The user would only face cost when joining the system and
when the mapping directory does not contain the mapping needed. However, independently of
whether the cost is carried by the user or by the marketplace, the cost needs to be considered for
objectively evaluating the clustering and adaptation approach.
We define the overall utility U + and the overall cost U − for all users C as:
X X
X X
−
U+ =
u+
u−
user (α), U =
user (α)
user∈U α∈P

user∈U α∈P

where P is the set of all SLA parameters occurring in Tuser , Tinit or Tnew . The overall net utility
U O is then calculated as
U O = U + − U −.
(4.19)
The return values of the utility function and the cost function are not strictly defined. However, considering the type of efforts and benefits, it should hold that 0 ≤ A ≤ B ≤ C and
0 ≤ D. For our simulations, we fix these return values at A = 1, B = 2, C = 3 and D = 1.
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CHAPTER

Automated service discovery
Although most of the existing marketplaces use SLAs to express and negotiate user requirements and offers for services, there exists no general standard for their specification. Therefore,
although syntax specification of some requirements may vary among different SLAs, their semantic meaning may be the same from the perspective of market participants. As discussed in
the previous chapter, we use the SLA mapping approach to bridge these differences and allow
using SLAs specified in different languages, standards, and properties. Nevertheless, creating
and managing SLA mappings is expensive: users must manually find differences in SLA specifications and create (often very complex) mappings before trading in the market. Even after
creating the mappings to the index SLA template, users must invest a significant effort to search
through all service offerings in the market and discovering those that may be matched with the
user’s requirements.
A high cost for entering the market and finding a matching trading partner (i.e., market
participation and transaction costs) may prevent users to join the market, thus causing a market
failure. Therefore, in order to ensure market well-being, we must enhance and facilitate the
process of creating SLA mappings and selecting matching services.
Besides improving market performance, facilitated SLA matching presents a step towards
the future of cloud markets: automatic service discovery and selection. Having these abilities,
consumers’ systems and tools may automatically recognize that they need additional computing
resources and, again automatically, purchase a service in a market without requiring any form
of human interaction. This form of automatic service discovery and selection is one of the main
prerequisites of ubiquitous computing as a utility.
In this chapter, we address Research question 4 specified in Chapter 1 by assessing the cost
of creating SLA mappings and matching service specifications with the SLA mapping technique
and discussing the methods for reducing this cost in cloud markets. In particular, we present
an approach for automatic discovery of semantically equal SLA elements and creation of SLA
mappings that map the differences in their syntax specification. Furthermore, using the automatic SLA matching algorithms, we allow the autonomic provider selection in cloud computing
marketplaces.
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In order to achieve our goals, we propose storing and managing history data of user requirements as well as of mappings between corresponding requirements in a market knowledge
repository. We suggest machine learning and automatic reasoning methods to analyze this data
and automatic matching of SLA elements and generation of mappings based on the knowledge about common requirement specifications gained through this process. As the result, our
approach facilitates automatic recommendations of trading partners and SLA mappings, thus
reducing the cost of joining the market.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 details the motivation
for this work and shortly summarizes the methodology of our approach. Section 5.2 describes
methods for discovering equal elements of differing SLAs and discusses automatic creation of
SLA mappings. Section 5.3 continues this discussion and presents how matching SLA templates
can be discovered using the derived notion of SLA element equality. Finally, Section 5.4 presents
the cost model for the evaluation of the approach.

5.1

Background

As described in the previous chapter, the standardized goods market differs from the differentiated goods market in the sense that the market users do not search for service offerings of
other users, but “associate” their private SLA templates with public SLA templates that are closest to their requirements. Therefore, for the successful establishment of the contract between
service buyers and sellers, their requirements must be matched with the ones specified in the
selected public SLA template. Since there exists no general standard for specifying requirements in SLA templates, their definition may vary among templates. For that reason, we use
the SLA mappings. The main purpose of SLA mappings is to bridge the differences between
syntax inequalities of specific SLA elements that are semantically equal in two SLA templates.
Semantically equal SLA elements have the same meaning from the perspective of the market
participants involved in a trade. On the other hand, SLA elements are equal by syntax if their
language specification is identical. Note that in our vision of cloud markets, syntax equality of
SLA elements implies their semantic equality.
Market participants are asked to create SLA mappings between their own private SLA template and the index SLA template when entering the market, which is a key requirement for the
successful management of market participants’ requirements and for regulating the market. As
already discussed, mapping translations can range from very simple, such as incompatible names
of SLA elements (e.g., different names used for the same SLA parameter) to complex translations, such as methods for calculating parameter values with different metrics (e.g., different
units used to express the same parameter value).
When specifying SLA mappings between elements of two SLA templates, market participants need to assess the equality of both elements from their own perspective. Contradictions
caused by different opinions on the semantic equivalence of SLA elements play a subordinate
role in autonomic market management since the market may be regulated according to their
meaning for the majority of market participants. Only during the negation of final contracts
such contradictions may be detected and solved by mutual agreements between two trading parties.
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In order to enhance the SLA management techniques in cloud markets by automatically
matching (elements of) SLAs and SLA templates, it is first necessary to extract the knowledge
from specifications of user requirement for services (i.e., private SLA templates). Note that this
is only possible if SLA templates and SLA mappings are managed by the cloud market platform. Specifications of requirements and their variations over different SLA templates can then
be analyzed and generalized knowledge can be learned and reused for generation of SLA mappings between unknown SLA templates. To realize this goal, a cloud market should implement
additional knowledge mechanisms dealing with several important tasks such as (1) storing and
managing data about the history of SLA templates and mappings, (2) learning the “semantics”
necessary for finding equivalent SLA elements and generation of adequate SLA mappings, and
(3) automatic SLA element matching and generation of SLA mappings between SLA elements.
The knowledge that is gathered through this process is finally used for two major tasks: automatic SLA matching, i.e., recognition of equal elements of two SLAs and automated creation
of SLA mappings between them, and automatic provider selection, i.e., recommendation of
those public SLA templates to the market participants that are the closest to the requirements
specified by their private SLA templates. In the following, we explain the processes of achieving
these goals.

5.2

Automatic matching of SLA elements

The process of matching semantically equal SLA elements from differing SLA templates is
important for enabling automatic provider selection in cloud markets. This process is executed
in three steps. First, for each pair of two SLA elements, the probability for their equivalence (i.e.,
their similarity) is computed. Then, based on the computed probabilities, the equivalence of the
elements is determined. Finally, if two SLA elements are semantically equal, the SLA mappings
are automatically created to bridge the possible differences. When measuring the similarity of
a pair of SLA elements, we consider their two properties: element description, stating basic
properties such as name and measurement unit, and element metric, describing a method for
measuring the element value.

5.2.1

Similarity of element descriptions

Properties of element descriptions are represented by string values. For calculating the similarity
of these properties, possible characteristics of their specifications have to be considered. The
most common characteristics we have identified are variations in the order of single characters
or character blocks (e.g., “Memory Consumption” vs. “Consumption Memory”), additional
characters or words (e.g., “Consumption Memory” vs. “Consumption of Memory”), and usage
of abbreviations or synonyms (e.g., “Memory Consumption” vs. “Memory Usage”).
Calculation of the similarity between description properties can be realized by utilizing
string similarity metrics. A large number of these metrics has been discussed in existing research [21, 71, 137]. They may be roughly separated into two groups: character-based and
vector-space based methods [22]. While the former rely on character edit operations (e.g. insertions, deletions, and substitutions), the latter “transform strings into vector representations on
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which similarity computations are conducted” [22]. In this thesis, we use the character-based
string similarity metric Levenshtein distance for this purpose due to its good performance with
short strings that only contain a small number of variations in their syntax. Levenshtein distance
is defined as “the minimum number of insertions, deletions or substitutions necessary to transform one string into another” [22]. In our model, the similarity of two strings is computed as
the difference between the length of the longer of the two strings and the number of character
modifications needed to convert one string to another (i.e., the Levenshtein distance) divided by
the same maximum distance:
pequal (S1 , S2 ) =

max(|S1 |, |S2 |) − dL (S1 , S2 )
max(|S1 |, |S2 |)

(5.1)

where S1 and S2 are the two strings, |S1 | and |S2 | their lengths, and dL (S1 , S2 ) their Levenshtein
distance.
Although string similarity metrics promise good results for identification of small variations
in description properties, they are not able to recognize semantically equal properties that differ significantly, as it is the case of synonyms or abbreviations. These differences may only be
detected by having concrete knowledge of possible synonyms or abbreviations. Hence, besides
string similarity, our approach utilizes Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) methods for learning semantically equal description properties from established SLA mappings. In particular, semantic
equivalence of individual description properties is determined in four phases:
1. retrieval of the most similar case to the new case by calculating the similarity between
SLA element description properties used in both cases and selecting the case with the
highest similarity;
2. reuse of the knowledge of the similar case to solve the new problem;
3. revision of the proposed solution by analyzing users’ feedback to the recommendation of
the matching SLA elements; and
4. retainment of the parts of user experience likely to be useful for future problem solving
(i.e., storing users’ feedback as part of the utility of a case).
If reoccurring patterns are detected by CBR, the similarity of two element description properties
is calculated based on the similarity between the old case and the new case, which is again
computed using the Levenshtein similarity metric.
Figure 5.1 illustrates how an existing CBR case could be reused for solving a similar new
case (the symbol ∼
=S is used to denote semantic equivalence of two SLA elements): While two
cases describe SLA metrics for significantly different purposes (namely for measuring memory usage and bandwidth usage of a cloud service), their similarity lies in the unit conversion
from “Gbit” to “Mbit” and vice versa. Therefore, an SLA mapping with an associated translation function specified in the existing case can be reused in the new case to capture the unit
conversion.
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NEW CASE

Public SLA Template

Private SLA Template
:SLA Metric
name = "Bandwidth"
unit = "Gbit"
uri = "https://service.com/bandwidthGb"

A

SLA Mapping #3

B

:SLA Metric
name = "Bandwidth"
unit = "Mbit"
uri = "https://service.com/bandwidthMb"

:Translation Function
B = A*1000

~=S

~=S

Private SLA Template

Public SLA Template

EXISTING CASE

:SLA Metric
name = "Memory Usage"
unit = "Gbit"
uri = "https://service.com/memoryGbit"

A

SLA Mapping #2

B

:SLA Metric
name = "Memory Usage"
unit = "Mbit"
uri = "https://service.com/memoryMbit"

:Translation Function
B = A*1000

Figure 5.1: Reusing a CBR case

5.2.2

Similarity of element metrics

Element metrics describe the methods for measuring SLA element values. They can either
directly specify a measurement source by stating its URI or indirectly reference and/or aggregate
other SLA elements for retrieving their measurements. Composite aggregation of measurements
is specified as a function of the metrics.
On the one hand, similarity of element metrics stating measurement sources is done analogously to element description properties, since URIs may abstractly be seen as strings. Similarity of properties that reference individual SLA elements should only ensure equality of the
referenced elements. On the other hand, computing similarity of the metric properties defined
by functions, i.e., combinations of several QoS measurements, involves determination of the
equality of the functions itself. Namely, due to the possible variations and transformations inside the functions (e.g., introduction of substitutions, change of the variable orders, utilization
of different units, etc.), this process must involve several steps:
1. checking if all referenced SLA elements used in both functions are semantically equal;
2. ensuring that the both functions use the same variable assignment (i.e., two semantically
equal SLA elements are assigned to the same variable); and
3. proving the logical equivalence of both formulas using an algebra solver.
If one of these steps fails, functions are considered as non-equivalent. Otherwise, the elements
are considered equivalent.
As an example, one might think of two semantically equivalent SLA metrics measuring the
“error rate” (er) of transactions: While in the first case the “error rate” is calculated by setting
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the “number of erroneous transactions” (et) in relation to the “total number of transactions”
(tt) (er = et/tt), in the second case the “error rate” is calculated by relating the “number of
correct transactions” (ct) to the “number of total transactions” and inverting the resulting value
(er = 1−ct/tt). The “number of correct transactions” is itself managed by a third, separate SLA
metric and calculated by subtracting the “number of erroneous transactions” from the “number
of total transactions” (ct = tt − et). Following the above steps, determining semantic equality
of both SLA metrics that measure the “error rate” involves the following reasoning chain:
1. All referenced SLA elements used in the metrics’ functions are semantically equivalent
(for the “total number of transactions” this is obvious; for the “number of correct transactions” it can be proven that the value can be calculated out of the “number of total
transactions” and the “number of erroneous transactions”, as defined in the third SLA
metric: ct = tt − et).
2. both metric functions use the same variable assignment (i.e., semantically equivalent SLA
elements referenced in both functions are described by the same variable names: er = er,
ct = ct, and tt = tt).
3. Both formulas are logically equivalent (i.e. et/tt = 1 − ct/tt).
Thus, we could automatically prove semantic equivalence of both SLA metrics that calculate the
“error rate” using different (nested) functions. In our approach, logical equivalence of metric
functions is checked by Symja [195], a Java-based algebra solver library that facilitates parsing
algebraic expressions, automatically detecting variables in expressions, and solving not only
numeric, but also symbolic expressions (i.e., expressions containing abstract variables), which
is of great importance in our context.
While the similarity of element description properties and element metrics stating measurement sources is expressed as a continuous probability, the one of element metrics defined by
functions can only be expressed by a binary classification since two functions can either be
logically equal or not. This is expressed as a discreet value, i.e., 0 (non-equivalence) or 1 (equivalence) of a pair of functions.

5.2.3

Final decision on element similarity

To make a final decision on semantic equality of SLA elements, the similarities of their individual properties have to be combined to an overall value representing the probability of element
equality. For this purpose, we utilize machine learning methods. As input features for classification, we use the equality probabilities of the individual element properties that are precalculated using the string similarity measurements, CBR-enhanced similarity detection, and algebra
solver. Classification is done separately for each SLA element in the hierarchical order (i.e.,
from the SLA metric level up to the SLO level). In our evaluation, we utilize the Support Vector
Machines (SVM) method for implementing the classification strategies for the individual SLA
elements.
SVM is a concept in statistics and computer science for a set of related supervised learning
methods that analyze data and recognize patterns in such way that they take a set of input data
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and predict, for each given input, which of two possible classes forms the input. In our scenario,
SVM uses a training phase in which it builds an internal model for prediction of the final binary
classifier for the semantic equality of SLA elements. The internal SVM model uses the equality
probabilities of the individual SLA element properties as the input features and produces a binary
output with semantically equal and semantically different as possibly classes for the given input.
Training of the SVMs requires creation of training examples by retrieving pairs of SLA elements
from a private and a public SLA template that have been associated by a market participant,
determining the semantic equality of each pair based on the market participants feedback to
an automatic recommendation of SLA mappings, and calculating the similarity probabilities
between corresponding properties of both SLA elements. The similarity probabilities are then
forwarded to the SVM as input features while the semantic equality (expressed as a discreet
value, where 0 stands for non-equality and 1 for equality of both SLA elements) is used as the
target output feature.

5.2.4

Automatic generation of SLA mappings

Once the equal SLA elements from two different SLA templates have been matched, the SLA
mappings must be created to bridge the discovered differences. SLA mappings are automatically
created and recommended to the user.
Generation of SLA mappings for incompatible element description properties is straightforward, since they only map already identified differences in string values. On the other hand,
generation of more complex mappings between incompatible element metrics involves creation
of suitable translation functions, which can later be used to translate measurements defined by
one SLA metric into the other and vice versa. In the simplest case, two semantically equal SLA
metrics represent the same measurement defined in the same unit, but differ in their structural
specification. In this situation, it is enough to create an SLA mapping referencing the SLA metrics and defining a translation function for converting a measurement from one SLA template
into another. In more complex cases, two semantically equal SLA metrics additionally differ in
their units. In this case, generation of the translation function involves knowledge about how
the units of both metrics are mathematically related. This knowledge can be obtained from the
previously used SLA mappings by utilizing CBR methods. If an equivalent unit translation has
been used in a similar case, knowledge about specification of the translation function can be
transferred to the new case. If a similar case does not exist, the user must manually define the
mapping.
After receiving the recommended SLA mappings, a user submits his feedback to the recommendation component stating the correctness of the recommended data. In case of a negative
feedback, a user can state whether the SLA mapping was incorrect or an SLA element was
wrongly matched. This data is then used for the learning process of the CBR and SVM methods. Note that dealing with the contradictory user feedback is out of the scope of this thesis.
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5.3

Automatic SLA selection

Automatic SLA selection assumes assessing semantic equality of two SLA templates and requires matching of equivalent SLA elements from those templates. Given a user’s private SLA
template and a set of public SLA templates, the matching process starts by iterating through all
public SLA templates and checking the similarity of all SLA elements contained by the user’s
private SLA template and the currently examined public SLA template. For each pair of SLA
templates, the overall equivalence probability is computed as the relative number of matched
SLA elements in the total number of elements of both SLA templates. Finally, the public SLA
template with the highest equivalence probability is chosen as the optimal offering, but only
if its equivalence probability exceeds a predefined threshold, usually in our work set to 70%.
Otherwise, a user is notified that the appropriate service offering currently does not exist in the
market.

5.4

The cost model

When initially joining a cloud market, users need to execute several manual steps to find an
adequate cloud service and establish a contract for its usage. Manual execution of these steps
involves a high effort for market participants. In this section, we build a simple cost model to
quantitatively assess this effort. This model will then be used in our further discussions on the
benefits of the approach presented in this chapter.
When joining the market, market participants need to search and select an adequate provider
service offering that best matches their own requirements. Since in our vision cloud services
traded on the market are described by public SLA templates, market participants must associate
their private SLA template with the best-matching public SLA template. In our cost model,
we mark the cost of manually searching for the best-matching public SLA template with the
variable a. This cost is common for the traditional cloud markets in which SLA templates are not
automatically recommended to the participants, but also when a template has been recommended
that is not the best-matching for the user. On the other hand, a market participant has no cost if
he must not manually search for an appropriate public SLA template, which is in case when a
public SLA template is automatically and correctly recommended to the user.
After selecting an adequate provider, market participants need to specify SLA mappings between their private SLA template and the chosen public SLA template to bridge any possible
syntax differences. In our cost model, we mark the cost of manually creating a new SLA mapping with the variable c. On the other hand, a user has no cost if he must not create an SLA

Table 5.1: The cost model
Cost
a
c
d
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Cost description
Manual association of a public SLA template
Manual creation of a new SLA mapping
Identification of an incorrectly recommended mapping

Value
10
10
10

mapping, which is in the case when a mapping is not necessary or the correct SLA mapping
was automatically provided to the user. Since the recommended SLA mappings may also be
incorrect, a user may have an additional cost d to delete the recommendation, i.e., to send a
negative feedback. Note that in some cases a user may have to both delete the recommendation
and create a new SLA mapping, which results in the total cost of c + d.
The presented cost model is in our simulations used to compare the benefits of automatically
creating SLA templates and SLA mappings in cloud markets. The values of the variables a, c
and d used in our simulations are depicted in Table 5.1. Note that, considering the presented
model, the absolute values of the costs are less important than their relative difference.
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CHAPTER

Agent-based market simulator
In order to test our hypotheses and methods presented in the previous chapters, we have extended
two well-known simulation platforms: GridSim [41, 45, 194] and VieSLAf [30, 31]. GridSim
is an open-source toolkit for conducting simulations in grid environments, including marketbased service allocation. As described in Chapter 3, we have extended GridSim to (partly)
support our idea of an autonomic cloud market by extending it with our monitoring sensors.
On the other hand, we have used the VieSLAf tool to demonstrate our idea of cloud resource
standardization, as described in Chapter 4. VieSLAf is a tool for semi-automatic management of
SLA templates and SLA mappings and is, therefore, a suitable environment for the simulation of
our approach. Nevertheless, these tools have proven to be unsuccessful in capturing our idea of
self-aware marketplaces. For this reason, we address Research question 5 specified in Chapter 1
and implement our market simulator, which we present in this chapter.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.1, we describe the benefits and the shortcomings of GridSim and VieSLAf with respect to the implementation of the autonomic cloud
marketplace and outline the motivation for building a new framework. In Section 6.2, we present
a conceptualization of a simulator for autonomic markets. Finally, in Section 6.3, we discuss the
implementation of our agent-based cloud market simulator.

6.1

Motivation

By reusing and extending existing solutions and implementations of frameworks, we contribute
to the evolution of a single tool instead of contributing to the creating a chaotic plethora of simulation frameworks. Furthermore, reusing existing tools allows us to focus on the novelties and
simply demonstrating that our approaches are easily implementable in existing environments.
The reason why we chose the two tools in our work - VieSLAf and GridSim - is because they
seemed to fit well to our needs. On the one hand, VieSLAf has been developed for the lifecycle management of adaptable SLAs and SLA templates. It initially supports the SLA mapping
technique and is easily extendable with our methods for liquidity prone resource adaptation and
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automatic SLA matching and selection. On the other hand, GridSim is a well-known opensource tool that initially supports numerous reservation-based and auction mechanisms for resource allocations and provides well-defined interfaces for the implementation of the additional
mechanisms and algorithms.
Despite offering a good support and implementation of a market framework, integration and
mutual communication between VieSLAf and GridSim is hardly achievable as they significantly
differ in their implementations, interfaces, and input/output data. However, even if this was
possible, these tools demonstrate numerous shortcomings when it comes to the implementation
of a self-aware cloud marketplace. For example, VieSLAf demonstrated immense problems
with scalability. Namely, with the growth of the user base and the number of SLA templates, the
simulation time increased exponentially. Applying elemental methods for resource adaptation
(e.g., clustering and SLA distance calculation) was, therefore, extremely inefficient and costly.
VieSLAf also demonstrated numerous stability problems. Another issue is that it was built to
work in the Microsoft .NET environment and was, therefore, not able to be run on our Ubuntubased evaluation cluster. VieSLAf also demonstrated numerous problems with integration with
another tools (including GridSim), as it does not provide any communication interfaces nor it
allows a simple implementation of one. Finally, the data model of VieSLAf is very complex and
its extension is very hard and costly.
Regarding GridSim, despite its large flexibility, numerous interfaces and multi-layered architecture, creating a simulation scenario is not a trivial task, as many market actions and the
creation of communication objects between the layers of GridSim are left to the user. However,
GridSim does provide a small set of examples that illustrate the implementation of simple trading scenarios. In our feasibility study, we applied one of the example scenarios. This example
allowed us to control basic trading properties, i.e., the number of buyers and sellers in the market and the number of requests per buyer, etc., which for our purposes was adequate. It also
enabled the construction of a market, establishment of participants and resources, and provided
an easy platform upon which to implement a monitoring framework. It was also straightforward to implement a basic benchmark scenario to test the monitoring framework. However, we
encountered difficulties when we created more realistic and elaborate scenarios, for example:
different participant types (e.g., malicious users, market makers, speculators, monopolists, and
other strategic behaviors); more complicated trades, i.e., multiple resource entities; dynamic
context: adding or removing participants or resource types at runtime; and engineering aspects
like market growth or contraction. When trying to create such scenarios, we encountered runtime exceptions for the following reasons: (1) GridSim expects the number of users to remain
fixed; (2) it is not possible to change the quantity of resources that sellers offer and buyers request, i.e., total supply and demand is predefined; (3) new resource types cannot be added at
runtime; and (4) it is not possible to manage the timings of the bid/ask submissions, this is controlled by GridSim’s event handlers, which makes it difficult to implement users with specific
participation strategies. Through our efforts to counter these as well as other challenges, we
were moving away from GridSim’s initial use case, eventually making it impossible to control
and extend further. Consequently, we were no longer confident that changes in the market were
engineered by us as opposed to errors in the GridSim runtime. It would be easy to say that this
is a failing of GridSim, but our scenarios were straying outside of GridSim’s scope.
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Figure 6.1: Conceptual framework of a simulation environment for autonomic markets

6.2

Conceptualization of a simulator for autonomic markets

Based upon our experiences with VieSLAf and GridSim, we realized that trying to simulate
different aspects for the study of autonomic markets needs a more flexible simulation approach.
In Chapter 2, we discussed some alternatives to GridSim, but failed to see the ability to capture
all aspects that we feel are necessary without significant effort in the extension of an approach.
In this section, we define the key features that are required and propose a conceptual architecture
for an autonomic market simulator that will act as a testing environment for the future studies.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the layers and components of our proposed simulation architecture, which
are as follows.
The Monitoring Framework captures key information on the market platform through links
to the Participant, Market and Simulator layers, and makes this information available to
the components that require it (e.g., the Goal Observatory). Monitoring information here
captures the state of: mechanisms, the market in general and the computational infrastructure.
The Participant Layer captures the aspects necessary to represent market participants as well
as their various nuances and differentiating factors. The key component is participant
type, which identifies whether a participant is a consumer, provider, prosumer, or broker.
It also enables different participant flavors like market makers, speculators, monopolists,
aggressive and passive participants. In accordance to the typical market simulators, we
define bidding strategies, as well as the management of supply and demand. We use
the word “management” to illustrate that this is not a statically defined process, but entails stochastic and dynamic behaviors such as participants joining or leaving the market,
as well changes in their individual properties and requirements over time. Participant
properties capture additional information needed for each participant type, e.g., range of
wealth, resource types offered/desired, etc.
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The Market Layer defines the components to implement an electronic market. This includes:
the artifacts to be traded, including their type, quantity and period of availability or desirability; different allocation mechanisms like the English or Continuous Double Auction,
but also the means to create custom mechanisms and have multiple active mechanisms.
Mechanism management here refers to the programming constructs to transparently include any arbitrary mechanism by exposing a standard interface. A mechanism manager
controls how bids and asks are passed to a mechanism and when instances are created and
destroyed; a Goal Observatory for defining goals and keeping track of their adherence
via the monitoring framework; an exchange management that keeps track of all incoming
asks and bids, matches, as well as one or more active mechanisms; and finally, adaptation
management as an instantiation of a market adaptation component.
The Simulator Layer is the basis for the simulator. It includes a singleton event handler, as
this enables a simple programming model without the need for complex thread or concurrency management, and a tick manager to control “time” in the simulator as a sequence
of discrete periods. In each tick, we invoke participants in a renewed random order, and
give them the option to “act”, i.e., do something in the market. We also define a scenario
controller, which through the event handler can instigate new scenarios for observation,
based upon the current time. The scenario controller permits us to create issues of instability or change specific settings in the market to study how the market changes, and
later how adaptation actions have improved or worsened the situation. We can also layer
(simple) scenarios to create more complex compound scenarios.
The Key Utilities Layer assists in market simulation and includes: readers for trace data from
existing markets to “stimulate” market events or scenarios as well as writers to store monitoring data; a participant factory to facilitate the generation of multiple participant types
based on a set of input parameters; and as a key premise for all simulators, a random
number generator which can simply be the inclusion of the Colt Library1 or similar.

6.3

Implementation details

Based on the conceptual model defined in the previous section and having in mind the process
of dynamically trading adaptive cloud resources, we have developed a multi-component market simulation framework. The architectural representation of this framework is depicted in
Figure 6.2. In the following, we outline responsibilities of each of the framework components
depicted in this figure. Note that each of the components is implemented in Java programming
language.

6.3.1

Market directory

Market directory is the elemental component of the market platform as it holds information and
data required for the proper functioning of all remaining market components and is, therefore,
1
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Colt Library, http://acs.lbl.gov/software/colt/, Last accessed: May 2013
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Figure 6.2: Architecture overview of our market simulator

needed for the execution and management of the market. Information stored in the market
directory includes the index SLA template, specifications of (standardized) resource types that
are to be traded in the market (i.e., public SLA templates), information about the traders (incl.
submitted requirements and offers in forms of private SLA templates), and SLA mappings of all
market participants that have been submitted to bridge the differences between traders’ private
SLA templates and the public SLA templates.
Market directory is accessed continuously and excessively and can, therefore, easily be a
bottleneck of the market platform. In order to prevent this, market directory must, among others,
satisfy the following conditions: (1) as the cloud environment is unpredictable and dynamic, it
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must be closely monitored and managed; (2) in order to ensure efficient deployment on the
dynamic cloud environment, it must run in a replicable setup (regardless of its size); (3) it must
ensure scalability, as cloud applications are often characterized by fluctuating demand that can
easily spike at any moment; (4) it must ensure high availability, which often depends on the
availability of resources and the ability to dynamically provision them on the fly once a failure is
identified; and (5) it must support essential attributes of cloud computing, such as multitenancy.
As our simulations have been run in the controlled environment, we have implemented market directory using an SQL-based database. However, in the real-world market platforms, market directory should be implemented using a more efficient and scalable framework such as
Hadoop2 , Couchbase Server3 , Cassandra4 , or MongoDB5 .

6.3.2

Market adaptation

Market adaptation is a market layer responsible for the market’s self-awareness. In particular,
this layer comprises methods and tools for market monitoring, market (and service) lifecycle
management, adaptation methods for scaling in or out the resources and infrastructures, and
managing the knowledge needed to achieve this process. This layer represents the core of the
market adaptation processes described in Chapters 3 and 4.
As discussed in these chapters, market adaptation is implemented as an autonomic MAPE-K
loop. During the (M)onitoring phase, market properties are assessed. Decision on which properties should be monitored is made with respect to the predefined market performance goals (e.g.,
maintaining a certain level of market liquidity and/or volatility). During the (A)nalysis phase,
the “low level” monitoring data is aggregated to these “high level” market goals and validated
against the constraints, i.e., the previously mentioned market performance goals. Based on the
results, a set of actions is derived that need to be performed in order to improve market performance. During the (P)lanning phase, the execution of the action steps is planned (i.e., the
actions are mapped to step-by-step execution directives specific for the given market setting).
Finally, during the (E)xecution phase, these directives are executed.
Each of the autonomic loop phases is implemented as a separate component within the market adaptation layer. These components are:
Monitoring sensors. Similar to our extensions to GridSim, which were introduced in Chapter 3,
monitoring component of our market simulator comprises three sensors. The infrastructure sensor observes the infrastructure properties of the market (e.g., CPU performance
and memory utilization). The market sensor observes market-based properties that are not
related to the allocation and pricing mechanisms (e.g., number of active service providers,
consumers, and standardized services). Finally, the mechanism sensors observes the information related to the efficiency of a market mechanism (e.g., market liquidity, size of an
order book, and the average matching price). In our simulator, infrastructure monitoring
is performed using the interfaces defined by the java.lang.Management package,
2
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which is a management interface for monitoring and management of the Java virtual machine as well as the host operating system. The remaining two monitoring sensors are
developed using the metric-mapping technique as described in Chapter 3.
Adaptation tools. We differentiate three forms of market adaptation: (1) scaling up or down
the market infrastructure, (2) adapting or, in extreme situations, replacing market mechanisms, which mostly includes modification of pricing and allocation rules, and (3) adaptation and management of cloud resources (i.e., standardized services). Finding which
of these options is the most fitting is not trivial. Autonomic adaptation of infrastructure
properties has already been discussed in a large body of literature, as detailed in Chapter 2. This, however, is not the case for the institutional adaptation, i.e., modification of
market mechanisms. To facilitate institutional adaptation, we need to understand what different market configurations mean for the fulfillment of a given set of goals, which can be
achieved through simulation to enable the analysis of what-if scenarios to determine and
assess adaptation options. In our current version of the market simulator, the execution
steps of the first two types of market adaptations are not fully implemented, but the simulator is designed in a form that this can be easily achieved once the adaptation methods are
available. On the contrary, the last type of market adaptation - resource standardization
- is fully implemented as discussed in Chapter 4. This means that the adaptation component tools apply clustering algorithms and adaptation methods to create and manage
standardized services.
Knowledge manager (KM). The KM component serves as a mechanism for storing, analyzing
and managing knowledge for reasoning on market performance and adaptation. For example, it holds information about the goals that the market should achieve (e.g., keeping
a certain level of market liquidity and/or volatility) and how these goals can be assessed
(i.e., mappings from the low-level monitoring metrics to the high-level market goals, as
described in Chapter 3). Additionally, the KM component holds the knowledge on market
adaptation rules, i.e., set of actions that can be performed in the market (e.g., the adaptation of standardized resources) in order to achieve these goals. Among other, this includes
the statement on which clustering algorithms, adaptation methods, and SLA similarity
prediction functions should be used in this process. Finally, this component also holds
the knowledge necessary for the automatic SLA matching and service selection (e.g., relations between semantically equal, but syntactically differing SLA parameters), which is
performed by the SLA matching and selection tool. The knowledge stored in the KM component follows the classification introduced in Chapter 3 and can, therefore, be empirical,
contextual or institutional.

6.3.3

SLA matching and selection

The SLA matching and selection tool offers a support to service providers and service consumers
when entering the market by offering recommendations of the SLA mappings to the index SLA
template and recommendations of the best-fitting public SLA templates. The goal of this component is to reduce the cost of market participation for market participants. For the automatic
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reasoning on SLA similarity, this tool applies the methods described in Chapter 5. These methods include various learning techniques, algebra solvers, reasoning techniques, and classification
tools that improve their efficiency based on the users’ feedback on recommendation correctness.
The process of applying these methods is implemented as a loop with the following phases.
First, based on the existing knowledge and previous cases, the tool reasons about the equality of
each SLA parameter separately from the currently observed private SLA template and the index
SLA template. In case a difference in the specifications of the parameters exist, the tool creates
the necessary SLA mappings. In the second step, the tools applies classification algorithm on
the information on SLA parameter equality to select the best-fitting public SLA template. In the
third step, the best public SLA template and the SLA mappings are recommended to the user.
Finally, in the last phase, users’ feedback is analyzed and the knowledge updated.

6.3.4

Market management

Market management is a market layer that comprises main marketplace mechanisms for trading resources in the market. This layer includes implementations of market operations such
as allocation mechanisms, pricing schemes, and methods for controlling the trade. Currently,
the simulator implements several well-known clearing (i.e., allocation) mechanisms: Continuous Double, English, Japanese, and Vickrey auctions. The simulator also offers several pricing
methods, such as taking the arithmetic average between the provider’s offered price and the consumer’s requested price, and taking the nth highest requested (bid) price. More importantly, the
simulator offers an extendable layered architecture and a well-defined set of interfaces that allow
simple implementation of additional mechanisms.
The control and management of the ongoing auctions and trades is controlled over eventbased messaging systems. Every user is allowed to start an auction (in case of single-sided
auctions) and/or participate in the ongoing auctions by submitting their bids. Each bid contains
the id of the requested service, the quantity of services, and the minimum offering price (in
case of providers) or the maximum price the user is willing to pay for the service (in case of
consumers). In each time iteration, market management component sends notifications to all
interested parties about the current mechanism status. If the mechanism allows it, the users may
then replace their bids with the new ones, in case their existing offers have expired. Once a
match occurs, the users are notified, an SLA is created, and the trade executed. Note that the
market platform does not mediate the trading process.
Currently, the simulator allows the trade of adaptable standardized services, but also provides
the option to implement and trade an arbitrary form of resources.

6.3.5

Market front-end

The marketplace is accessible over the set of front-end services that provide support for searching and selecting public standardized services, submitting SLA mappings, placing bids for resources, and managing properties of their accounts, i.e., their participation properties. The frontend services provide simple platform-independent interfaces that allow usage of the market platform from an arbitrary platform.
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6.3.6

Trading agents

Service provider/consumer layer represents users (agents) who describe their services using private SLA templates and offer/request services on the market via market front-end. Each agent
is responsible for: (1) creating SLA mappings to the index SLA template, (2) selecting bestfitting public SLA templates that maximize utilities of the market users, and (3) placing bids
for the required services. To perform these actions, the agents apply their bidding strategies.
The simulator currently support the zero-intelligence plus (ZIP) strategy [67], but provides a set
of interfaces that allow a simple implementation of additional strategies. ZIP traders are minimally simple software agents with almost (but not actually) zero intelligence. Basically, they
are simple stochastic agents that adapt over time using an elementary form of machine learning.
As demonstrated in previous works [68, 69], ZIP is a simple method that provides a human-like
trading behavior with a significant precision. Our implementation of the ZIP traders follows the
one described originally in [66].

6.3.7

Simulation control

Running, controlling and reviewing simulations is performed by the simulation controller. The
simulation controller starts a simulation either by randomly creating input data or by taking
traces of previous simulation runs. The data that should be created or loaded includes: number
and properties of market participants, their private SLA templates, initial public SLA templates,
and the prices for which they are willing to sell or purchase services. In Chapter 7 when we
discuss several simulation scenarios and evaluation results, we will describe how each of the
input data is initially created.
In order to observe changes in the market and assess whether it is possible to detect and adapt
to unexpected user behavior and actions, we implement certain simulation scenarios. In particular, the simulation controller offers a set of interfaces for modifying market user base, the actions
they perform, and other environmental factors on the fly in order to observe market change. One
such scenario is evolution of a cartel: at a certain point in time, the simulation controller groups
several service providers into an artificial cartel that dictates their pricing schemes. This, naturally, affects the trade in the market and may have numerous interesting outcomes, which are
detected by our monitoring sensors.
The initial simulation properties are specified in form of Java property files that are sent
to the simulation controller as input values. The properties that can be specified in a property
file include: simulation duration, number of market participants (sellers and buyers), number
of requested/offered resources by a participant, minimum and maximum bid prices, the average
validity of a bid (as a number of time iterations), allocation and pricing methods that should be
used, user agent strategies that should be applied, simulation scenarios and their properties (e.g,
how many users should be affected, at what time iteration and for how long, and, finally, what
change they should implement), market properties that should be observed, and goals that the
market should achieve.
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CHAPTER

Evaluation
In this chapter, we present the evaluations of the contributions that address the challenges based
in this thesis. In Section 7.1, we evaluate our monitoring framework for self-aware cloud markets. In particular, we present a simulation testbed implemented within GridSim that we have extended by our monitoring sensors, give comments on simulation results, and present the lessons
learned from this process that were the main motivations for building our agent-based market
simulator. In Section 7.2, we use VieSLAf [30, 31] and the simulation framework introduced in
Chapter 6 to evaluate the approach of standardizing computational services. In particular, we
present several simulation scenarios and discuss the benefits and shortcomings of our approach,
as well as possibilities for computation of the “optimal market setting”. In Section 7.3, we evaluate our approach of automatic SLA matching and selection and discuss the savings in market
participation costs that this approach brings. Finally, in Section 7.4 we summarize evaluations
of all contributions and make a final conclusions about their benefits with respect to the research
questions listed in this thesis.

7.1

Identifying market inefficiencies with the monitoring
methodology

In this section, we present the evaluation of our monitoring methodology for self-aware cloud
markets described in Chapter 3. In particular, we build a realistic market scenario within the
GridSim simulator and apply our monitoring sensors to observe market performance and identify any peculiarities and inefficiencies withing the platform. By analyzing usefulness of our
methodology, we address Research question 2 presented in Chapter 1 and demonstrate the effects of our study to the vision of autonomic markets, as questioned by Research question 1.

7.1.1

Use case

As already explained in Chapter 3, a monitoring methodology permits the assessment of a market
platform’s performance and its underlying infrastructure. The monitoring data, i.e., the market
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performance metrics presented in Chapter 3, are, therefore, important for the identification of
(un)expected market behavior. For example, a monitoring methodology should be able to recognize a (sudden) drop in market liquidity or change in market revenue. Showing that a monitoring
methodology is able to cope with this task is only possible through simulation of various trading
scenarios. In this section, we present one such scenario (i.e, a case study) serving as a fitting
context to observe inefficiencies and peculiarities within a cloud market.
In our case study, we adopt the Continuous Double Auction (CDA) as the mechanism for
matching sellers and buyers of a particular good and for determining the prices at which trades
are executed. In CDA, bids and asks may be placed at any point in time. A seller’s ask specifies
the good to be sold and its ask price. Similarly, a buyer’s bid states the good to be purchased and
a willingness to pay or bidding price. The orders are maintained in an order book in bid and ask
priority queues, which are ordered by price: ascending for bids and descending for asks, with
bids and asks with equal prices ordered by the time of submission. When a new bid is received,
it is compared with the first ask of the order list. Similarly, if the new-coming order is an ask,
it is compared with the first bid of the bid queue. A trade is executed if the price in the ask is
lower than or equal to the bid’s value. Otherwise, the order is added to the order book. Upon the
execution of a trade, participants are informed of the result and the orders deleted from the order
book. The trading price is calculated as (ask + bid)/2. Transactions continue in this manner
until no more matches can be found.
In our case study, we consider a trade of one resource type (for simplicity) traded between
200 buyers and 100 sellers. At first sight, it seems that this experimental scenario creates a
demand higher than the supply, which somewhat contradicts the infinite elasticity assumption
of the cloud paradigm. However, it is important to note that each buyer generates only 100
jobs uniformly distributed over the simulation time. On the other hand, providers have a fixed
amounts of resources that are constantly (and infinitely) offered to the buyers. This scenario has
a peculiar outcome: after a certain point in time, most of the buyers will receive all services
that they required and will stop sending new bids to the market. This result raises many new
questions. For example, how will this affect the market? Can a marketplace work efficiently with
the lack of requests for services? How will sellers react to the sudden drop in demand? And,
most importantly, is our monitoring methodology and goal-based performance assessment able
to detect this anomaly such that autonomic market adaptation could at a later date be applied?
In order to answer these questions, we implement the presented case study in GridSim and
monitor the market infrastructure and market mechanism in time frames of 5 seconds. The

Table 7.1: Simulation settings
Parameter
Policy
Number of buyers
Number of sellers
Number of jobs per buyer
Number of resource types
Time interval for monitoring intervals
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Setting
CDA
200
100
100
1
5 seconds

auction process is conducted as follows. Initially, a user (a provider or a consumer) submits
requests to a broker. The broker is responsible for submitting and monitoring requests on the
user’s behalf, as well as managing the CDA instance and setting additional parameters, such as
request length, quantity of auction rounds, reservation price, and policy (i.e., market mechanism)
to be used. Since the broker is also the auctioneer, they inform the bidders that a CDA is about to
start, create a call for proposals (CFP), set its initial price, and broadcast the CFP to all bidders.
Resource providers set their bids for offering a service for a given period of time. When bids or
asks are placed, the auctioneer clears the auction according to the CDA definition and broadcasts
matches to the market participants. Table 7.1 summarizes key simulation settings.
As the behavior of participants is an important detail in the simulation, we utilize the Zero
Intelligence Plus (ZIP) [67] bidding strategy. We selected ZIP for two reasons: Firstly, it is a well
known and commonly applied bidding strategy that is often used as a benchmark for evaluating
bidding strategies. Secondly, ZIP is already implemented within GridSim, which is not the case
for other well know benchmark strategies. ZIP works by drawing a random price from a minimum and maximum value, but observes the success the previous bidding action: if successful,
ZIP will select a new random price that is lower for consumers/higher for providers. If unsuccessful, ZIP will select a new random price that is higher for consumers/lower for providers.
Although a simple strategy, ZIP has a well established history and frequently used in the literature.

7.1.2

Simulation results

We begin our discussion on the simulation of the previously presented case study by analyzing
the simulated activity of market participants. In particular, we discuss Figure 7.1a that depicts
the total (cumulative) number of buyers’ bids and sellers’ asks, as well as the total number of
allocations (i.e., matches between bids and asks) during the simulation. Figure 7.1a demonstrates
the nature of the created market scenario: at the beginning, the marketplace behaves like the
traditional buyers’ market with the demand significantly larger than the supply. Consequently,
the number of allocations is in line with the number of providers’ ask. However, towards the end
of the simulation process, the market suddenly looses stability. At this point in time, all buyers
have received a match for their requirements and stopped sending new bids to the market. The
market scenario suddenly changes: providers start acting more aggressively by increasing their
number of asks since the competition increases and they no longer receive matches. Therefore,
supply instantly becomes larger than demand and results in the change to the providers’ market.
The demonstrated change in market stability caused by the lack of active buyers can be seen
by inspecting several other monitoring metrics. Figure 7.1b depicts the average matching price
created by the CDA in a given time frame. During the time of market stability, i.e., when the
number of active traders is sufficient and stable, matching price is relatively firm. However, at
the point when the buyers’ bids stop coming in and the number of new sellers’ asks dramatically
rises, the average matching price suddenly falls by almost 50%. This is the indirect effect of the
low demand and high supply, i.e., the low number of bids and a large number of asks in the order
book. The relation between the number of asks and the average price is caused by the nature
of the continuous double auction, which allocates highest bids with the lowest asks. Since high
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Figure 7.1: Simulation results: CDA performance

supply results in a large number of low-priced asks in the market, the allocations with low prices
are more numerous and the average price sinks.
The increase in supply also causes a sudden, but short-termed increase in number of resource
allocations (Figure 7.1a and 7.2b). Due to the large number of providers’ asks in the order book,
buyers have a higher change to find a resource for a lower price. Therefore, at the point when
users’ bids stop coming in and when the number of sellers’ asks increases, all buyers that were
not able to find resources due to their low bid prices are suddenly allocated. This, of course,
results in a big increase in the number of allocations which drops equally fast as all the buyers
get the resources they have been looking for. Consequentially, market revenue also rises, despite
lower prices of resources (Figure 7.1c). However, as well as the number of allocations, this
effect is short-termed.
Figure 7.2 depicts the values of the three measures for market liquidity: bid-ask spread
(Figure 7.2a), market depth (Figure 7.2b), and immediacy of matching (Figure 7.2c). During the
period of market stability, i.e., while there are sufficiently many buyers bidding in the market, the
value of the bid-ask spread is positive. This indicates a liquid market: average buyers’ bid price
is larger than the average sellers’ ask price which results in the high purchasing possibilities of
buyers and, therefore, a large number of resource allocations. Peak values of the bid-ask spread
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Figure 7.2: Simulation results: market liquidity

are common due to the random nature of the bidding strategies used by the market participants in
the case study. However, towards the end of the simulation process, the bid-ask spread suddenly
sinks below zero. This result can be explained by observing Figure 7.2a: due to the lack of buyer
bids in the market, the bid-ask spread represents only the average price of the sellers’ asks. Since
there are no buyers for their resources, the market liquidity suddenly sinks.
Figure 7.2b presents another perspective on market liquidity: the market depth. Market
depth measures the number of matches between buyers’ bids and sellers’ asks in every iteration
(in our simulation set to 5 seconds). Therefore, the results presented in Figure 7.2b do not
significantly differ from those presented in Figure 7.1a. As already explained, due to the large
number of sellers’ asks at the end of the simulation process, all buyers that have not already
received a match for their requirements suddenly have a significantly improved matching chance.
Therefore, after the buyers’ bids stop arriving and when the providers start a strong competition
by submitting a large number of asks, the number of resource allocations significantly rises. This
effect is again only short-termed, since all buyer bids that remain in the order book are quickly
matched to the incoming seller asks.
Another interesting view on market liquidity is presented in Figure 7.2c. The figure depicts
immediacy of matching (i.e., the average time between submitting an ask or a bid and it being
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(see the metric mapping in Figure 3.3). Namely, although the expression unit would be different
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can conclude that the market inefficiency and instability caused by the sudden cease in number
of active participants reduces the profit to the market platform in general.
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Figure 7.3: Simulation results: infrastructure performance

7.1.3

Discussion of market goals

We now turn our discussion to the market goals presented in Chapter 3. At this stage, we do
not focus on how market adaptation should be undertaken, or the threshold values for each goal,
but rather highlight how each goal that we have defined acts as an indicator in our case study.
Interestingly, but not surprisingly, they are not unanimous in their categorization of a potentially
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catastrophic scenario, which strongly reinforces the need for a sound analysis approach when
considering both market performance and adaptation options.
First, consider market liquidity. Liquidity is loosely defined as the ease of which a tradable
artifact can be bought or sold without significant changes to price or value. Therefore, a market
goal would be to retain a “good” or high level of liquidity. It is clear from Figure 7.2 that with
even this simple definition the market initially has a “reasonable” liquidity, as it is easy to sell,
but not that easy to buy. When our scenario begins, a notion of illiquidity should arise, which
is clearly demonstrated by the sharp drop in the bid-ask-spread, average price and immediacy.
From this observation, even without explicit thresholds for a desired liquidity value, we can
deduce that this part of our monitoring methodology can adequately highlight sudden or extreme
changes.
Second, consider the goals: provider revenue, transaction volume, platform profit and the
number of allocations. When we observe increases in the values that constitute these goals, a
market can be considered healthy, or at the very least has a certain element of growth. Therefore,
the goal of the market corresponds to these values either retaining a specific minimum value or
increasing over time at a minimum rate. Let us consider the simple case of market revenue
completely independently of the market’s applied business model, as regardless of the applied
business model if revenue increases so too does its potential for profit. Figure 7.1c illustrates a
fairly steady revenue stream that culminates in a huge spike. Therefore, initially these metrics
indicate that performance is improving (i.e., as short term gain), but is subsequently followed
by an equally large reduction in performance. In our simulation, time is relatively undefined - it
is nothing more than the computational runtime of the simulation. If instead it were measured
in months or years, then the false positives stemming from the first half of the spike could have
dramatic consequences. Therefore, the initial contradictions of these four metrics to the liquidity
metrics act as early warning signs that show the importance of not considering goals or sets of
goals in isolation.
Finally, consider the remaining two goals: low or predictable platform execution costs, and
a minimum or balanced number of active traders such that the market receives a steady number
of transactions per time period. Interestingly these two metrics although tied to different goals
are in fact two very clear indicators in our given scenario. If we assume that the cost of a single
platform resource instance remains constant, for example through an EC2 prefixed reservation
price for a given number of virtual machines within a framework contract, then we can say
(according to the mapping in Figure 3.3) that the platform costs are directly proportional to
compute time. Based upon the observations from our scenario, we can tentatively highlight
that both of these metrics and ultimately their goals, can due to their simplicity and ease of
observation act as initial indicators when something is a miss. Similarly, when we consider the
initial contradiction between liquidity and goals like market growth these two metrics act as
good tie breakers.

7.1.4

Lessons learned

In the course of this thesis, we have taken the first steps towards the vision of an autonomic
cloud marketplace. To ease the implementation process we selected GridSim as a means to
rapidly develop a prototypical simulation framework for a computing on demand marketplace.
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We did this as a means to evaluate the feasibility of our monitoring methodology with a simple calibration scenario. It has been easy to simulate a simple case study, but it is not, or at
least should not be, a valid scenario for a cloud marketplace. For our purposes GridSim was
adequate. However, its primary purpose is to simulate grid environments and not marketplaces.
This means that moving towards more realistic scenarios (such as the introduction of new trading artifacts, disruptive technologies or service types; different participant types, e.g., market
makers, speculators, monopolists, prosumers, brokers; changes in participant behavior, market
growth or contraction, etc.) would mean taking GridSim further away from its initial use case,
making it harder to control and extend. We also note that making the marketplace more dynamic
in terms participation causes problems in the GridSim runtime, which assumes a certain element
of static participation, e.g., the number of users, as well as their demand remains fixed. These
results have been the main motivation for implementing a more flexible simulation environment
that we have described in Chapter 6.
We have also seen that the interplay of goals when considering system-wide market performance is almost more important than the individual goal settings. Our scenario was very
extreme and, therefore, lent itself nicely to illustrate this. However, more realistic scenarios may
not result in such extreme changes in observed performance. Therefore, the autonomic management methodology of the marketplace (Chapter 3) demands significant studies, especially for
the analysis and knowledge components, using real world data from existing markets or from
human-based lab experiments from the domain of experimental economics [189, 190].

7.2

Impact of adaptive standardized cloud resources on market
performance

In this section, we present the evaluation of our methods for standardization of computational
resource specifications, as described in Chapter 4. In particular, we analyze the differences between differentiated and standardized goods markets in terms of market liquidity, users’ utility
and cost of market participation. By evaluating the standardization approach, we address Research question 3 presented in Chapter 1. Besides evaluating the usefulness of the this approach,
we investigate maximization of its benefits by comparing different approaches for its realization.

7.2.1

Simulation testbed

For the evaluation of our approach of computational resource standardization, we set up a testbed
in the market simulator described in Chapter 6. In Figure 7.4, we present another view of the
market platform framework, i.e., its components that are relevant to the simulation scenario
that will be discussed here. The simulation framework, as depicted in this figure, comprises
a cloud marketplace with a service directory that stores information about resources available
in the market (i.e., public SLA templates), the index SLA template, and the SLA mappings
submitted by the users. The market is accessed using the front-end services for administration
(e.g., creation of SLA templates), accounting (e.g., creation of user accounts), querying (e.g.,
search for an appropriate SLA template), and management of SLA mappings (e.g., definition
of mappings for a user). Users (i.e., service consumers and providers) utilize the SLA mapping
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middleware to create and manage their SLA mappings to the index SLA template. The market
self-adaptation cycle constantly performs monitoring of market- performance (from both the
economical and infrastructural perspectives) and modifies standardized products or derives new
standardized products.
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Figure 7.4: Simulation environment

Figure 7.5 depicts the simulation process as assumed in this section. Initially, the market
holds: (1) a public SLA template that is based on a randomly created SLA template or a randomly picked private SLA template of a service consumer or a service provider, and (2) the
index SLA template that contains only the parameters from the initial public SLA templates. A
number of service providers and service consumers randomly generate private SLA templates
that contain a number of SLA parameters and associated SLA metrics and service level objectives (SLOs). In the users’ private SLA templates, the desired parameter values specified in
users’ SLOs are given in form of ranges of real numbers. For example, an SLO value for an SLA
parameter ErrorRate may be [0,1]%, stating that any value between 0% and 1% is acceptable
for the user. The values of SLOs are created randomly, but with a predefined width of the value
range, which is given as a percentage of the maximum possible SLO value range. The number
of market participants (providers and consumers), SLA parameters per private SLA template,
and predefined SLO width value are specific for every simulation scenario and will be explicitly
stated in each of the following sections.
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The simulation process is conducted in several steps, as depicted in Figure 7.5. In the first
step, market participants fetch the index SLA template and create the SLA mappings to bridge
the differences in SLA parameter specifications. In this process, a market participant can execute
one of the following actions:
1. create ad-hoc SLA mapping(s) between an SLA parameter that exists in both their private
SLA template and the index SLA template, if the specification of the SLA parameter
differs in the two SLA templates,
2. create a future SLA mapping, i.e., add the parameter to the index SLA template, if the
SLA parameter exists in the participant’s private SLA template, but does not exist in the
index SLA template, and
3. do nothing, in case the SLA parameter exists in both the participant’s private SLA template
and the index SLA template with the matching specification details.
The creation of redundant SLA mappings (i.e., mappings that were already created by another
participants) is solved by applying the methods described in Chapter 5 and will be evaluated in
Section 7.3.
After all users have submitted their SLA mappings, the adaptation process is started (step 2
in Figure 7.5): a clustering algorithm is applied to group similar private SLA templates and an
adaptation method utilized to select the specification details of the new public SLA template for
a given cluster of private templates. This step results in a set of new public SLA templates that
replace the initial SLA template. In the following step (step 3 in Figure 7.5), participants’ SLA
mappings are modified as described in Section 4.5.4.
In the following steps, market participants “manually” select the public SLA templates that
are the most similar to their private SLA templates (step 4 in Figure 7.5) and the providers’
service offerings and consumers’ service requirements are matched (step 5 in Figure 7.5). In
order to simplify our simulation model, we assume a very simple trading strategies applied
by traders’ agents in the market and a simple allocation mechanism. Furthermore, we do not
consider any pricing methods or price-based service allocations. These assumptions mean the
following.
• Market participants only specify a service that they offer or require. This means that they
do not specify the quantity of services that they wish to buy or sell (i.e., they always
require only one service) and are not interested in the prices of the services.
• Since SLOs are in public SLA templates specified as single numerical values, a private
SLA template and a public SLA template can be matched if the SLO values of all SLA
parameters from the public SLA template are inside the value ranges specified by the
participant’s private SLA template. The participants select the public SLA template that
(a) may be matched with their private SLA template and (b) has the minimum distance
from their private SLA templates, which is calculated using Equation (4.9).
• Market participants are equally satisfied with all service requirements (in case of service providers) and service offerings (in case of service consumers) as long as their requirements are satisfied. This means that as long as a participant’s private SLA template
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Figure 7.5: Simulation testbed for the standardized goods market

matches with a public SLA template, the user will select any provider’s offering that is
also associated with the public SLA template.
Note that only those participants who opt for a public SLA template are able to be part of a trade.
Also, note that finding a matching public SLA template does not guarantee an allocation with
another trading party, as it may happen that the demand and the supply are not balanced (i.e.,
there are more providers than consumers or vice versa).
In order to compare our approach of trading standardized cloud services, we also simulate
a trade of numerous differentiated resources. Similar to the process of trading standardized resources, in the differentiated goods market the participants first fetch the index SLA template
and submit their SLA mappings. In the second step, the trade is executed. In this process as well
the participants do not specify service prices nor they differentiate between offers/requirements
of different service providers/consumers as long as their specifications match. In this case, a
match is made between two private SLA templates and is ensured if the intersections of the SLO
value ranges of all SLA parameters from the two SLA templates is not an empty set. The participants, therefore, iterate through all service offerings (in case of consumers) or requirements (in
case of providers) and select the first service that can be matched with their requirements.
In the following sections, we evaluate two aspects of our approach. First, we use the utility and cost models described in Section 4.6.2 to assess the benefits and performance of the
clustering algorithms and the adaptation methods as means to create standardized resources. In
particular, we will used the notion of utility and cost to determine how well the public SLA
templates represent the needs of market participants’ requirements and determine which combination of clustering algorithms and adaptation methods fits the most to the given scenario. This
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evaluation will be detailed in Section 7.2.2. Additionally, we use the utility and cost models to
evaluate the benefits brought by the SLA mapping adaptation algorithm detailed in Section 4.5.4,
which will be discussed in Section 7.2.3.
On the other hand, we will use the measures of market liquidity presented in Section 4.6.1 to
discuss whether and to what extend the approach of resource standardization improves market
liquidity when compared to the market with numerous differentiated resources. Furthermore,
using the measure of market liquidity, we will determine the market setting (i.e., the number of
standardized resources) that is needed in the market in order to maximize market activity. These
discussions will be presented in Sections 7.2.4 and 7.2.5, respectively.

7.2.2

Creation and management of public SLA templates

In this section, we analyze the fitness of automatically created standardized SLA templates to
the requirements of market participants. Herewith we consider a simulation scenario with the
initial public SLA template containing 8 SLA parameters. Users’ private SLA templates are
generated randomly at the beginning of the evaluation process and can contain up to 11 SLA
parameters, where users can choose between 5 predefined parameter names and 4 metrics for
each SLA parameter. Table 7.2 summarizes the simulation settings. To assess the benefits of
grouping similar supply and demand, we additionally run a simulation without applying clustering algorithms. In this scenario, adaptation methods are applied to create one single public
SLA template. For the cost-benefit evaluation of our approach, we use the overall net utility as
defined by Equation (4.19).
Table 7.2: Simulation settings
Parameter
Number of service users (consumers and providers)
Number of initial (currently existing) SLA templates
Number of parameters in initial SLA template
Number of parameters in private SLA templates
Number of different parameters considered at most
Size of the set of possible parameter names per SLA parameter
Size of the set of possible metrics per SLA parameter

Value
100 ≤ n ≤ 10000
1
8
≤11
11
5
4

We begin our discussion by considering Figure 7.6. In this figure, the first bar of each of the
three sets of bars represents the overall net utility achieved for the case that only a single new
public template using the basic SLA mapping (i.e., without applying the algorithm presented
in Section 4.5.4) has been used. The other three bars represent the overall net utility achieved
by utilizing the three clustering algorithms (i.e., DBSCAN, k-means with rule-of-thumb, and kmeans with Hartigan’s index). As the comparison shows, the overall net utility, which is obtained
by generating only one public SLA template for all market users with the basic mapping, is
significantly lower than the overall net utility obtained with the clustering algorithms. This is
due to the fact that many new public SLA templates are created that differ less from the users’
private templates, reflecting users’ needs more precisely.
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Figure 7.6: Overall net utility (without automatically modifying users’ SLA mappings)

When comparing the overall net utility gained by utilizing different adaptation methods, we
can conclude that the best results are achieved by using the maximum method. Although the
threshold method causes significantly lower number of changes (due to the high threshold) and,
therefore, very low cost, the maximum method adapts the public templates more frequently and,
therefore, achieves a high utility. The highest overall net utility is achieved by the k-means
clustering algorithm with the rule-of-thumb method, due to the creation of a large number of
very specific clusters.
Concluding, the utility rate highly depends on the number of generated clusters. The more
clusters are created, the higher the utility will be. This relation can also be seen when comparing
the net utility shown in Figure 7.6 with the actual number of clusters. Table 7.3 shows the number
of clusters per clustering algorithm, depending on the number of users creating SLA mappings.
The maximum rate of overall net utility for n users can be achieved by creating n clusters, i.e.,
by generating one public SLA template per user. In this case, the public SLA templates would
be equal to the users’ private templates. The utility rate would in this case be maximum and
the cost would be equal to 0. However, by raising the number of products on the market, i.e.,
the number of new public SLA templates, market liquidity is at the lowest point. Therefore,
it is necessary to find a balance between keeping low cost of creating new SLA mappings and
ensuring high liquidity of market goods. The problem of finding the optimal number of new
public SLA templates will be discussed in detail in Section 7.2.5.
Not only the number of generated clusters influences the overall net utility. Namely, the
dataset properties also determine the quality of newly generated public SLA templates. For this
reason, it is not sufficient to investigate only the utility. Instead, the properties of the simulation
dataset that may have influenced the results of the utility measurements. For this purpose, we
introduce the measures of compactness and isolation.
To introduce the measures of isolation and compactness, we define the following variables:
C represents a set of clusters, where Cj ∈ C is a cluster and Cjc is its centroid (i.e., the public
SLA template). Ri is a clustering item and D(Ri , Rk ) is the distance between two clustering
items as defined by Equation (4.9). |C| represents the total number of clusters and |Ci | represents
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Table 7.3: Number of generated clusters per algorithm and per number of users.
Users
100
200
300
500
1000
2000
5000
10000

DBSCAN
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
10

k-means (RoT)
7
10
12
15
22
31
50
69

k-means (H)
3
3
3
5
6
6
6
10

a number of items in a cluster Ci .
Compactness is reciprocal of the average distance between users’ private SLA templates
within clusters, and is formally defined as follows:

−1
X X
1 X 
1
(7.1)
D(Ri , Rk )
|C|
|Cj |(|Cj | − 1)
Ri ∈Cj Rk ∈Cj

Cj∈C

Since a cluster represents a group of users with similar requirements, high compactness implies
a well-formed market. Figure 7.7 depicts the rates of compactness achieved by those three
clustering algorithms and the maximum method. For this purpose, we have simulated SLA
mappings specified by a varying number of market users, ranging from 100 to 10000 users. The
adaptation method used for the evaluation is the maximum method.
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Figure 7.7: Compactness of the new public SLA templates
High utility is common for compact clusters, since all members of the cluster have similar
properties, and the cluster centroid (i.e., newly generated public SLA template) reflects those
properties more precisely. Items of a low compact cluster differ to a larger extent, and it is
probable that the utility achieved by creating a new public SLA template will be lower. High
compactness can be achieved by creating a large number of smaller clusters and is maximized
when there is one cluster per item.
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As depicted in Figure 7.7, the k-means algorithm with the Hartigan’s index achieves lowest
rate of compactness. This is due to creating small number of general clusters, where items
mutually differ to a large extent. Therefore, this algorithm results in low overall net utility.
The k-means algorithm with the-rule-of-thumb achieves the largest rate of compactness, and
consequently a larger overall net utility, due to a large number of clusters.
Isolation is an average distance between newly generated public SLA templates and is defined as follows.
X X
1
D(Cic , Ckc )
(7.2)
|C|(|C| − 1)
Ci ∈C Ck ∈C

Isolation represents the measure of how different newly generated public SLA templates are.
The larger the distance, the more distinct the templates are. We imply that higher isolation
of public templates ensures more distinct products, and therefore provides better chances for
creating product niches. Figure 7.8 presents the isolation rates achieved using the maximum
method.
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Figure 7.8: Isolation of the new public SLA templates
High isolation can be achieved by creating a small number of very distinct clusters. However, by doing so, we are reducing the compactness of the clusters, since they will contain
larger number of items with broader variety of preferences. Therefore, we must find a balance
between creating more general clusters with high isolation (i.e., distinct market products) and
well-formed clusters with respect to their specificity and compactness.
As it can be seen in Figure 7.8, k-means algorithm with the Hartigan’s index achieves a high
rate of isolation. This result is not surprising, since this algorithm creates a small number of
clusters and, as presented in Figure 7.7, achieves the lowest rate of compactness. Additional to
that, this algorithm achieves the smallest rate of the overall net utility. DBSCAN also creates
relatively small number of new public templates and creates well-isolated clusters. Finally,
the k-means with the rule-of-thumb creates clusters with low isolation, due to creating a large
number of clusters.
To conclude, considering the overall net utility, the compactness, and the isolation, the best
results are achieved by the k-means clustering algorithm with the rule-of-thumb method for determining the number of clusters. As depicted in Figure 7.6, this algorithm achieves the highest
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net utility and compactness for all adaptation methods. This means that the newly created standardized products are created with the highest similarity to the user requirements. However, this
comes with the cost of creating a large number of public SLA templates, which results in lower
market liquidity. When compared with the k-means clustering algorithm with the Hartigan’s
index, it is more cost efficient, since it’s computing complexity is significantly lower. In particular, unlike Hartigan’s index, which requires several iterations of the k-means algorithm before
finding the optimal number k, the rule-of-thumb method determines the number of clusters a
priori. When compared to DBSCAN, it achieves significantly higher rate of the overall net utility. Having said that, we conclude that the k-means algorithm with the rule-of-thumb is the most
appropriate method within the ones discussed for creating standardized services.

Scalability
For cloud environments, it is of great importance that resource markets are highly scalable. In
order to assess the scalability of our approach, we measure the execution time of the clustering process for different number of users creating SLA mappings, varying from 100 to 10000.
Results are depicted in Figure 7.9.
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Figure 7.9: Simulation time

As shown in the figure, the k-means algorithm with the Hartigan’s index takes most time to
compute groups of SLA mappings. This is due to the nature of the Hartigan’s index method,
in which the clustering algorithm runs in several iterations and computes different number of
clusters before it finds the optimal number k. The best performance is achieved by the DBSCAN
algorithm. This result is also not surprising, since unlike the k-means algorithms, it creates a
low number of clusters and does not compute cluster centroids, which incurs cost.
The results show that the approach presented in this thesis is highly scalable. Moreover, the
execution time of k-means algorithm with the Hartigan’s index, which is far the highest, can be
improved by introducing heuristics for determining the initial number k, which we will consider
in our future work.
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7.2.3

Automatic management of SLA mappings

By not considering the cost of creating and adapting SLA mappings for the users, the cost of the
basic SLA mapping approach is strongly reduced. In this section, in particular, we assess the
benefits of the automation and compare it with the results presented in the previous section.
Figure 7.10 illustrates the overall net utility achieved by each of the adaptation methods with
and without applying the algorithm for the automatic management of SLA mappings. For this
purpose, we utilize only the k-means clustering algorithm with the rule-of-thumb, due to the best
performance when compared to other clustering algorithms (Section 7.2.2). As also depicted, by
applying the automation algorithm, the overall net utility is significantly higher than the overall
net utility for the case when users must manually create new SLA mappings. Note, the overall
utility does not differ for the two approaches, as the newly created public SLA templates are
equal. The difference in the overall net utility comes from the reduction of the cost for creating
SLA mappings.
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Figure 7.10: Comparison of the overall net utility of the k-means Rule-of-Thumb clustering
algorithm with and without automatic modification of users’ SLA mappings
The difference between costs incurred by the approaches is depicted in Figure 7.11. Since by
utilizing the automatic mapping modification algorithm the users are not required to create any
new SLA mappings, the overall cost for users is reduced almost to 0. The cost still exists since
not all of the autonomically created SLA mappings fully satisfy users’ needs. In particular,
as explained in Section 4.5.4, the adaptation algorithm might not correctly recognize a newly
added parameter’s equivalent in a user’s private SLA template. This, of course, incurs cost,
since the user must rectify created mappings. However, note that the new SLA parameters are
not added in public templates on a regular basis, but rather seldom, in case of a large change in
user requirements. Therefore, the overall cost for users is in most cases of the adaptation process
equal to 0.
It is important to note that the cost for creating SLA mappings has not vanished, but is
carried by the marketplace instead. However, through this approach, the human interaction is
significantly reduced and the cost for creating SLA mappings becomes negligible. Additionally,
since the mappings are immediately updated, initial public templates can be deleted and replaced
by newly created SLA templates. This was not possible in without the SLA mapping adaptation
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algorithm, due to the necessity to create new mappings before utilizing newly created public
templates. This was sometimes hard to achieve, since the users preferred keeping the old public
templates so to avoid additional cost of creating new SLA mappings. By dynamically replacing
public SLA templates, the cost for maintenance and storage of public SLA templates is reduced.
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Figure 7.11: Comparison of the overall cost of the k-means Rule-of-Thumb clustering algorithm
with and without automatic modification of users’ SLA mappings

7.2.4

Effects of standardization on market liquidity

To assess the benefits of our approach to liquidity of the simulated market platform, we simulate both the trade of numerous differentiated and standardized computational resources and
examine liquidity of the market in the given trading scenarios. For the sake of simplicity, each
market participant can have either the role of a buyer or a seller, but not both at the same time.
Furthermore, each participant wishes to sell or purchase only one service during the whole simulation period. Therefore, once an allocation occurs (i.e., when a match between a seller’s offer
and a buyer’s requirement is found), both the buyer and the seller are removed from the list of
users who have not yet received an allocation. Although the latter limitation may contradict
the scalability requirements of the cloud computing paradigm that promise virtually unlimited
resources, it helps in simplification of the simulation model without affecting the approach of
standardizing computational resources.
In both the differentiated and the standardized approaches, the overall market depth is measured as the accumulative trading volume, i.e., the total number of buyers and sellers who have
received an allocation. On the other hand, search cost is measured as the number of comparisons
between SLA templates that the users have to perform in order to find a suiting trading partner.
These are the comparisons between the buyers’ and the sellers’ private SLA templates in case
of the differentiated approach, and between users’ (buyers’ and sellers’) private SLA templates
and the public SLA templates in case of the standardized approach.
To begin our analysis of the impact of standardized products on market liquidity, we simulate a trade of exclusively differentiated products as well as a trade of standardized products with
the varying number of market participants (ranging from 200 to 15000), out of which we here
specifically discuss three: with 600, 4000, and 10000 market participants trading. In each of the
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scenarios, demand and supply are evenly distributed, i.e., 50% of traders are buyers and the remaining 50% sellers. Note that the latter assumption does not hold in the real-world scenarios as
cloud consumers currently significantly outnumber cloud providers. However, this assumption
increases market activity and improves visibility of effects of resource standardization on market
liquidity. The settings of the simulations discussed in this section are presented in Table 7.4.
Table 7.4: Simulation settings
Parameter
No. of market users
Portion of buyers in the number of users
Portion of sellers in the number of users
No. of parameters in SLA templates
Width of the SLO value range
Method to cluster users’ preferences
Method to adapt standardized services
No. of services required/offered by one user

Value
200 ≤ n ≤ 15000
50%
50%
4
10%
k-means
Maximum method
1

Figure 7.12 presents the simulation results. It contains 9 graphs arranged in 3 columns
and 3 rows. Each of the rows presents one of the liquidity measures: Figure 7.12a depicts
the overall market depth, Figure 7.12b depicts the search cost, and Figure 7.12c depicts their
relative difference (also called “the aggregate liquidity measure”). In each of the rows, the lefthand graph presents the trade of 600 market participants, the middle graph the trade of 4000
participants, and the right-hand graph the trade of 10000 market participants. The horizontal
axis depicts the number of created standardized products (i.e., public SLA templates) and the
vertical axis depicts the result values of liquidity measures. Note that the change in the number
of standardized products is the only change in the market condition that we consider. This
change, of course, does not effect the trade of the differentiated goods. Nevertheless, in order to
simplify the comparison between the two trading approaches, Figure 7.12 depicts the continuous
but constant values of liquidity measures for the “differentiated approach”.
Overall market depth
We begin our discussion on simulation results by considering overall market depth depicted in
Figure 7.12a. The graphs in this figure present the expected dominance of the differentiated
products over the standardized products in terms of the number of successful allocations of requirements and offers for services. Naturally, due to the high variety in resource types when
trading differentiated products, probability to find an offer similar to a user’s requirement is significantly higher. Regarding the standardized approach, the graphs obviously demonstrate that
the overall market depth grows with the increasing number of standardized resource types in
the market. In order to achieve the same amount of overall market depth as with the differentiated resources, the standardized approach should create a very large number of standardized
resources. This, however, means that each standardized resource would be approximately equal
to one private SLA template in the market and would only slightly differ from the differentiated
approach. Moreover, since the number of standardized resources cannot be larger than the num105
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Figure 7.12: Simulation results for 600, 4000, and 10000 market participants

ber of differentiated resources, we conclude that the standardized approach will always achieve
a lower or equal value of the overall market depth when compared to the differentiated approach.
When comparing the overall market depth for the differentiated and the standardized products, an interesting result occurs. As shown in Figure 7.12a, the depth for the standardized
approach, although always lower than for the differentiated approach, significantly rises with
the number of market traders. Considering the values of the left-hand graph, we conclude that
the standardized approach achieves the maximum of 57.6% of the depth value of the differentiated approach when there are 600 active traders in the market. This value is achieved with 41
standardized products, which is 7.3 times less than the number of products in the differentiated
market. When the number of market participants is increased to 10000 (the right-hand graph),
the standardized approach achieves up to 93.4% of the overall market depth of the differentiated
approach, although the number of standardized resources increased only slightly. In this case,
when the maximum depth is achieved there are 86 standardized resources in the market which is
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almost 58 times less than the number of differentiated products. The main reason for this behavior is diversity of resource types which is reasonably constant, no matter the number of active
traders. Namely, with only a small number of traders, the number of different resource types in
the market is large and the number of users requiring or offering one resource type is low. On
the contrary, with a sufficiently large number of traders, the number of different resource types is
only moderately higher, but with more users requiring a same resource type. This means that the
number of standardized products needed to keep the overall market depth stable grows slowly
with the number of market participants.
The discovery of the relatively constant diversity in resource types may lead to a conclusion
that a fixed amount of standardized products is needed to achieve a certain level of market efficiency with the number of traders playing no role in its determination. This is, however, not the
case for several reasons. First, as depicted in Figure 7.12a, after a certain amount of standardized
products is created, the growth of the overall market depth with every new standardized products decelerates because the currently existing standardized products already reflect the needs of
most of the traders. Secondly, as it will be soon explained, this growth is not sufficiently high to
cover the expenses of the introduction of more standardized products.
Search cost
Figure 7.12b presents the effort needed to find a trading partner in the simulated market environment. On the contrary to the perspective of overall market depth, the differentiated approach is
significantly inferior to the standardized approach when considering the search cost. For the differentiated goods, buyers must iterate through active sellers’ offerings until they find a matching
service. This means that the maximum search cost is
f.
costdif
max = no. buyers × no. sellers.

(7.3)

In the standardized approach, all users (buyers and sellers) iterate through public SLA templates,
which means that the maximum search cost is
costst.
max = (no. buyers + no. sellers) × no. st. resources.

(7.4)

Since the number of buyers and sellers is always remarkably larger than the number of standardized resources, the effort needed in the differentiated approach is always larger when compared
to the standardized approach. However, the realistic cost values are usually notably lower than
the theoretical maximum in both the differentiated and the standardized approach for two reasons. Firstly, users usually find required services before iterating through the whole list of available resources. Secondly, in the differentiated approach, once an allocation occurs, the buyer’s
request and the seller’s offer are not considered in future iterations, which means that the number
of active (i.e., non-allocated) users is reduced. Nevertheless, search cost grows with the number
of market participants and the quantity of standardized products. Since sellers appear in the market much faster and in larger quantities than the standardized resources, the positive effects of
the standardization becomes greatly obvious with the increasing number of market participants.
In the differentiated approach, the growth of the search cost slows down with the increase in
the number of active market traders. For instance, when there are 600 traders in the market, the
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measured cost is 27% of the maximum possible cost (Equation (7.3)). On the contrary, when
there are 10000 market traders, the value of the search cost is only 9% of the maximum cost.
This is due to a large number of traders, which means that they can easily find a trading partner
(due to the diversity in offerings) and have to perform a smaller number of search iterations.
Similarly, the increase in the number of standardized products slows down the rise of the search
cost in the standardized approach since users can easily find an appropriate service.
Aggregate liquidity measure
The conclusion that can be drawn from the previous analysis of standardized vs. differentiated
approach in terms of overall market depth and search cost is that the standardization of services
facilitates the search for the appropriate services (i.e., it minimizes the cost necessary to perform
that action), but provides a lower chance to find a match for a certain service requirement or
an offering. It stays unclear, however, which of the two approaches creates a better trading
environment, as each of them provides a better performance from one of the two aspects of
liquidity. The doubt that remains is, therefore, whether the lower overall market depth of the
standardized approach compensates for the low search cost and whether the standardization
improves the overall market liquidity.
To answer this question, we shortly revisit and recapitulate simulation results from the previous sections. We visualize the comparison of the two market types in Figure 7.13 and present
summarized simulation results of the overall market depth and search cost for the differentiated
and standardized goods markets. Figure 7.13a depicts the simulation results for the standardized
goods market with various number of market participants: the left-hand graph depicts the overall net utility and the right-hand graph the search cost. The graphs also emphasize the points
in which the liquidity values reach the maximum values. Note that these maximum values can
be even higher if more standardized resources were created. Nevertheless, as it will be soon
discussed, we are not interested in these scenarios as they deviate from the “optimal setting”.
The problem of finding the optimal market setting, i.e., the number and structure of SLA
templates that maximizes the “overall” market liquidity, becomes evident in Figure 7.13b, which
represents the simulation results of liquidity measures for the differentiated goods market (the
values depicted as bars) and compares these results to the ones retrieved from the standardized
goods market (the red line). The graph also depicts the maximum liquidity values in the standardized goods market (the black line), which are the same values emphasized in Figure 7.13a.
The left-hand graph clearly demonstrates that the differentiated goods market always outperforms the standardized goods market in terms of overall market depth. This means that the
differentiated goods market always offer a higher probability of finding a match. On the other
hand, the right-hand graph shows that the cost of finding a match is much higher. However, as
already discussed, a well-formed market is expected to fulfill both requirements: a solid market
depth and a low search cost. Selecting a better trading environment between the differentiated
and the standardized goods market is, therefore, not easy.
However, as it can be seen in Figure 7.13b, an increase in the number of market participants
implies a significant reduction in the difference of the overall market depth, and a significant
decrease in the difference of the search cost between the markets. In particular, the standardized
goods market achieves 41.67% of the differentiated goods market depth with 200 active traders
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Figure 7.13: Summarized simulation results of market liquidity

in the market and a much higher value of 94.3% with 15000 traders, although the number of
standardized resources increased only slightly. Similarly, the search cost goes down from 88%
of the total search cost in the differentiated goods market for 200 market traders to only 16% for
15000 market traders. A conclusion that can be drawn from this behavior is that the increase in
the number of market traders increases the justification of our approach.
To facilitate this discussion, we use the aggregate liquidity measure (Equation (4.16)). Figure 7.12c depicts the values of the aggregate liquidity measure and shows that the positive effects of the standardization become present only with a sufficiently high number of market participants. In a market with a limited amount of traders, a high diversity in resource types is
distributed among a low number of market users and, as already explained, many standardized
products are needed to achieve even a moderate overall market depth. At the same time, a large
amount of standardized products increases the cost of searching for the most appropriate service
offering. With the increase in the number of buyers and sellers, every new standardized product
brings more to the overall market depth, but increases the search cost only slightly. Therefore,
the more participants are in the market, the more benefits the standardization brings.
The question of how large the positive effect of the standardization to the market liquidity is
can be answered by observing the results depicted in Figure 7.14. The figure compares the two
approaches by looking at the relative difference between the aggregate liquidity measures of the
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Figure 7.14: Standardized vs. differentiated approach in terms of aggregate liquidity measure

approaches, i.e.,
l=

depthst. /costst.
depthst.
costdif f.
.
=
×
costst.
depthdif f. /costdif f.
depthdif f.

(7.5)

Essentially, Figure 7.14 shows how many times the value of the aggregate liquidity measure in
the standardized approach is higher than the value in the differentiated approach. The graph
presents the measured values for the various number of market participants (in the legend depicted in the form of no. buyers + no. sellers) and the “line of equality”, which represents the
value in which the two trading approach behave equally in terms of market liquidity (i.e., when
the value of the aggregate liquidity measure is 1).
Figure 7.14 emphasizes the limited performance of the standardized approach with the low
number of traders, but also its great outperformance when the number of traders is sufficiently
high. In the demonstrated scenario, the standardized approach achieves up to 6 times higher
amount of “aggregate liquidity” with 15000 market participants, which is achieved by creating
only 80 standardized products. This result is important and noteworthy as we demonstrated,
using a simulation scenario, that the standardization of goods in small markets may even hurt
the market efficiency and stability. On the contrary, it brings enormous savings and benefits in a
market where the demand and the supply are sufficiently high.

7.2.5

Using liquidity to determine the “optimal” market setting

In the previous section, we demonstrated the positive effects of the standardization of computational resources on market liquidity in (simulated) electronic markets. In this section, we
continue this study and analyze the possibilities of using methods for approximation of liquidity
to maximize the benefits of the standardized approach. In particular, we look into automatic
estimation of the number of standardized products that, when introduced, increase the aggregate liquidity measure to its maximum point. Since market liquidity is the main performance
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Figure 7.15: Estimating the “ideal” number of standardized goods

indicator for the “benefit”, the number of products is “ideal” when the liquidity is maximized.
Finding this number is, therefore, a matter of finding the market setting in which a single liquidity measure achieves its maximal value. However, as already described in Chapter 4, there is
no universal measure of market liquidity. Overall market depth and search cost cannot be taken
as the only measures of liquidity as they both must be considered in order to balance low search
cost and high overall market depth. The aggregate liquidity measure (i.e., the relative difference
between the depth and the cost) may help to find the “optimal” point, but cannot be taken into
consideration individually either. To demonstrate this with an example, in the left-hand graph of
Figure 7.12c it seems that, considering the value of the aggregate liquidity measure, the standardized approach outperforms the differentiated approach when there are only a few standardized
products in the market. This, however, does not hold, as a user’s probability to find a trading
partner at this point is almost nonexistent. A market with such a low matching probability has
almost no benefits for buyers and sellers who would, in this case, almost certainly leave the market. Therefore, despite extremely low search costs that increase the aggregate liquidity measure,
these results cannot be taken into consideration. However, as the aggregate liquidity measure
is the closest we can get to the universal indicator of market liquidity, we address this issue by
taking only those scenarios into consideration in which the overall market depth of the standardized approach reaches at least 50% of the value achieved by the differentiated approach. This
step ensures at least a moderately satisfying outcome to the users. For the cases in which overall
market depth is lower than this predefined threshold, we conclude that the standardization does
not pay off and that only differentiated products should be traded.
Figure 7.15a depicts the number of standardized products created for a certain number of
buyers and sellers in the market when the aggregate liquidity measure is maximized. Due to
considering only the values where the overall market depth is sufficiently high, the scenarios
with the lower number are not represented. The figure presents the market behavior already
discussed in the previous: the “ideal” number of standardized products increases with a significantly slower pace than the number of traders. Moreover, the growth slows down with the
increase in the number of traders. Therefore, after a certain number of standardized products are
created, there are not many benefits of introducing additional products, no matter the number of
market participants.
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The usefulness of the market behavior depicted in Figure 7.15a is limited, as it can only be
used to estimate the “ideal” number of standardized products in a low number of situations: when
the number of sellers and buyers in the market is high enough, the introduction of additional
products does not have a large effect on market liquidity. As already discussed, in this case the
“ideal” number of standardized products stays constant. To avoid this limitation, we consider
the same results from a different perspective. Figure 7.15b depicts the number of buyers and
sellers per one standardized product in the market. The linear behavior of the graph shows
that the diversity of resource types rises only slowly with the number of market participants,
but the number of users using the same resource type increases. Therefore, in a market with
more traders, the number of standardized products is not high, but the number of users per
one product is. This measure does not only illustrate market behavior but may also help to
estimate the “ideal” number of standardized products. In particular, the linear growth presented
in Figure 7.15b can be estimated with the following equation:
no. users per resource = 0.12 × no. users + 13.17

(7.6)

The prediction probability is larger than 99% (i.e., with an R2 value larger than 0.99). In statistics, the coefficient of determination R2 is the proportion of variability in a data set that is
accounted for by the statistical model ( [191], pp. 187, 287). It provides a measure of how
well future outcomes are likely to be predicted by the model. Note that in the given equation,
no. users represents the sum of the number of buyers and the number of sellers in the market.
With respect to Equation (7.6), the “ideal” number of standardized resources can be estimated using the following equation:


no. users
no. resources =
(7.7)
0.12 × no. users + 13.17
Note, however, that this result is valid only for the given trading scenario. The estimation function and the certainty depend on the demand and supply, i.e., the diversity in resource types in
the market, and differ in other (real-case) scenarios. However, having a (reasonable) assumption
that the diversity of users’ requirements is relatively limited even in the real implementations of
electronic markets, the same estimation method may be used in those environments, but with
Equation (7.6) adapted to the observed demand and supply.
If properly used, the presented method, i.e., the appropriately adapted Equation (7.7), can
be used to efficiently estimate the “ideal” number of standardized resources for every market
situation. Namely, after having enough data to build the estimation function with a sufficiently
high prediction probability, it is not necessary to check the varying number of standardized
resources in order to find the “ideal” number, but it is possible to use the equation to quickly
compute it. In order to allow a particular certainty, another method can be applied to confirm that
indeed the number with the maximum aggregate liquidity measure has been selected. Namely,
as the simulation scenario presented in the previous section has demonstrated, after the maximal
aggregate liquidity value has been reached, the dynamics of the growth of overall market depth
suddenly change: even if a larger quantity of standardized products is introduced, the depth
stops rising or even loses its value (cf. Figure 7.12a). Therefore, it is possible to check whether
any close number of standardized resources larger than the chosen “ideal” number increases the
overall market depth and, thus, validate the estimated quantity.
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7.3

Automatic service discovery and matching

In this section, we present the evaluation of our methods for automatic matching of SLA elements and selection of best-fitting SLA templates, as described in Chapter 5. In particular,
we discuss how this approach may help to additionally decrease (or even completely eliminate)
costs for market users remained after application of the standardization approach. Through this
discussion we address Research question 4 presented in Chapter 1.

7.3.1

Simulation environment

In Chapter 6, we presented our framework for simulation of cloud marketplaces and SLA management. For the evaluation purposes, we design a testbed using this framework, which we
shortly describe here. Figure 7.16 depicts another perspective of our simulator with the focus on
the methods for SLA discovery and selection. From this point of view, our comprising two core
components: a cloud market platform and a simulation engine.
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Figure 7.16: Simulation environment
The cloud market platform represents the basic infrastructure for autonomic management
of the cloud market and integrates the actual implementation of our framework for autonomic
creation and management of SLA mappings. In particular, it comprises: (1) frontend services,
which form the basic interface for submission of users’ requirements and offers for services to
the market; (2) market platform management services responsible for management of supply and
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demand in the market (including pricing and allocation mechanisms); (3) a market knowledge
component responsible for storing and managing public and private SLA templates as well as
SLA mappings; (4) a learning component responsible for capturing characteristics of the data
and learning to automatically recognize complex patterns and make intelligent decisions based
on the data concerning the semantics of SLA elements and SLA templates; and (5) a recommendation component responsible for making final decisions on SLA matching and provider
selection and recommendation of equal SLA elements, SLA mappings, and SLA templates.
The simulation engine (i.e., simulation controller) is responsible for automating the simulation process. In particular, it comprises: (1) a training and test data generation engine, implementing a configurable interface for semi-automatically generation of training and test data sets
in compliance with predefined generation policies; (2) an evaluation engine, providing methods
for assessing the results of the simulation by using an adequate cost model; and (3) a visualization and documentation engine, facilitating graphical visualization of the evaluation results as
well as documentation for later analysis.

7.3.2

Simulation process

The simulation is conducted in three main steps (Figure 7.17): generation of demand and supply in the market, recommendation of the optimal offerings on the market to the service buyers
(including the recommendation of SLA mappings between the differing SLA templates), and
the evaluation of the recommendation results based on the simulated user feedback. In the first
step, the training and the test data is randomly created in a semi-automatically fashion so that
it meets requirements specified in data generation policies. These policies are forwarded to the
data generation engine to ensure automatic generation of training and test datasets that meet
specific properties of real datasets such as a clear separation between semantically different
and semantically equal SLA templates or data distributions within the datasets. Moreover, the
data generation engine contains a set of rules for creating instances of SLA elements based on
characteristics of real-world examples as well as rules for modeling syntax differences between
semantically equal SLA elements that can be found in real-world scenarios. The result of this
process is the collection of triples containing a public SLA template from the set of all public
SLA templates, a private SLA template from the set of all private SLA templates that is semantically equal to the associated public SLA template, and the pre-calculated SLA mappings
between the two templates.
The second step of the simulation process involves submission of the previously created
SLA templates and SLA mappings to the market. Namely, for each triple, the simulation engine
submits the private SLA template to the market platform prototype. The prototype’s recommendation component then automatically analyzes the submitted private SLA template and tries to
match it with an existing public SLA template stored in the market repository contained by the
market knowledge component. As already described in Chapter 5, this process finds the best
matching public SLA template and returns it back to the simulation engine. Together with the
public SLA template, the recommendation returns the SLA mappings between the discovered
equivalent elements of the two SLA templates, as described in Chapter 5.
For the evaluation of the recommendation algorithm, the simulation engine analyzes correctness of the recommendation by comparing it to the precalculated public SLA template and SLA
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Figure 7.17: Simulation testbed

mappings. If the recommended public SLA template is equal to the precalculated public template, the recommendation has been correct; otherwise an incorrect recommendation has been
detected. By analogy, the correctness of the recommended SLA mappings is checked. In case
of an incorrect recommendation, the framework reports the mistake to the market platform’s
recommendation component, thus simulating the negative user feedback. This feedback is then
automatically forwarded to the learning component.

7.3.3

Simulation setup

For the evaluation of our approach, we define two simulation setups: for evaluating the process
of provider selection (i.e., public SLA template recommendation) and for evaluating the methods
for SLA mapping recommendation. Table 7.5 summarizes the simulation settings.
To evaluate the provider recommendation process, we generate a set of 100 public SLA
templates and 3 semantically equal private SLA templates per one public SLA template. SLA
templates contain between 5 and 7 SLOs as well between 5 and 7 SLA parameters. The number
of SLA metrics per SLA template is in range of 7 to 10. Note that the number of SLA metrics is
larger than the number of SLOs in oder to allow nesting of SLA metrics.
For evaluation of the SLA mapping recommendation process, the focus is on the syntax
differences between elements of private SLA templates and semantically equal elements of corresponding public SLA templates. Therefore, only a small number of public SLA templates is
necessary, but with a large variety of corresponding private SLA templates. For this purpose, we
generate 3 public SLA templates with 100 semantically equal private SLA templates for each of
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the public templates. The settings for the structure of individual SLA templates is equivalent to
the setup for public SLA template recommendation.

7.3.4

Evaluation results

In this section, we evaluate our approach by measuring the cost for market participants of adapting incorrect recommendations of public SLA templates and SLA mappings and compare it to
the situation in which they have to search for optimal services and create SLA mappings manually. Furthermore, we mutually compare two recommendation strategies based on different
learning methods: classification with input features based only on string similarity metrics and
classification with input features based on string similarity metrics as well as those based on
CBR knowledge.
Figure 7.18a illustrates the evaluation results for automatic provider selection, i.e., recommendation of public SLA templates. It depicts the total cost in logarithmic scale of manual
selection of public SLA templates achieved by different numbers of trained examples. As it
can be seen, the usage of learning methods for matching SLA elements and for automatically
associating and recommending public SLA templates significantly reduces the cost of manual association of public SLA templates by market participants, even when using less advanced
learning methods, such as the classification method with input features based only on string similarity metrics. However, when comparing this “simple” classification method to the one with
additional input features based on CBR knowledge, we can notice only a slight improvement
in the cost reduction when compared to the latter case. This is due to the very small number
of equivalent SLA elements that could not be matched by less advanced learning methods in
comparison to the number of elements that could be matched by such methods, resulting in only
a minor influence on the actual value of the overall equivalence probability between two SLA
templates. Hence, even less advanced learning methods are able to show good results for automatic provider selection since not every single semantically equal pair of SLA elements between
a public and a private SLA templates must be identified correctly, but even an approximation of
the average similarity probability over all SLA elements of both templates is able to give enough
information for making correct decisions about their semantic equivalence in most cases, espe-

Table 7.5: Simulation settings
Parameter
Number of public SLA templates
- Public SLA template recommendation
- SLA mapping recommendation
Number of private SLA templates per public SLA template
- Public SLA template recommendation
- SLA mapping recommendation
Number of SLOs per SLA template
Number of SLA parameters per SLA template
Number of SLA metrics per SLA template
Maximal hierarchy level for nested SLA metrics
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Value
100
3
3
100
5-7
5-7
7-10
5

(a) SLA template recommendation (total cost develop- (b) SLA mappings recommendation (total cost development)
ment)

Figure 7.18: Evaluation results

cially when the number of pairs of semantically equivalent SLA elements with complex syntax
differences is small in comparison to the total number of SLA elements within both templates.
Figure 7.18b illustrates the evaluation results for SLA mapping recommendation. It depicts
the total cost of manual creation of SLA mappings achieved by different numbers of trained examples. The simulation starts with a high number of incorrect recommendations during the first
5 to 10 recommendation iterations. This is due to the initialization of SVM with random weights
at the beginning of the simulation process and adjusting its weight function automatically over
the following training iterations. After the SVM reaches a good approximation for the weight
function, its predictions are relatively stable. The evaluation result shows that the usage of learning methods for matching SLA elements and for automatic generation and recommendation of
SLA mappings significantly reduces the cost of manual creation of SLA mappings by market
participants. When comparing the classification method with the input features based only on
string similarity metrics to the one with additional input features based on CBR knowledge, we
see that the latter can even reach a significantly lower cost than the former. This is due to the fact
that CBR is able to detect complex difference patterns such as synonyms or abbreviations and
therefore is able to create correct SLA mappings in such cases, while string similarity metrics
are only able to detect small differences in a small number of characters and consider all other
cases as semantically different. In our simulation we could show that the reductions in cost
reached through the use of CBR are up to 30% after 20 iterations in comparison to the overall
cost incurred when applying only string similarity metrics. However the concrete difference in
cost between both methods ultimately depends on the degree of reoccurring patterns found in
real-world scenarios, which may vary in different application domains.
Summarizing, as shown in the evaluation results, our approach for autonomic management
of SLA mappings is able to significantly reduce market participants’ cost of manual provider
selection and manual creation of SLA mappings. The scope of reductions in these costs between
the initial situation without recommendation and the approach proposed in Chapter 5 depends on
the used SLA model, the assumptions made on the characteristics of SLA element specifications,
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and on the learning and reasoning strategies used. The assumptions we made on the characteristics of SLA element specifications are based on a theoretical research on possible characteristics
of syntax differences between semantically equivalent SLA elements. These characteristics are
limited on the one hand by the SLA model, which predefines the general structure for creating
instances of SLAs, and on the other hand by the users’ cognition of concepts that have the same
meaning (linguistically and logically).
The evaluation has shown that even less advanced learning strategies are able to facilitate
good results in automatic provider selection, while automatic creation of SLA mappings requires
more sophisticated learning techniques since any inaccurate reasoning directly leads to a wrong
recommendation and thus incurs unwanted cost for market participants. For manual provider
selection, our approach was able to reduce market participants’ cost by nearly 100% for all
examples in comparison to its original amount without automatic recommendation. In other
words, the automatically recommended provider is in almost all cases the correct one, i.e., the
same provider that market participants would have chosen by manual selection. For automatic
creation of SLA mappings, after a certain training period, our approach was able to reduce the
market participants’ cost by nearly 100% for examples that reused already trained knowledge in
comparison to its original amount without automatic recommendation. As it could be seen in
the evaluation results, the learning strategy based on CBR needs extensive training to be able to
turn its advantages to account, but outperforms the less advanced learning strategy that we have
tested in our evaluation since it is able to identify complex patterns and changes in SLA element
and SLA mapping specifications.

7.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented the evaluations of the contributions that address the challenges
based in this thesis. We have detailed the simulation environments within which evaluations
were executed and demonstrated benefits that our approaches may bring. These benefits can be
summarized as follows.
• As demonstrated in Section 7.1, our monitoring methodology is capable of detecting various market phenomena and can in future help to identify and react to sudden changes in the
performance of cloud markets such that we can begin to give these platforms autonomic
capabilities and enable them to steer away from and avoid negative market outcomes. Our
simple evaluation scenario (a sudden cease in demand) illustrated how important it is to
be able to adequately monitor a market where sudden changes can lead to painful consequences. Our scenario was very contrived, but aimed to test the feasibility of market
monitoring. It temporarily affected the performance of all market goals both positively
and negatively. In a real deployment, such a blip in performance could have resulted in
excessive and costly utilization of arguably unneeded hardware infrastructure.
• As demonstrated in Section 7.2, our approach of computational resource standardization
significantly improves market performance in terms of market liquidity and users’ utility
when sufficiently many users join the market. On the contrary, we have demonstrated that
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the standardization may hurt market liquidity if the number of market users is too low. Furthermore, we have identified the combination of k-means algorithm and the “maximum”
adaptation method as the best performing for creating standardized resources in terms
of several evaluation criteria, such as cluster isolation and compactness. We have also
demonstrated that our algorithm for automated adaptation of SLA mappings significantly
reduces the cost of market participation for market users. Finally, we have demonstrated
that the measure of market liquidity may be successfully and simply used to create the
“optimal market setting”, i.e., to select the number of standardized resources that maximize market liquidity, due to the linear increase of “ideal” number of market users per a
standardized SLA templates with the growth in the users population.
• In Section 7.3, we have demonstrated that our approach of automatic SLA matching and
selection significantly reduces users’ cost of participation in the market by recommending
best-fitting public SLA templates to the market users, as well as SLA mappings to the
index SLA template.
Regarding the credibility of the simulated approach with respect to the random creation of
SLAs, note that the real-world “production” SLAs are currently very limited: they are used
only for describing infrastructure services (i.e., in the infrastructure as a service (IaaS) business model), while for the other models such as platform as a service (PaaS) and software as a
service (SaaS) they are still not utilized. The SLA parameters contained by the SLAs used in
our experiments are simple modifications of common production SLAs used in the IaaS model.
Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that our scenario differs from the real world in three factors:
1. Real-world SLAs are more complex than our assumed SLAs since they contain more
SLA parameters and more differences in their definitions. However, the motivation for
our approach of standardizing computational resources increases its significance with the
additional complexity of users’ SLAs. Therefore, we believe that our approach would
demonstrate even better results with the real-world production SLAs than in the assumed
scenario.
2. Unlike in our scenario, where the number of consumers and suppliers is equal, in the
real-world cloud market, consumers currently significantly outnumber cloud providers.
3. In our scenario, we have considered equally distributed demand and supply as this increases market activity and improves visibility of effects of resource standardization on
market liquidity. However, we believe that it does not affect the tendencies of the evaluation results as any other distribution will only impact the intensity of the market activity.
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CHAPTER

Conclusion
In this chapter, we conclude this thesis by summarizing its contributions and their implications
to the advancement of market-oriented resource allocation in utility and cloud computing.

8.1

Summary

One of the major challenges facing the cloud paradigm is the emergence of suitable economic
platforms for the trading of cloud services. Today, many researchers investigate how specific
cloud market platforms can be conceived and in some cases implemented. However, such endeavors consider only specific types of actors, business models, or cloud abstractions. We argue
that market platforms for the cloud paradigm cannot (yet) be rigidly defined, and require the
ability to progress and evolve with the paradigm. In this thesis, we have discussed an alternative
approach: autonomic markets. Autonomic markets automatically adapt to changed environmental conditions based upon a given concept of “performance”. We have described the autonomic
MAPE-K loop in the context of electronic markets and considered the types of a knowledge
produced and required for decision making.
As the entry point for enabling market adaptation, we have presented a novel methodology
for the monitoring in cloud markets. Our methodology is built on the basis of identifying monitoring data that is available and useful for autonomic markets, and transforming this data into
indicators for a given set of market goals. We have extended GridSim with appropriate market
and mechanisms sensors, as well as simple infrastructure sensors. Our methodology included
a series of realistic market goals, the sets of extractable metrics from a market platform, and
rules for combining these metrics and transforming them to access goal performance. Our simple evaluation scenario (a sudden cease in demand) illustrated how important it is to be able to
adequately monitor a market where sudden changes can lead to painful consequences. Our scenarios was very contrived, but aimed to test the feasibility of market monitoring. It temporarily
affected the performance of all market goals both positively and negatively. In a real deployment,
such a blip in performance could have resulted in excessive and costly utilization of arguably
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unneeded hardware infrastructure. We have shown that such phenomena can be detected by our
monitoring model, which may in the future help to identify and react to sudden changes in the
performance of cloud markets such that we can begin to give these platforms autonomic capabilities and enable them to steer away from and avoid negative market outcomes. We note and
stress, however, that much research is still needed in order to explore how more subtle scenarios
affect a given set of market goals. Nevertheless, we conclude that based upon the monitoring
metrics of the market (which are translated from the low-level infrastructure measurements), our
monitoring model can sense dynamic changes in market behavior, which is the first step towards
establishing self-aware autonomic market platforms.
In this thesis, we have also discussed another perspective of market dynamism and heterogeneity and their effects on resource management and allocation. Using a simulation-based
environment, we have demonstrated that a high resource diversity may hurt market performance
in terms of market liquidity, users’ utility, and transaction costs. In order to do that, we have first
derived a set of assessment measures for monitoring market liquidity in cloud markets based on
the literature study on liquidity in financial markets.
To address the problem of market diversity, we have introduced another form of market
adaptation: creation and adaptation of standardized services. In this approach, demand and supply are channeled into a limited number of standardized services that maximize users’ utility and
market liquidity. To create standardized services, we have applied clustering algorithms to group
similar service requirements and offerings, and adaptation methods to create one standardized
service for the given group of users’ SLAs. Instead of searching through the complete database
of differentiated and fragmented providers’ offerings, service consumers can now search only
through a limited number of standardized services. Knowing the standardization process, users
know what to expect in the market and can modify their service requirements. Although their
satisfaction is never as high as in the differentiated goods market, the search cost is almost incomparably lower and market liquidity higher. However, this is not always the case. Using a
simulation-based evaluation, we have demonstrated that standardization of computational goods
in small markets (i.e., small number of market participants) may hurt market efficiency, but it
brings enormous savings and benefits in the markets where the demand and the supply of partly
substitutable goods are sufficiently high.
To additionally make the market more attractive to potential consumers and providers, we
have also presented methods for automated service discovery and selection. When done manually, these processes take big effort and are often time-consuming. In this thesis, we apply
several feedback-oriented machine learning methods to automatically find matching SLA specifications of services and select the best fitting service. Trading in the autonomic market becomes,
therefore, virtually effortless.
Finally, in order to test our methods and hypotheses presented in this thesis, we have developed and herewith discussed conceptual and implementation details of an open-source agentbased market simulation framework. This platform provides capabilities for running flexible and
complex simulations in dynamic, but highly controllable market scenarios, which is necessary
for testing different aspects for the study of autonomic markets.
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8.2

Constraints on thesis contributions

In this section, we describe the limitations of the research contributions achieved within this
thesis. These issues are important for proper understanding of the proposed solutions and they
highlight observations that are out of scope in our considerations.
• Our vision of autonomic markets discussed in Chapter 3 is presented only on a conceptual
level. We have identified market functioning and adaptation steps, but have not yet proven
that their construction and real-world implementation would be viable, nor how it could
be performed. However, through our discussion of adaptation steps, we have noted the
complexity of this process and identified that much research is still needed in order to
fulfill the idea of autonomic online adaptation of market configuration.
• The monitoring methodology presented in this thesis does not fully capture market’s economical footprint. In particular, the list of monitoring units and market performance metrics presented in Chapter 3 is not complete and is, therefore, not able to address all aspects
of market performance. In order to achieve this goal, it is necessary to consider several
other important metrics, such as volatility and solvency. Additionally, as already discussed
in Chapter 7, our evaluation scenario (a sudden cease in demand) is contrived and simple.
Despite this fact, it has helped us illustrate how important it is to be able to adequately
monitor the market. However, in order to fully evaluate our monitoring framework, it is
necessary to design, simulate and evaluate more complex and realistic market scenarios.
For example, one could investigate cartel formation in the market. Namely, it could be
observed whether the monitoring framework is able of detecting market peculiarities such
as this one and, more importantly, if it is able of distinguishing providers joining a cartel
and, therefore, and ensuring market competitiveness.
• In this thesis, public SLAs and users’ SLA templates have been created by applying simple
modifications to the real-world “production” SLAs used in the infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) model. To facilitate our simulations, we have simplified the real-world SLAs by
reducing the number of SLA parameters and the differences in their definitions. However,
we believe that the benefits of our approach increase with the complexity of the underlying properties such as SLAs and the number of market participants, as discussed in
Chapter 7. Nevertheless, more realistic SLAs should be used and this assumption should
be evaluated. As another limitation, in our simulations we have used balanced demand and
supply, i.e., a market with the equal number of service providers and service consumers.
This does not realistically describe the current market landscape and does not comply
with the idea of indefinitely large resources of cloud providers, but it has helped us in
simplification of our simulation process and understanding evaluation results. We believe
that the benefits of our approach are not affected by this market property. Nevertheless,
other trading scenarios and demand-supply ratios should be considered as well. Finally,
it should be considered how the adaptive standardized services could be adapted to the
existing market models and how they can be traded and allocated through common market mechanisms, such as well-known auction-based mechanisms (e.g., continuous double
auction and English auction).
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• In the course of the thesis, we have discussed several steps of the SLA management process, which include standardization (Chapter 4) and SLA matching (Chapter 5). Throughout this process, we have mostly (and sometimes solely) considered functional parameters
of computational resources without taking their non-functional properties into account.
Non-functional properties (NFPs) are many and varied and include overall description of
quality of a delivered service. The examples of such NFPs in cloud services are privacy,
reliability, security, supportability, and trust. We acknowledge the importance of NFPs in
SLA management, and especially in service selection. However, NFPs are hardly quantifiable and measurable and often not very well understood and interpreted. Assessment
of these properties relies on previous user experiences, user perceptions and opinions, and
cannot be easily captured from market monitoring and observations. In the work presented
in this thesis, SLA management actions (especially SLA matching) does not provide any
recommendation systems and tools for matching and advocating these properties. Instead,
only functional elements are automatically matched, and the final matching and selection
(which includes NFPs) is left to the user. In the future, these properties will have to be
considered as part of the automatic SLA matching as well.

8.3

Future work

As discussed in the previous section, it can be observed that some important issues are out of
scope regarding our proposed solution in this thesis. These issues imply open research challenges in this area. In this section, we discuss these challenges and identify several possible
research directions.
• As already mentioned in the previous section, SLAs used in our simulations are simplified:
they contain less SLA parameters and a smaller variety in their definitions. Furthermore,
methods for managing these SLA elements (e.g., the SLA matching and recommendation
tools) consider only functional parameters and neglect non-functional properties of SLAs.
In future, it is necessary to consider more realistic and, therefore, more complex and
diverse SLAs and to gather, learn and process knowledge from these SLAs so that the
recommendation systems can finally consider non-functional service properties as well.
• As previously mentioned, the idea of autonomic market platform is currently portrayed
only on a conceptual level and much research is still needed in order to bring it closer to
the reality. This includes further development of the monitoring sensors (e.g., inclusion of
more detailed market performance metrics and tuning through more realistic simulation
scenarios), building and managing different type of market knowledge and information,
and identifying (and executing) potential adaptation steps in the market setting. The latter
task is particularly complex and requires deeper knowledge and understanding of market
functioning and environment, as well as further development of the market simulators for
testing novel hypotheses and methods.
• As a first step towards broader utilization and implementation of our experimental market
platform, it is necessary to build a well-designed benchmark scenario to test its implemen124

tation and correctness. For example, numerous theoretical and practical works in the field
of economics have discussed and demonstrated through empirical studies how users behave in certain market situations and how this behavior affects the market behavior. One
such study has been introduced in [99]. In this paper, the authors report market experiments in which human traders are replaced by “zero-intelligence” agents and discussed
allocative efficiency of a double auction. The results presented in this paper have been
revisited in [67], where the authors presented a simulation of the approach that achieved
the same results. Therefore, since both the empirical and simulation studies have demonstrated the same results, this study can be rerun in our simulation scenario in order to
benchmark its performance.
• Besides already implemented clearing and bidding mechanisms, as well as simulation
scenarios and agents’ bidding strategies, one could implement additional mechanisms
that can be used in different scenarios in order to compare their performance in different setting. For example, one could conclude that certain allocation mechanisms behave
differently when the demand is high and the supply low. Furthermore, one could conclude
that the properties of a certain allocation mechanism are not optimal for a given simulation
scenario. Every quantitative analysis and comparison of different mechanisms and methods represent a further step towards the vision of autonomic market and implementation
of its most challenging loop phase - the adaptation.
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